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iSU M M A R Y
This thesis explores a number of hydrodynamic sedimentation problems 
in which the fluid motion is governed by the quasi-steady Stokes 
approximation.
In Chapter Two potential-theoretic methods are used to solve the 
axisymmetric sedimentation problem of a small slowly rotating and 
translating particle moving through a fluid-filled circular pore of 
finite length. In such an approach the velocity and pressure fields, 
governing the fluid motion, are expressed in terms of relevant harmonic 
functions, a method which is also applicable to linear elasticity. To 
give the motivation behind the selection of these harmonics and the 
analytic methods used, Chapter One discusses two electrostatic problems 
possessing analogous boundary conditions. In both chapters each problem 
is reduced to the solution of coupled infinite systems of linear.equations 
and solved by truncation to coupled finite sets. The numerical solutions 
of these equations are then used to compute approximations to the resistive 
torque and drag experienced by the sedimenting particle.
Chapter Three is divided into two parts. Part I treats the 
application of the method of subareas to some model electrostatic 
problems. In Part II we utilize the Oseen integral representation of 
solutions of the Stokes equations to develop a boundary-integral method 
for the study of further sedimentation problems. The method involves the 
discretization of the linear integral equations of the first kind, whose 
unknowns comprise boundary-stress components, using the method of 
subareas, thus reducing the integral equations to a system of linear 
equations.
Problems solved using this method include the axial translation of a 
small particle towards a rigid square plate, an investigation of the flow 
field development for an axially translating small body moving through a 
hollow and constricted circular cylinder of finite length, the broadside 
motion of a circular disk through a circular cylinder ^nd an investigation 
of a curious phenomenon, known as 'overshooting', in the developing axial 
velocity profile within a finite-length circular cylinder, given certain 
inlet and outlet velocity profiles.
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IN T R O D U C T IO N
l
This thesis is concerned with the investigation of a number of mixed 
boundary-value problems arising in the study of the slow sedimentation of 
a small particle in an incompressible viscous fluid. In such slow flows 
the effects of inertia and time are neglected and the Navier-Stokes 
equations, governing the fluid motion, become linear. The dimensionless 
parameter which measures the relative importance of inertial and viscous 
forces is the Reynolds number (Re) expressed as
Fluid density x Speed x Particle Size
Re = ---------------------------------- ------
Fluid Viscosity
In the flows under consideration the shearing motion of the fluid 
will dominate over the acceleration/deceleration of the fluid particles, 
causing Re to be small. The smaller Re becomes the better the 
approximation as the inertial effects then play a lesser role in the fluid 
motion. Neglecting the inertial and time-dependent terms in the 
Navier-Stokes equations does not imply that a Stokes flow need necessarily 
be steady. The slow rotation of an ellipsoid in a viscous fluid about an 
axis of revolution is an example of an inherently unsteady flow. However, 
by suitably scaling the Navier-Stokes equations both inertial and 
time-derivative terms are lost in the limit Re-»0, resulting in precisely 
the same system of equations as for a steady-state motion. These are 
referred to as the quasi-steady Stokes equations.
An excellent account of numerous applications of this approximation 
to a variety of physical problems is given in the book by Happel and 
Brenner (1986). Here we find the famous problem solved by Stokes (1851) 
for the drag (= 677>tUa) experienced by a sphere of radius a moving slowly 
with speed Q through an unbounded fluid of viscosity /i. Payne and Pell 
(1960), using methods from potential theory, generalised this idea to 
calculate the drag on a number of different axially-symmetric bodies 
placed in a Stokes flow.
In real life situations however we are called upon to consider the 
effects of solid boundaries and free surfaces on the motion of bodies. 
The resistive effects of a solid or fluid boundary on the sedimentation of 
an axially symmetric body (typically a sphere) have been studied by a
variety of authors. In the surveys of Happel and Brenner (1986) and 
O'Neill (1981) we find excellent examples of these resistive effects when 
the boundary surface is either planar of cylindrical. When the 
translating body and bounding container are not coordinate surfaces of the 
same curvilinear system of coordinates, the analysis is difficult but in 
certain cases tractable. Thus Happel and Ast (i960) have employed the 
stream function to reduce the problem of the axial translation of a sphere 
in a fluid-filled tube with frictionless walls to the solution of an 
infinite set of linear simultaneous equations; this set can then be solved 
by the method of truncation.
An alternative approximate approach is to use the "method of 
reflexions" in which the linearity of the Stokes equations is utilized to 
write the velocity and pressure fields as a sum of terms. Each term in 
the sum partially satisfies the boundary conditions on the translating 
body and container boundary, and is determined so that by taking 
progressively more terms a successively more accurate solution is 
generated. Using the method Happel and Byrne (1954) studied the axial 
motion of a sphere along the axis of a circular fluid-filled duct, and 
Brenner and Happel (1958) extended the calculations to an arbitrarily 
situated sphere , translating parallel to the cylinder axis.
For more general particle and container shapes approximate formulae 
for resistive forces and couples have been derived by Brenner (1962). It 
is assumed that the ratio of a typical particle dimension to a 
characteristic distance of the particle from the nearest boundary is 
small. The particle is then essentially replaced by a point force, thus 
removing the dependence of the analysis on the detailed shape of the body. 
Using the method of reflexions, Brenner (1962) then derives expressions 
for the lowest-order effect of the boundary on the resistive force 
experienced by the translating particle. Thus Sonshine et al, (1966a,b) 
use this method to treat the axial translation of a particle in a cylinder 
filled to a finite depth with viscous liquid, the particle position being 
arbitrary. The boundary effects of cylinder walls, free surface and 
cylinder ends were considered. There has been a number of more recent 
applications of this method (e.g. Shail and Packham (1986)), and an 
alternative derivation of the first-order force correction has been given 
by Williams (1966) using an Oseen-type integral representation for the 
velocity and pressure fields.
The main aim of this thesis is the application of both 
potential-theoretic and numerical methods to the solution of various 
problems in Stokes flow involving the sedimentation of a particle through 
a fluid-filled pore of finite length, and Chapters Two and Three comprise 
the bulk of this work. However before discussing the analytically more 
complicated fluid dynamical problems, we introduce in Chapter One some of 
the potential-theoretic methods and techniques used in their resolution. 
In Chapter One two model electrostatic problems are considered in which a 
point charge or electrostatic dipole is placed outside a finite length 
conducting cylinder having two infinite conducting plates attached to its 
rims, one at either end, such that the two circular disks which are 
removed from the plates coincide with the inlet and outlet of the
cylinder. The charge distribution may be placed either inside the 
cylindrical section or in either of the two half-spaces. The 
representation of the potential in both half-spaces consists of
Green-Zerna (1954) type contour integrals, when the charge distribution is 
a point charge, and integral representations due to Keer (1964) in the
case of a dipole; the Keer integrals provide a more expedient form for the
Stokes-flow problems. Tn the cylindrical section Fourier-Bessel 
expansions of the potential are used. To ensure the continuity of the 
potential and its axial derivative, both are matched across the mouths of 
the cylinder. This results, in both cases, in two infinite sets of linear 
simultaneous equations for the coefficients in the Fourier-Bessel 
expansions which are solved by truncation. This enables the calculation 
of the electric field at the position of the test charge, and of the force 
experienced by the charge.
In Chapter Two we develop a quasi-analytic solution of the Stokes 
flow equations for the hydrodynamic interaction of a sedimenting body, 
modelled by a point force (Stokeslet) or point couple (rotlet), with a 
fluid-filled pore of finite length. This bridges the gap between the 
results of Shail and Packham (1986), for a pore of semi-infinite length, 
and Davis et al. (1981) in the limit of a pore of zero length. The 
simplest example of such a flow was solved in closed-form by Sampson 
(1891) for the pressure driven flow through a circular hole in an 
otherwise infinite plane sheet. Dagan et al. (1981) extended this 'Sampson 
flow', making use of a Stokes stream function, to consider a 
pressure-driven flow through a finite-length pore communicating with two 
half-spaces of fluid. They also outline a procedure for amending their
4analyses when an axially translating sphere is present. A nuihber of 
asymmetric flows having the limiting zero-thickness pore of Davis et al 
(1981) have been considered by Davis (1983), Shail and Packham (1987) and 
Smith (1987).
The basic hydrodynamic configuration we consider consists of two 
half-spaces of fluid connected together by a fluid-filled circular 
cylinder of finite length. The sediment ing particle, modelled by a rot let 
or Stokeslet, is placed on the axis of symmetry of the pore, either in one 
of the half-space chambers of fluid or within the pore. In the rotlet 
problem we consider fluid motion generated by a point couple placed on the 
axis of symmetry of the pore, the rotlet being parallel to the axis. With 
the fluid at rest at infinity the pressure is constant and the fluid 
particles describe circles with centres on the axis. As the only non-zero 
component of the velocity field is the azimuthal component vQ the Stokes 
equations reduce to a single scalar equation which implies that v9 cos& is 
a harmonic function. Thus, the representations for the potential in the 
electrostatic dipole model of Chapter One are used in the rotlet problem 
and the numerically calculated Fourier-Bessel coefficients are employed to 
calculate the first-order effects of the solid boundary upon the couple 
experienced by a small rotating body. When the body translates, without 
rotation, we model its velocity and pressure fields by that of an axial 
Stokeslet. The complete representation of the velocity field is 
constructed in terms of harmonic functions, a technique which is familiar 
in elasticity theory. In the half-spaces we use Keer integrals of the 
form discussed in Chapter One and Fourier-Bessel series in the pore 
region. Matching both the stress and velocity across each fluid interface 
we obtain four sets of linear simultaneous equations in coefficients of 
the Fourier-Bessel series. The numerical solution of these equations then 
allows, in the case of zero bulk flow, a number of physical parameters of 
interest to be calculated such as drag and pressure drop through the pore. 
To take account of the effect on the drag of a pressure driven bulk flow 
it is necessary to solve a subsidiary singularity-free problem in which 
the flow results from a pressure difference at infinity between the half­
space chambers of fluid. This problem is essentially that of Dagan et al 
(1981) and Chapter Two concludes with an alternative formulation in which 
only half the number of expansion coefficients are needed.
The final chapter of the thesis is devoted to the application of a
5boundary-integral equation approach, coupled with a numerical 
discretization process called the 'method of subareas', to a number of 
three-dimensional Stokes-flow problems. In this method fundamental 
singularities of the Stokes equations (i.e. Stokeslets) are continuously 
distributed over the solid boundaries in the problem. Upon the 
application of relevant boundary data we obtain Fredholm integral 
equations of the first kind for the unknown surface stress distribution 
and these in turn are reduced to systems of linear equations using the 
'method of subareas'. Youngren and Acrivos (1975, 1976) described how
this method can be applied to exterior flows past particles of arbitrary 
shape with either a free or solid boundary . Power and Miranda (1987) 
have presented an alternative formulation of this problem, converting the 
Fredholm integral equations of the first kind to more desirable 
second-kind equations. Rallison and Acrivos (1978) studied axisymmetric 
flows past deformable drops and Lee and Leal (1982) considered the motion 
of rigid spheres near deformable interfaces. Higdon (1979a,b) applied the 
integral equation method based on slender-body theory to study motions of 
microscopic organisms and more recently (1985) successfully solved a 
number of two-dimensional Stokes-flow problems using the same approach.
In order to assess the numerical accuracy of the method of subareas 
we treat in Part I of Chapter Three some model electrostatics problems. 
Part II commences by using the integral-equation representation to 
calculate the reflected velocity due to a small particle translating 
towards both a square and circular plate. We next proceed to consider a 
number of flows in which the boundary is taken to be a right-circular 
cylinder of finite length. Thus we first compute the flux and drag on a 
hollow cylinder placed in a uniform stream, the results being compared 
with those of Price (1985).
In recent years some quite interesting properties pertaining to 
certain two and three-dimensional Stokes flow have been brought to light. 
It is visually quite clear from the experimental work of numerous 
researchers, collated in Van Dyke (1982), that at small non-zero Reynolds 
numbers the flow is reversible and in some special cases, depending upon 
the geometry of the boundaries present, contains regions of 'trapped' or 
circulating fluid. These curious features, normally associated with high 
Reynolds number flows, may also be detected quasi-analytically and have 
been investigated by numerous authors. A good account of this phenomenon
for a number of axisymmetric slow flows is to be found in O'Neill (1981). 
In the case of an asymmetric flow the results of Ranger (1973) and 
Dorrepaal (1976), for flow past a spherical cap, and Hackborn et al.(1986) 
and Shail (1987), who consider a singularity-driven flow within a
sphere, are pertinent.
By the addition of a small axially translating particle, modelled by 
an axial Stokeslet, to the previously mentioned problem involving a hollow 
right circular cylinder of finite length we can gain some insight into the 
structure and properties of a Stokes flow exhibiting regions of separation 
and eddies.
A problem arising out of the study of arteriosclerosis is the effect 
on blood flow rate when the artery locally thickens. An industrial means 
of measuring flow rate is to locate a plate orifice at some point within 
the pipe. Mathematically such a device can be modelled by the inclusion 
of a rigid annular disk within an otherwise hollow cylinder. In the case 
of an infinite pipe containing an annular constriction in which there 
exists a fully developed Poiseuille flow at infinity Mills (1969) 
successfully used a finite difference solution of the dimensionless 
viscous flow equations
Re(v.V)v = -Vp + V2v
for Reynolds numbers in the range 0<Re<50. Also, Lee and Fung (1970) 
solved the same equations to present results for flow past a bell-shaped 
constriction within an infinite pipe for Reynolds numbers in the range 
0<Re<25. Their solution method also uses a finite difference scheme but 
simplifies its application by first transforming the flow domain into a 
rectangular region using a conformal mapping technique outlined in Thom 
and Apelt (1961). Using the present boundary-integral method we modify 
the axisymmetic flow past a hollow finite pipe to include a rigid annulax 
disk at its centre; the section concludes with a fluid motion generated by 
an axial Stokeslet. A simple modification in the analysis of the latter 
problem enables us to consider the broadside motion of a circular disk 
through a circular cylinder of finite length. The results are compared 
with those obtained by Shail and Norton (1969). Finally we discuss a 
phenomenon known as 'overshooting', a situation in which the developing 
axial profile over a section of the cylinder is not purely convex but in
7fact has a local minimum on the axis of symmetry of the pipe and a pair of 
symmetrically placed maxima either side of it.
CHAFFER ONE
Two model electrosbabies problems.
Before embarking on the more complex representations used in the 
Stokes flow problems of chapter two it is useful to consider a number of 
scalar-valued problems in electrostatics having the same boundary 
geometry. These problems exhibit mathematically similar characteristics, 
in the form of representation required to satisfy the boundary conditions, 
as do the Stokes flow problems. In section 1.1 we consider the 
axisymmetric problem of a point charge placed on the axis through the 
centre of an infinite earthed conducting block of finite thickness having 
a circular section removed. By regionally dividing the representation of 
the potential we make use of contour integrals, first used by Green-Zerna 
(1954) in the theory of elasticity, and Fourier-Bessel eigenfunction 
expansions to satisfy the boundary conditions of zero potential on the 
conductor walls; this is analogous to the condition of no fluid slippage 
on the surface of a solid wall in fluid flow problems.
Using the same geometrical configuration section 1.2 replaces the 
point charge with a dipole oriented parallel to the block face and in 
chapter two we show how this solution may be be utilized to solve the 
Stokes flow problem in which a small particle rotates about the axis of 
symmetry of a fluid-filled pore of finite length.
1.1 Model electrostatics problem I: Point charge in the
presence of an earthed conductor.
An earthed conductor is made up of a cylindrical pipe of finite 
length having two infinite flanges attached to its rims, one at either 
end. It is held at zero potential in the presence of a unit test charge 
placed on its axis of symmetry.
9Region Region
Region II
Fig. 1.1 Cross-section of the conductor
Using a cylindrical polar coordinate system (p,0,z) the conductor 
occupies the region z=0, l<p<oo; (Region I), -2fi<z<0, O^p^l; (Region II) 
and z=-21, l<p<oo; (Region III) all for 0<9<2rr. The origin of coordinates 
is taken on the z-axis at the interface between region I and region II and 
the unit test charge placed a distance h, on the axis, from 0. We seek 
an axisymmetric potential function V(p,z) satisfying Laplace’s equation, 
having polar form
dV
V2V
P dp J
a2v
+  — ? 
dzd
(1.1.1)
together with the earthing conditions
V(p,0) = V(p,-2i) = 0 , 1 < p < oo, 
V( 1, Z ) = 0 , -21 < z < 0 ,
(1.1 .2a,b) 
(1.1.3)
on the surface of the conductor and
V(p,z) -» 0 as (p2+ z2 )z -» oo . (1.1.4)
We now seek suitable regional representations for V(p,z) denoting the 
potential functions relevant to regions I, II andlll by VI(p,z), v ri(p,z) 
and VTII(p,z) respectively.
Assume first that 0<h<oo. We represent the potential in region I as 
that due to the test charge, its image in the plane z=0 plus some suitable 
perturbation potential chosen to ensure the satisfaction of (1 .1 .2a) on 
z = 0,
x 1 1 1 r j(t )dt , \
Viz. VI(p,z)   + — -----— 5------ j j (1.1.5 )Rx R2 2i ix {p +(z+it) )2
where Rx = p^+(z-h) , Rg = p +(z+h)^ and the continuous function j(t) is 
odd. In the singularity free regions II and III we take a separated 
solution of (l.l.l) satisfying (1.1.3) of the form
TT “ *nz -\,<Z+2J)V  (p,z) = E (A„e n 4- B„e n ) J0(^np) , (1.1.6)
n-1
(where An and Bn are constants and the An represent the zeros, in
ascending order of magnitude, of the Bessel function JQ(x)), and a further 
Green and Zerna type potential function satisfying (1.1.2b)
vIH(p,Z ) - -- f1 ai..g(t)at j i  , (1.1.7)
2i ijL {p +[(z+2fi )+it] }
where g(t) is an odd function.
Having regionally separated the representation of the potential
function V(p,z) conditions (1.1.2) through (1.1.4) must be supplemented by 
the continuity conditions
Vr(p,0) = V rr(p,0) , (1.1.8)
VIX(p,-2fi) = VXII( p,—2fi ) , (1.1.9)
0V1 av11
( P, 0 ) ------- ( P, o ) , (1.1.10)
dz dz
0 V11 0V111
(p, -2f i )  = ---------- (p , -2 f i )  , ( 1 .1 .1 1 )
dz dz
-j- Contour integrals of this type appear in Green and Zerna (1954) as a 
generalization of Love (1949).
all for 0 < p < 1. Thus, (1.1.8) through (1.1.11) provide sufficient 
conditions to determine the functions j(t), g(t) and the constant 
coefficients {An,Bn} used in the Fourier-Bessel expansion of (1.1.6). 
Application of (1.1.8) using (1.1.5) and (1.1.6) yields,
f1 j(t)at 00 -2AnJ
' I ■ E ( + Bne > J0<xnP) ' (1 .1 .12)p -p ) n=i
where the radical in (1.1.5) is interpreted
(p2 + (Z+it>2)2 =
(p2- t2 )2 if p > t
i(t2- p2)z if p < t
( 1.1.13 )
as z 0+.
Similarly, application of (1.1.9) using (1.1.6) and (1.1.7) together
with a suitably modified interpretation of (1.1.13) for the radical in
(1.1.7) gives
r1 g ( t )  00 -2Anf
I ^ 3 C ^ T ) at = + B n ) J o<AnP) ■ (1.1.14)
The remaining continuity conditions, (1 .1.10) and (1.1 .11), yield upon
making use of (1.1.5) -(1.1.7)
1 d rp tj( t )dt 00
P TP t  7 ^ )  = £  ^  > Jo<A„P)
2h 3- — 2~~2 I / (1.1.15)
( p W )2
and
1 d tg( t )dt 00 -2
J J F j r i F r  = L An(A«e - Bn > Jo(An P>- (1.1.16)dp o v(P -x ) n=lp a
The integral equations given in (1.1.15) and (1.1.16) may be 
solved for j(t) and g(t) respectivly using the result, Collins (1959),
12
1 d fP t<J>( t )dt
J - f<P> ' 0 < P * 1p 0p J0 vCP^-t2 ) 
has solution
t2 ru pf(p)dp
4>(t)=- J — 7- 5— ^  . (1.1.17)
n o V(tz-pz)
to give the expressions
2 00 —2Anfi r* pJ0(Anp)dp
M t ) * ;  ^  » » < " » - ■ " *  ’ t - w p V r
p ap a
-0 V(fI-p^>(p"+h"):
- 2h [  5—
t2 <.2 w  .2 , ^ x 2
and
2 00 —2A i 4t
- £ ( 1 1 , , - V  n ) sin A t - - -Z ,V2~;----- 3<-t>« (1.1.18)
TT n=1 " " 11 7T( t^+h^ )
2 00 —2An 12 rt pJn(Anp)dp
« « >  - ; L x„ (V  - ( - £ 3 ^ -
00 -2Anfi
= - E (An Bn >sin Ant = “9(-t) ' (1.1.19)
n=lIT
for j(t) and g(t) in terms of {Bn}; evaluation of the integrals in
(1.1.18) and (1.1.19) being achieved with recourse to results (Al) and 
(A2) from appendix A.
If we now opt to eliminate j(t ) and g( t ) from (1.1.12 ) and ( 1.1.14 )
using (1.1.18) and (1.1.19) respectivly, in favour of the coefficients
{Ajj} and (Bn) we have substituting (1.1.18) into (1.1.12)
2 00 —2A_fi r1 sin A t dt
- - E (An - Bne n ) J  T^V-i-
n n=l P (t -p )z
4 r1 t dt 00 —2A £
 9--5---5--5“ = E (An + Bne n ) J0(A_p) ,
rr J V(t2-p2 )(t2+h2 ) n=l
13
which upon multiplying throughout by p JQ( Amp ) and integrating from p = 0 
to p = 1 gives
2 °° ~2Xn& f1 f f1 sin 1- -  L n ) I p J0<xmp) j TT2— 5 7 at aP
n n=l o Lp *r p > J
4 r1 fr1 t dt }
- -  J P Jo<\nP> J ------- 1--------  ap (1 .1 .20)
0 p (t2-p2 )2(t2+h2 )
_2\ H ^
= E (A„ + Bne n ) j p J0(AnP) JG( V »  dp . 
n-1 0
Interchanging the orders of integration on the left hand side of (1.1.20) 
and using results (Al), (A2) and (A7) from appendix A produces the
infinite set of linear simultaneous equations for the coefficients (A^ 
and (Bn )
J *  \n  <»m + Bme_2X,n<!) Jl 2<\n>
00 -2An £
+ E (An - Bne " ) 
n=l
sin (An-Am ) sin (An+ATO)~
<\T*m> <V*m>
r1 t sin Amt dt
— ' m = 1'2  (1-1,21)
Similarly, the elimination of g(t) from (1.1.14) using (1.1.19) yields 
2 00 —2A„J2 r1 sin A t dt
- E (An - B„e n ) J -----“- 57-
n=l p (t2—p2)2
00 —2A_£
= E (Ajje n + Bn ) Jo(Anp) , 
n=l
and again multiplying throughout by p J0(Amp) integrating from p = 0 to p 
= 1, interchanging orders of integration and making use of results (Al) 
and (A 7 ) from appendix A, we produce the further infinite set of linear 
equations
14
_2\  £
J \n ” <»ma "' + Bn.) Jl 2<\n>
00 f — 11 1 fsin (A„-Am ) sin (A„+Xm )
- E k e  n " ®nj 7 T ~ -------
n=l L J 1 (An
oo
- B_l 1 ^ ^
V < N.+V
= 0 , m = 1,2,.... (1 .1 .22)
When the test charge is located within the pipe, z = -h(>0 ), 0<h^2fi, 
(1.1.5) and (1.1.6), the potential functions in region I and II 
respectively, must be suitably modified. In region I (1.1.5), in the 
absence of the test charge, is replaced by
■r 1 c1  j ( t ) d t
VJ(p,z) = —  fJ 5------- 2—  , (1.1.23)2i _i V(p +(z+it) ) 
where j(t) remains an odd function. Additional terms are required for the 
potential function in region II to take account of the presence of the 
test charge, for this we utilize a result given by Smythe (1950, page 195) 
for the potential function relevant to a unit charge on the axis of an 
infinitely long cylindrical pipe. Thus, a suitable form is
00 I0(pK)K0(k)cosX(z+h) 
^2 ^ "o *0< ^  ^
1 2 c
V ri(p,z)  ----- —  f — '--V -------:----—  dk +
13 IT J
00 A z  —A ( Z+2{ )
+ E (A„e n + B„e n ) J0(Anp) . (1.1.24)
n=l
Application of the continuity conditions (1.1.8) through (1.1.11) 
with the regional potential function representations now given by 
(1.1.23), (l.l.24) and (1.1.7) follows in a similar manner to that just 
outlined providing two new infinite sets of linear equations for the 
Fourier-Bessel coefficients (An), (Bn).
Continuity of potential and its axial derivative across the interface
i
connecting regions I and II yields, using (1.1.23) and (1.1.24)
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r1 j(t)dt ^ 1 2 r°°
J -// +-2_r>2 v „ / /  .-2 .>,2T t t  Jp V(t -p ) V(p*+h*) 77 0 y k )
00 ~2An5+ £ (Ah + Bne n ) J0(AnP) , (1.1.25)
n=l
and
1 8  fp t j(t)dt h
p dp J, V(p2-t2 ) ' " (p2+h2 )
2 f00 k I (pk)K (k) sinkh dk 00 -2A„«+ - I - 2- - -   + E An (A„ - B„e " > J0(AnP).
n o ■Lo<K ' n-l
(1.1.26)
Similarly application of the continuity requirements, using (1.1.24) 
and (1.1.7), across the interface connecting regions II and III yields
r 1  g(t)dt _ 1 ,
i vct2- ^ )  {p2 + (2C-h)5 }2
9- £ ITT J_” I0( pk )K0( k )cosk( 2 £-h) uK
w —2\ £
+ E (A„e n + Bn ) J0(Anp) , (1.1.27)
n=l
and
i JL rp * g(t) . _ (2t-h) a
p ap v (p2-t2 ) (p2 + (24-h)2}2
2 r” k I0(pk)K0(k)slnk(21-h)
77 n *o(k >
°° “2Xnfl
+ E An “ Bn> Jo<V>> • (1.1.28)
n=l
Applying result (1.1.17) to (1.1.26) and (1.1.28) we obtain the new 
expressions for the odd functions j(t) and g(t) as
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-2t 4 r°° KQ(k) sinkh sinh kt/. U *X
j(t) =  ----5— + -«
1T( t +h ) TT2 Jr
dk
2 00 —2A £
+ - E (2^  - Bne n ) sin Ant , (1.1.29)
17 n=l
and
2t 4 r°° K_(k) sink(2fi-h) sinh kt
9(t) = n 5 o I ■ dk
7r{t2+(2fl-h)2} tt2 J0 IQ(k)
2 00 --2A &
+ - E ( A ^  n - Bn ) sin Ant , (1.1.30)
n n=l
where use has been made of results (Al), (A2) and (A3) from appendix A in 
their evaluation.
The elimination of j(t) and g(t) from (1.1.25) and (1.1,27) follows 
in a similar manner to the previous analysis for the charge outside the 
pipe producing two new infinite sets of equations for the coefficients 
{Ajj), (Bn) having the same forms (1.1.21) and (1.1.22) but with right 
members replaced by y0(h) and yQ(2fi-h) respectively, where
yn(h) - - Amrrf aP +
o V(p2+h2 )
2%. J1<\n) ^
” o ( V 2+k2 )
1 t sin Amt dt
(1.1.31)
o (t‘+h*)
00_ i r K0W  (k coshk s i n ^  - Am sinhk cosxj ^
"■ o y * )  (\n2+k2>
Use of result (A6 ) from appendix A reduces (1.1.31) to the computationally 
more congenial form
1 t sin dt _
y0(h) = - ir e \nh + 2 f ---2— v-
° J0 (tz+h2 )
00 KQ(k) (kcoshk s i n ^  - Am sinhk cosAjJ
sinkh dk2~ T Z Z
(1.1.32)
1.1.1 numerical Results 
Approximate solutions of the two infinite sets of linear simultaneous 
equations (1.1.21). (1.1.22), with right members replaced by y0(h) and 
yQ(2£-h) when the charge resides in the pipe, are obtained by truncating 
to two finite sets of N equations. With |h| > 0.1, 0.1 < 21 < 20.0
convergence, to four decimal places, of the coefficients {An, Bn ) was 
obtained, using a NAG equation solving routine, with as few as 40 
equations. However, to encompass the remaining values of h and I the 
number of equations required to ensure convergence of the coefficients 
increases significantly. With N = 600 convergence was still only
attainable for -0.01 « h < 0.05, 0.05 < 22 < 0.1.
As further means of testing the stability of the numerical solution 
we compute the magnitude of the force, F z, experienced at the position of 
the test charge, due to the presence of the earthed conductor.
For the charge outside the conductor we have
z=h
(1.1.33)
whereupon use of (1.1.5) yields
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For the particle inside the pipe we have
j.
2
. P=0,
z=-h
which reduces, using (1 .1 .6 ), to
oo
F = - £ An ( A ^ (1.1.35)
n=l
A similar convergence pattern to the one described above in the 
computation of the coefficients {An,BnJ was observed in the calculation of
(1.1.34) and (1.1.35) using the same values for the parameters h,fi and N. 
Convergence of (1.1.34) and (1.1.35) was impossible to achieve for the 
charge in a small neighbourhood of the origin i.e. in a neighbourhood of 
the mouth of the cylinder.
This type of behaviour was observed by Shail and Packham (1986) for 
the force experienced at the position of a test charge in which the 
present finite length pipe is replaced by a semi-infinite pipe i.e. ft -> a>. 
Closer examination of the expressions (1.1.34) and (1.1.35) reveal a 
two-fold problem. As h -> 0 convergence of (1.1.35) is extremely slow, but 
more importantly the system of equations (1.1.21), (1.1.22) become
ill-conditioned. In a number of recent papers squires (1976), Fletcher 
(1976) and Reid (1971), the method of conjugate gradients, first proposed 
by Hestenes and Stiefel (1952), is purported as a method of solving 
systems of equations that are either sparse or ill-conditioned. Thus for 
small h-values, we replace the NAG equation solving routine for a 
conjugate gradient method of solution overcoming the most serious problem 
and producing stable convergent solutions in (An,Bn) for |h| < 0.0005,
using values of N upto 600.
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However, overcoming the problem of ill-conditioning provided little, 
if any, effect upon the force calculation when the charge resides in the 
mouth of the pipe, {i.e. h s 0}, for which (1.1.35) reduces to
F = - E An - Bne n ) . (1.1.36)
n=l
In the case of a semi-infinite pipe {i.e. C •> oo) the underlined figures, 
in the last row of the second column of Table l.l give values of (1.1.36) 
produced by direct simulation; the quite severe oscillation in the partial 
sums of (1.1.36) giving rise to the poor convergence. To construct a 
method for the problem of speeding the convergence of a slowly converging 
series is a difficult problem. Van Dyke (1974, 1975) surveys a variety of 
methods found useful in perturbation theory in fluid mechanics and other 
related areas, but the most successful convergence accelerator applied to
(1.1.36) was the non-linear transformation e1(Sn ), of the partial sums Sn, 
due to Shanks (1955) where
el<sn> “  — - . (1.1.37)
1 " sn+l + sn-l - 2sn
The remainder of Table 1.1 illustrates the rather dramatic effect (1.1.37) 
has upon the convergence of (1.1.36), reproducing the value 0.143, 
obtained by Shail and Packham by graphical interpolation, with as few as 
nine equations.
For the problem of vanishing small values of fi, (i.e. a point charge 
outside an earthed conducting plane with a circular disk removed), (1.1.5) 
and (1.1.7), with I = 0, represent suitable forms for the potential 
functions, in z>0 and z<0 respectively. To ensure continuity of both the 
potential and its axial derivative across z=0, 0 < p < 1 we have
j(t) - - g(t) (1.1.38)
which upon using results (1.1.17) and (A2) from appendix A gives
—2t
j(t) = o ? (1.1.40)
TT( t Z+h )
Substitution of (1,1.40) into the force expression (1.1.33) yields 
p _ 1 + 4h j-l t2 dt
(l-h? ) 1 - 1
---------- _---------- tan h (1.1.41)
2 n h  ( 1 + h  ) 2Trh2
— h
rv *—  jv- for small h .
2tt( l+hz )z
The results of (1.1.41) combined with results from (1.1.34),
(1.1.35), (1.1.36) and the limiting case (fi-»co), from Shail and Packham
(1986), and are recorded graphically in Figure 1.2 for various pipe 
lengths and test charge position. From this figure we see that when 
the test charge is placed outside the conductor a pipe length of
approximately two radial units is sufficient to reproduce the effects 
experienced by the test charge in the presence of a pipe of semi-infinite 
length.
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N = 3
n Sn e(il ) (Sn )
1 0.37800
2 -0.11304 0.14101
3 0.41245
N = 5
n Sn
(1) 
el <sn>
(2 ) 
el <Sn>
1 0.37392
2 -0.10789 0.14026
3 0.40381 0.14520 0.14398
4 -0.11905 0.14358
5 0.40863
\
N = 7
n sn
(1) 
el <sn>
(2 ) 
ei <sn )
(3) 
el <sn>
1 0.37171
2 -0.10526 0.13997
3 0.39949 0.14477 0.14361
4 -0.11472 0.14323 0.14366 0.14365
5 0.40289 0.14383 0.14365
6 -0.11574 0.14357
7 0.40288
N = 9
n Sn
(1 ) 
el <Sn>
(2 ) 
el <sn>
(3) 
el <Sn>
1 0.37048
2 -0.10370 0.13982
3 0.39692 0.14455 0.14341
4 -0.11203 0.14306 0.14347 0.14346
5 0.39937 0.14362 0.14346 0.14346
6 -0.11222 0.14339 0.14346 0.14346
7 0.39864 0.14348 0.14346
8 -0.11111 0.14345
9 0.39739
(4) 
el <sn>
0.14346
TABLE 1.1
Application of the non-linear transformation 6i(Sn ) to the partial 
sums of (1.1.36).
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XI0~2
(•i)
Force
h
Figure 1.2 Force experienced by a unit  test  charge ..placed a distance 
h from an earthed conducting block of f i n i t e  thickness 2z,
(a) 2i •= 20 . 0 , . . . , 2 . 0 .
(b) 2i = 0.5.
(c) 2 sl = 0.25.
(d) 2z = 0 . 0 .
(e) 2Z = 1.0.
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1.2 Model electrostatics problem II: Electrostatic dipole in the 
presence of an earthed conductor.
We next consider the modification of the previous analysis 
necessary upon replacing the unit test charge with a unit dipole of moment 
m oriented parallel to the face of the conductor z = 0, 1 < p < oo, 0 < © < 
2m  the potential due to a dipole inclined at an angle 4> to the axis of 
rotation of the conductor can be obtained as a simple superposition of the 
potential relevant to the present problem, together with the axisymmetric 
potential function relevant to a dipole oriented normal to the face of the 
conductor.
We first suppose that the dipole is placed in region I a distance
h(>0) from the origin 0, (see Fig.1.1), and denote, as in section 1.1, the
potential functions relevant to regions I, II and III by Vx(p,©,z),
TT TTTV (p,©,z) and V-UAA(p,©,z) respectivly. Following the ideas developed xn 
Section 1.1, we write
VI(p,©,z) = m .
+ <|>j(p,z) cos©, l<p<oo, z>0, 0<©<2tt, (1 .2 .1 )
where m = cos© p - sin© ©, 4>^(p,z) is an axisymmetric harmonic potential 
function and the first term in (1.2 .1 ) represents the potential due to a 
unit dipole and its image in the plane z=0 .
The earthing condition on z=0, l<p<oo, 0 < © < 2it requires that
$£(p,z) = 0, K p  <oo , (1.2.2)
and following Keer (1964), (1.2.2) is satisfied identically by
representing 4>1(p,z) in the form
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1 3
$x{p,z.) = “ | tz jx(t) 
0
00 1 
,2 -ocza41 J3 (ext) J1(ap)e da 
0 2
dt , (1.2.3)
where the continuous function jj_(t) is to be determined. In the pipe 
region II we follow (1.1.6) and take a separated solution of Laplace's 
equation (1 .1.1 ) in the form
oo
VII:(p ,e ,z )  = E (J^e n + Bne
n=l
) Jl (onp > cos0'
-2fi « z < 0, 0 < p < 1, 0<©<2tt, (1.2.4)
where in order to satisfy the earthing condition on the lateral surface of 
the pipe p=1, the crn are the positive zeros, in ascending order of 
magnitude, of the Bessel function J-^x) with Aj^ , Bn constants.
Finally, in singularity free region III, a potential function 
satisfying the earthing condition on the infinite flange z = -2 S.,
l<p<oo all ©, is again supplied by the Keer form
1 3
VXXX(p,©,z) = f tz j3(t) { 0(2 J3 («t)J 1(ap)e
00 1 a(z+2 fl)
da dt cos© ,
Z < -2fl, K p <  oo, 0<©< 27T. (1.2.5)
To ensure the continuity of the potential functions VI(p,©,z), V xx(p,©,z),
TTTV (p,©,z) and their axial derivatives across each regional interface we 
require
VX( P, ©, 0 ) = VXX( p,©,0) ,
V XX(P,0,-22) = VXXX(p,©,—2£) ,
avJ
dz
(p,©,0 )
dV
dz
II
(p,©,0 ) ,
dV11 avIXI
—  (p,©,-2fi) = —  (p,e,-2fi) , 
dz dz
(1.2.6)
(1.2.7)
(1.2.8)
(1.2.9)
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all for 0 < p < 1, 0 < 9 < 2tt. Noting the results, Keer (1964)
and
\2]z r1 jk(t)
p J ~771T 2\~at' 0*p*l « V( t - p * )
(1.2.10)
l<p<oo
a**
az (P/Z)
r2ii 1 d rp t3 jk(t) dt
j? j, V(P2-t2 ).7T.
(1.2.11)
on the planes z=0, -2fl, 0 < p < 1; where the upper sign pertains to z=0 
(k=l) and the lower to z = —2B. (k=3) we have from (1.2.6) - (1.2.9), 
using (1.2 .10) and (1 .2 .11)
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Lit
'2'
.TT.
S rx jittjdt, _ »
P J ft2-02 }2 " Ep lz p ) n=l
4" r1 33(t)dt _ «
P J rt2-o2 }2 " Ep P ) n=l
+ Bne
- 2 a n fil
^ne
-2crn *
+ Bn
Jl(tfnP) , (1.2.12)
Jl<anp > ' (1.2.13)
6hp s 
(p2+h2 )2
'2' z 1 d
JT. P2 <3p
00 r
E °n v -
n=l
dt
r 2<rn*i
^ ( o ’nP) >
and
x
:* i 4- f
p2 ^  .j, ( p ^ t 2 )2
oo
= E an (Ane - Bn ) Jl(anp) .
n=l
(1.2.14)
(1.2.15)
The Abel type integral equations (1.2.14) and (1.2.15) can now be solved 
to express jJL(t) and j3(t) in terms of the coefficients {A^, (Bn) with 
results
jjCt) = t~ 2 E an2 K  - Bne"2<rnt] ffa«Tnt>' + 
n=l z
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1
02 4t— 5 v-TT ' ( 1.2 .16 )(t +h2 )2
and
— L 00 -L- -2a C
l3(t) = t z E <Tnz (Aj^ e n - B„) J^(a„t) , (1.2.17)
n=l 2
both for 0 < t < 1 .
Turning next to (1.2.12) and (1.2.13) we multiply both by p ^(o^p) 
and integrate from p=0 to p=l. After some manipulation we obtain the
relations
 I 1 3_
"  am* \ Jjs 3l ( t )  d t
“ i K  + V  2<rm‘] J0<CTm> ' (1.2.IB)
and
 1_ 1 3_
°m* J J 3 33<t3 at
0 2
= i <»me ^  + V  • (1.2.19)
Finally, substitution of (1.2.16) and (1.2.17) into (1.2.18) and 
(1.2.19) produces the two infinite sets of linear equations
i J0<CTm> K  + Bme
-2a i
+ E (Ah - Bne n ) S(m,n) 
n=l
4 sin ct_ f1 h2-t2
  ID + 4 — _— cos cr t dt , (1.2.21)
1+h am q (h +t )‘
and
i J0 <°m> < V e 2CTml! + Bm>
00 -2afi
- E (Ajje n - Bn ) S(m,n) = 0 , m = 1,2, . . ., (1.2.22)
n=l
for the coefficients {An,Bn } where
S(m,n) =
sin sin (gn+gm ) 
<an+<rm)
2 sincrm  sincr^
(1.2.23)
The system of equations (1.2.21) and (1.2.22) are again solved by 
truncation to finite sets and jj^t) and j3(t) then follow from (1.2.16) 
and (1.2.17). When the dipole is placed within the pipe at z - -hf 
0 < h < 2fi, the representations (1.2.1) and (1.2.4) require modification, 
relevant forms being
for the potential in the half-space z > 0 where ^(p^z) is given by 
(1.2.3), and
for the potential in the pipe region -2 C < z < 0. The first two terms of
(1.2.25) constitute the potential due to a unit dipole placed on the axis 
of an infinitely long circular cylinder obtained as an (extension to the 
result given by Smythe (1950, page 195) utilized in section 1.1.
The analysis leading to the infinite sets of equations (1.2.21) and 
(1.2.22) may now be repeated using (1.2.24), (1.2.25) together with
(1.2.5) to provide two new infinite sets of equations for {A^Byj} . These 
are found to have the forms (1 .2 .21) and (1.2.22) but with their 
right-hand sides replaced by
VI(p,0,z) = 4>^(p,z) cose (1.2.24)
TT *Vxx(p,e,z) = m-grad -
1*2
I1(kp)cosk(z+h)dk cose
oo
+ E 
n=l
] Ji(<rnP>cose
(1.2.25)
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f - c r _ h i  r  - o _ (  2fi-h)-,
n crml7 o<m 'h > + e J and w ffm lyo<m '2£’h > + e J (1.2.26)
respectively, where 
y0(m,h) =
r°° K. (k) f k2CT2sincr_coshk +k2<jmcoscr_sirihkl
j -1 --  \ sin <Tm sinh k  ® ® ^ ----15---— \
Q l
Isinkh dk— k — =- 1 x u_ m n . —  ------------- 5----- ^
o Ii(*) V  m *Z + CTm J
2 sincr_ 2 r1 h2-t2
+ ----,---*V- - --- — 5— 5-^5—  coscr t dt. (1.2.27)
rr crm2(l+h2 ) Trcrm  J0 (t2+h2 )2 m
In chapter two we now show how the solutions of the systems of 
equations given by (1 .2 .21) and (1.2 .22), for the dipole outside the 
conductor, and with the modified right hand sides given by (1.2.26), for 
the dipole located within the conductor, can be applied to the Stokes-flow 
problem of a small rotating particle in the vicinity of a fluid-filled 
pore of finite length.
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CHAPTER TW O
The sedimentation of a small particle in Stokes flow using
potential-theoretic methods-
We now consider the first of the fluid dynamics problems in which the 
conductor of chapter one becomes a membrane, with impenetrable walls of 
thickness, 2£, containing a circular pore of unit radius. In this chapter 
we shall consider two problems in which an axisymmetric fluid motion, 
governed by the creeping motion equations or Stokes equations, is 
generated by the axial sedimentation of a small particle. Due to the 
lineararity of the governing equations of fluid motion the study is 
separated into two constituent parts the general motion then being 
obtained by a simple superposition of the two. Section 2.1 outlines the 
equations governing motion in the Stokes flow regime and presents a 
solution of the rotating particle problem using the analysis and results 
of section 1.2 of chapter one. The chapter concludes with a solution and 
results for the translating particle problem.
2.1 Basic equations and the rotating particle problem.
Viscous incompressible fluid occupies the half-space chambers z > 0 
(region I), z < -2fl (region III) and the pore (region II) -2fi < z < 0,
0 < - p < 1, 0 < ©  < 2n. An axisymmetric fluid motion is generated by a 
point singularity located on the axis of the pore, and for sufficiently 
small Reynolds numbers the velocity field y satisfies the linearized 
Navier-Stokes and continuity equations
\l curl curl y = -Vp, (2 .1 .1 )
div y = 0, (2 .1 .2 )
where p is the dynamic pressure and \l the coefficient of viscosity, y must 
also comply with the no-slip condition on the membrane and pore walls.
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Suppose now that the singularity is a rotlet of unit strength placed 
on the axis of symmetry at z = h (>0 ) in region I, and oriented parallel 
to the z-axis. In the slow-flow approximation the streamlines are circles 
lying in planes perpendicular to Oz, and y has a non-zero component v(p,z) 
in the ©-direction only. Since v is independent of 0, the continuity 
equation (2 .1 .2 ) is satisfied identically and (2 .1.1 ) implies the 
constancy of p throughout the fluid. Further from (2.1.1) v satisfies the 
equation
a2v . i  av v , a2v _ n /o 1 o\
^ 2  + p ^ p - - 2 + ^ 2 - ° '  (2-1-3)
implying that vcos© is a harmonic function, and to satisfy the no-slip 
condition must vanish identically on the membrane and pore walls.
Thus if we denote by vI(p,z), vI3:(p,z) and vIir(p,z) the transverse 
velocity components in the fluid regions I, II and III, then the 
electrostatic dipole model, of Section 1.2, supplies a solution of the 
rotlet problem, identifying vI(p,z) cos©, vII(p,z) cos© and vIir(p,z) cos© 
with the harmonic potential functions (1.2.1), (1.2.4) and (1.2.5)
respectively, viz.
t P P
V(P'Z) = 5X3- V
1 3 00 1r - r ~r -ocz
— J t j^(t) {J a2 J3(<xt)J^(exp) e da)dt,(2.1.4) 
0 0 2
J. 1
where R^ = [p2 + (z-h)2]2, Rg = [p2 + (z+h)2]2 and j^(t) is given by
(1.2.16),
O" 55 —^ / z+2 J2 )
vTI(p,z) - L ( ^ e  n + Bne n "2C<z<0 (2.1.5)
n=l
and
tit r1 ■? r® 7 - oc(z+2£)
, v (p,z) = J t2 j3(t) (J a2 J 3 (at)J1(ap)e da}dt ,
0 0 2
z < —2fi , (2 .1 .6 )
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Where j3(t) is given by (1.2.17) and the trn represent the zeros, in
ascending order of magnitude, of Jj^x).
The sets of equations (1.2.21) and (1.2.22) may now be solved to give 
the coefficients in the eigenfunction expansion (2.1.5) pertaining to the 
pore region.
When the rotlet is inside the pore at z = -h, 0«h<2fi, vI(p,z)cos© 
and vII(p,z)cose must be identified with the representations (1.2.24) and
(1.2.25), viz.
1 - 00 X -az
vI(p,z) = — J t2 j1(t) {J a2 J3 (cxt)J1(ap)e da)dt, z > 0 , (2.1.7)
and
it P 2 rw  kK.,(k)
v ( p, z ) = “ 3  J — Ijl( kp )cosk( z+h )dk
V  71 0 Il<k >
00 a z —cr ( z+2fl )
+ £ (J^e n + Bne n JJ^ffjjP), -2£ < z  <0, (2.1.8)
n=l
producing the modified sets of equations, for (Bn J in (2.1.8),
having the forms (1 .2 .21) and (1 .2 .22) but with right members replaced by
(1.2.26).
2.1.1 Torque on a small rotating particle.
The importance of the rotlet solution lies in the fact that it can be 
used to determine the effect of the membrane on the torque T required to 
maintain the steady rotation of an axisymmetric particle, the axis of 
rotation being the pore axis. Let T^ be the corresponding torque for the 
rotation of the body with angular speed n in an unbounded fluid, then the 
ratio T^/T is given, Brenner (1962), by
T® - 1 - „ T”  3 Cx + 0(g)5, (2.1.9)
x 8rrjxnc
where c is the pore radius in physical variables, b = c|h|, and 
L = max(b,c).
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Also the torque factor Is defined by
C1 = ~ i p Ip-(Pv*)/ (2 .1 .10)
z-»±h
where v* is the regular part (as pW, z-»h) of (2.1.4) for the particle 
situated in z > 0 and of (2 .1.8 ) (as p»0, z-»-h) for the particle within 
the pore. Direct evaluation of (2.1.10) shows that for the particle in 
the half-space
cl = ---^3 + + _1 tan“1( 1/h) +
1 8h 67T(hz+l)3 2rrh
■i oo -2<t„£ sinov, rl yJZ 4.2
t? L ( An~Bne ){—  5 + I — 5— «— 5-
*  n=i crn (h2+l)2 J0 (h +t )
■cosant dt), (2 .1.11)
whereas for the particle at z = -h, 0 < h  < 2fi, inside the pore,
1 ,*0 k2K..(k) 00 —0"nh -<r (2fi-h)
C1 " ~ * Jq I fv. ~ i  E<7nl»ne ° +Bne " >> (2.1.12)
u •L1 J^C' n-1
The computation of C-^  is effected by first truncating the infinite 
sets of equations (1 .2 .21) and (1.2 .22) (or their modified forms for the 
rotlet inside the pore) to the same upper limit N and using an appropriate 
numerical linear-equation solving routine. In anticipation of numerical 
difficulties in solving the resulting equations when the physical 
parameters h, £ were small, the standard NAG routines were replaced by 
the method of conjugate gradients. Figure 2.1 shows values of the torque 
factor for various rotlet positions and pore lengths. For h > 0.1 N was 
taken to be 90, whereas for 0 < h < 0.1 it was necessary to use values of
N up to 500 in order to secure convergence of (2.1.11) and (2.1.12).
Figure 2.1 shows that for the rotlet outside the pore with a membrane
thickness of about one pore radius, the torque correction is
indistinguishable from that for a rotlet outside a semi-infinite pore.
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Figure 2.1 The torque factor plotted against par t ic le  position for  
various pore lengths.
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The limiting value of Cjl when h = 0 requires special attention. 
From (2.1 .li) with h = 0 we have
The slow-convergence behaviour of the partial sums of the infinite series 
in (2.1.13) was very similar to that experienced in the evaluation of the 
force expression (1.1.36), of section 1.1 of Chapter one, again it became 
very evident that direct summation would be impossible. However, 
application of the Shanks transformation (1.1.37) it proved possible to 
consider all pore lengths. In the limit of a zero-length pore, the value 
0.42 was obtained for C^, in exact agreement with Davis et al. (1981), 
whereas for infinite fi, the interpolation value 0.65 of Shail and Packham 
(1986) was reproduced. Thus it appears that a combination of large 
truncation values for N (^500), the conjugate gradient method and the 
non-linear convergence accelerator of Shanks overcomes the difficulties in 
the case h - 0 first noted by Shail and Packham (1986).
2.2 Axial translation of a small particle.
In order to model a particle translating along the pore axis we next 
consider the problem in which the rotlet singularity of Section 2.1 is
replaced by a Stokeslet of unit strength, oriented parallel to the pore
axis. We also suppose that a difference in pressures at infinity in the 
half-space chambers z > 0 and z < -2fl drives a volumetric flow with flux M 
through the pore. As in the rotlet configuration It is convenient to 
consider the cases with the singularity at z = h (>0) and z = -h 
separately, beginning with the z = h case, i.e. the singularity outside 
the pore.
Observe that the velocity fields in the three flow regions have both
2,
(2.1.13)
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radial and transverse components; these fields must be found so as to 
satisfy the no-slip conditions on the membrane/pore surfaces and also to 
ensure continuity of velocity and stress across the pore/half-space 
interfaces. Thus it is essential to optimize the velocity representations 
used. To this end we employ those developed by Shail and Packham (1986), 
with appropriate modifications to allow for the finite pore length and the 
existence of region III. In z > 0 we write the velocity and pressure 
fields as
where are axisymmetric harmonic functions of (p,z) with ^  =
aw-j/az, and (y0, p0 ) are velocity and pressure fields for the problem 
of an axial Stokeslet, of unit strength, situated at z = h in front of a 
rigid plane wall occupying z = 0. Explicitly,
has zero p-component on z = 0, whereas the terms in $^'^1 provide a 
velocity field with zero z-component on z = 0. In a similar manner the 
velocity .and pressure fields in the fluid region III (z < -26) are 
represented in terms of harmonic functions 4>3,vp3 and w3 as
X1 = X0 + sVH>i “  $13 + (2.2 .1)
d4>x
(2.2.2)
+ C2(^ j- “ Rj) “ p2(|? " + [P2“2(z+ll)2])«, (2.2.3)
and
(2.2.4)
where p^ is the pressure as z ■> +on. The ^-dependent part of (2.2.1)
X111 = (z+2fl )V4>3 - <J>3j5 + (z+2fl )Vvp3 - ip^ + Vw3 , (2.2.5)
where \p3 - d$3/dz • and is the pressure as z -> -oo.
•We now take integral representations of 4^ , (k = 1,3) so as to 
satisfy the no-slip conditions on z ~ 0, p > 1 and z - -26, p > 1. 
Following Keer (1963) we write
JL /•CO
4>fc(p,z) = * JQ jk(t){J^sincxt J0(ap)e:,:cxfz+^k~1^fi^ da}dt (2.2.7)
for k = 1,3*, and since coseaw^/ap is harmonic we have as in Section
2.1 the apropriate forms-
(p,z) = T J1t2g]c(t){J°°a2JJL(at)J1(ap)e;F0(^ z+(k"1)fiJda)dt. (2.2.8) 
0 0 z
In (2.2.7) and (2.2.8) the upper signs pertain to k = 1  and the lower to k 
= 3. The forms (2.2.7) and (2.2.8) imply that 4>^  and aco^/ap are zero on z
- 0 (k~l) and z = -26 (k=3) for p > 1 thereby securing the vanishing of yr
TTTand y on the relevant membrane faces. Since the flux through both z =
0 and z « -26, 0 < p < 1, is M we also have from (2.2.1), (2.2.5) and
(2.2.7) the relations
jVjj^tJdt = - j \ j 3(t)dt - (2.2.9)
In the pore region -2fi < z < 0, 0 < p < 1, suitable forms of the
velocity and pressure fields are
X11 = (E0p2+F0 )s + zVU - U£ + z w  - Vs + VW
+ pg x VX - 2X£ + VY, (2.2.10)
P11 = P + 2M {2E0z + |« + || + f|), (2.2.11)
where E0, FQ are constants, P is a constant reference pressure, and
U,V,W,X, Y are axially symmetric harmonic functions with V = aw/az.
+ Evaluation of the infinite integral in (2.2.7) produces the Green-Zerna 
contour integral representation used in section 1.1 of Chapter one.
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These harmonics are expanded as
cd cr„z -cr„(z+2fl)
U = E ( V *  n +Bne n )J0(trnp),
n=l
00 (T_Z ~<T„(Z+2fl)\T frr 0\
V = E (cne n +Dne n )Jo(crnp)/
n=l
oo CTnz -cr (z+2£)
W *■ E crn (Cne n -Dne n )J0(<rnp),
n=l
00
X = £ (Encosanz+Fnsinocnz)I0(ocnP),
n=l
Y " E (Gncosanz+Hnsinanz)I0(ccnp), (2.2.12)
n=l
where an = nrr/fl and ^  through Hn are constants. Note that the
contribution to y11 which would arise from the missing constant terms (n =
0) in the Fourier expansions (2.2.12 )4 and ( 2.2.12 )5 is subsumed in the
term (E0+F0p2 )^ ; further, the condition that the flux through the pore be 
M gives the relation
iE0 + F 0 = S '  (2.2.13)
Consider next the no-slip conditions on the pore walls, viz
X11*© = X11*^ = 0 on p = 1, -2I ^ z < O. (2.2.14)
Use of (2.2.10) and (2.2.12) in (2.2.14), followed by applications of the 
Fourier inversion theorem with respect to z then yield sets of linear 
equations from which the coefficients Em , Fm , Gm and E^, m > 1, can be 
expressed as linear functions of ^  through Dn . Explicitly, for
m = 1,2,...,
r _ _ Il^ocm^ r T / n m V T f o -  ^^  -  l o f V  “ n' m)Jo( % >• ( 2.2.15 )
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Fm ■= - = 7~ T 7m~T~ t *1(n,ii)J0(an ) , (2 .2.16)
where
A<“m> = Il^am) - (2.2.17)
and ^o'^l arG 1:i-near functions of a^,...,Dn defined by
V n'm ) = - 7-2^2,2 [(l-e~2CTn<!)((2fln+2Bn+C n+Dn )<j2 - (Cn+Dn )o^J 
(‘Jn+cSn>
- 20rnJ(a2+o^){(An+Cn )e 2an +Bn+D„) ], (2.2.18)
O L  “ 2cr_fi o o O
= 7-577272 CU"® " )((3a2+a£ >( )+2a2(C«-Dn )) -
( V am )
- 2£rn«(CTS+0^ ) K Rn+cn)e’’2ani-Bn-Dn}]- (2.2.19)
Further the m = 0 Fourier contribution provides the equation
2«(E0+F0 ) = E ^ [ ( l - e -21711 )(2An+2Bn4Cn+Dn ) 
n=l
-2CTn«((an+Cn )e 2{Tnt+Bn+Dn)]J0(CTn ). (2.2.20)
Thus, using (2.2.13) and (2.2.20), EQ and FQ can be found in terms of M 
and the coefficients {Z^,...*Dn); in particular
ou i oo  i —2a_fl
E0 = - ¥  + \ ^ CTn C<2An+2Bn+cn+Dn)(1-e >
n~l
- 2crnfi { ( )e“2anfi+Bn+Dn ) ] J0( an ) . (2.2.21)
The .velocity and pressure fields in the three fluid regions now 
comply with the kinematic no-slip conditions, and it remains to derive 
equations for computing the functions jk(t), gJc(t), k = 1,3 and the four 
coefficient sequences {Z^} through {Dn }, all in terms of the prescribed
flux M. A further eight conditions are to be satisfied, namely the
continuity of y./g, y .3 , the normal and the shear stress components at the 
interfaces z = 0 and z = 2fi, 0 < p < 1, and these, together with (2 .2 .20) 
and the flux conditions (2.2.9), (2.2.13) make the problem fully
determinate although algebraically very complicated. In what follows much 
of this algebraic complexity is omitted whilst preserving the essential 
steps of the argument.
Consider first the continuity of y./g across z = 0 and z = -2fi,
0 < p « 1; from the representations (2.2.1), (2.2.5) and (2.2.10 ) two
equations analogous to (1.2.12) and (1.2.13) result, namely
n=l
Similarly, the continuity of y.g at z = 0 and z = -29. supplies the
00
(2.2.22)
n-1
and
00 —  2a„fi
Z (2<rn{<ane +Bn )+(2ffnt-l)o n + (2ffnJ+l)Dn)J1(CTnp)
n-1
00
+ E ocn{pI0(ocnp)Fn + r1(ocnp)Gn), 0 < p < 1. (2.2.23)
equations
n=l
00 - 2cr_fi
E (A„+B„e n )J0(<rnp)
00
£ [{ocnp I1(anp)+2I0(anp)}En - anIQ(anp)Hn] (2.2.24)
n=l
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and
f 1 j ■aC t) o
-f — 3----at = e0pz + p0
p (t2-p2 )*
co -2anfi
- F. {(2an«+l)e n Rn-(2crnJ-l)Bn+2anB(Cne n -Dn ))J0( crnp)
n=l
- E [{ocnpI1(anP)+2I0(anp)}En-anI0(anp)Hn]/ 0 < p <1, (2.2.25) 
n=l
and En,...,Hn in (2.2.22) through (2.2.25) can be eliminated in favour of 
An/.../Dn using (2.2.15) and (2.2.16).
Recalling that Ji(<^n ) ■= 0, n = 1,2,..., the Fourier-Bessel inversion 
theorem can be applied to (2.2.22) and (2.2.23) to show that for m = 
1,2,...
K.4<*ro><Sn-D.ne~2 V ! >
9 ~  fl sincrm t « oo a ^ I 1 ( a n )
*“ (n ) I0(— Si t « » S i t >9l<t >at + 2amJ0<CTm> £ , j S x Fn
n=l m n (2.2.26)
i V ^ S i ^ V ^ V 5 20n,C +Bn«> > + (2am «-l)e 2CTm {
+ (2am B+l)DIn) =
-9 -J fl sin<x_t ~ ' oo a 2 l - ( a M )
<5) ^0<— s f “ " toosanit )93<t )dt-20rtJ0(o'm) L 7 A j V Fn' (2.2.27)
n=l ' m n '
In a similar manner since J^(an ) = -Jg(crn ) = 0, the Fourier-Dini inversion 
theorem in the *H+y =0 '  case Sneddon (1966, page 144) applied to (2.2.24) 
and (2.2.25) yields, for m = 1,2,...,
I‘V r0<CTm > < V fBme~2 < V > “ 2<Jmljo ( S ) E0
- Jo31(t)sinamt dt - 2J0(pm )a3 E 7 ® 2 ^ 2  En> (2 .2 .28)
u n=l ' °m an '
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and
I W CTn.H<2lV +1>e I" an,-(2V - 1 )Bm+2(V < cme "-Dm))
= 2CTmljo(°‘m)E0 + J ^ 3(t)sinamt dt
o oo ocn I.,(an )
- 2J0( S ) ffm E En -
n=l ' °m n '
(2.2.29)
Finally the stress continuity conditions on z = 0 and z = -2fi, 
0 < p < 1, are imposed. Using (2.2.1)-(2.2.6) together with (2.2.10) and 
(2 .2 .11) expressions for the stress components ryz and rpz in each region 
are
Tzz - ^ 3  Tzz <v0 > + 2^
za2^  04^  zd2v|aJc
   — ---------4.  ~ ~
dz dz dz* )•
(2.2.30)
and
pz **3 Tpz <vo> + 2^
zd , za rk . 0vhc— — 4-------- “f* ---
dpdz dpdz dp .
(2.2.31)
for k=l,3, corresponding to regions I and H I  respectivly, with rzz (vQ ) 
and Tp® (Vq) the normal and shear stress components of the flow (vQ/p0 ) 
and 8^3 the standard Kronecker symbol. Whereas in the pore region we 
have
II
Tzz = -P + 2/x
Z02U 0U zd2V pd2X 3dX d2Y
- 2E z  +  T  +  g -------   + — 5
w az* dz dz dpdz dz dz .
, (2.2.32)
and
TI f
Tpz 2^ j^o 5^ *
zd2U
dpdz
Zd2V dV
" 1 + --
dpdz dp
dX pd2X d2Y
—  +  + -----
dp dzr dpdz
(2.2.33)
Thus. applying (2.2.30) through (2.2.33) at each fluid interface we 
obtain the following relations analogous to (1.2.14) and (1.2.15);
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/ 2 v 2  1 <3 f P  t3g1(t) e*»2 n  00 *“2<JriJ®
<tt> 72 dp JQ  i—  at = — iii-P—  + E0P - E an(Cn+Dne n )J0(anp)
(p2-t2 )2 (p2+h2 )2 n,isl
00
E ocn[{anpI0(anp) + Il(ocnp ^ En“ocnIl(ocnp H^n ^  (2.2.34)
n=l
(2,z 1 d fp t3^3(t) dt - E 0
<w) 7  ^  Jo : . i dt - E°p
(p2-t2 )*
oo —2aKlfl 2a_fl
+ E CTntZCTntfAjje n -B„) + «2crn«-l)e n Cn-(2crnJ+l)Dn} 
n=l
- E an[ (anpl0< anp )+Ix( anp )} E„ - a,,!^ a„p )Hn], ( 2.2.35 )
n=l
1 d rP t jiC .t )  k*i3 00 ~2<Jnje
p dp J 0 7 “ Qi + “  5 + E ^n^^Si^n® )Jo(°np )
(p2- t 2 )2 (p2+h2 )2 n=1
+ E an[{3I0(anp)+anpI1(anp))Fn + anI0(anp)Gn], (2.2.36)
n=l
and
i d  fP tjqCt)
p dp JQ dt Q2 _ 4Eoc
(P2-t2 )5
00 —?<j fl —2a fl
+ E o-nC(2crn«+l)e n An+(2CT|1«-l)Bn+2an«(Cne n +Dn ))J0(anp)
n=l
oo
+ E an[{3I0(anp)+anpI1(anp))Fn+anI0(anp)Gn] , (2.2.37)
n=l
all for O < p < 1, where Qx = (P-pm )/2yL and Q2 = (P-p_a))/2M-
Proceeding as In Section 1.2, integral equations (2.2.34) through 
(2.3.37) are now solved for j1(t), j3(t), g-^t) and g3(t) with the results 
that for O < t '< 1,
43
jl<t) - + | J^(A„-Bne 2CTn‘)sincrnt
+ | E G(°cn,t)Fn, 
n=l
2t(Q~-4En£) - oo ~2<rnfi
33(t) = ------ ... P-. +.2 E {(2anfi+l)e n 2crnfi-l )Bn
n=l
-2a ^ S. co
+ 2o-nfi(Cne n +Dn )}sincrnt + # E G(an,t)Fn,
n=l
(f)*t2gi(t) = - ^ * 4 - 2  + -^5—2 1 (h +t )2 3
oo -2a„fi sin<x„t oo
- E (Cn+Dne n )(— qT-2 tcosant) - E H(ocn/t)En,
n=l n n=l
and
tr i 9 2t3En 00 ~2(JriC
(f)*t2g3(t) - — + E ^ j e ^ e  n -Bn )
n=l
-2crr-fi sincr^t
+ (2crnt-l)e n cn - (2<rnm ) D n }(— gr-0 tcoscrnt)
- E H(an,t)En, 
n=l
where
G(an,t) = (2  )sinhant + ant cos^antf
and
H(an,t) = ocnt2 sirih ant + — — ®— (sirihocnt - <xnt coshant).
V°h')
(2.2.38)
(2.2 39)
(2.2.40)
(2.2.41)
( 2 .2 .42 )
( 2.2.43 )
The constants Q^, Q2 in (2.2.38), (2.2.39) can be expressed in terms of M 
and the coefficient sequences {AjjJ-CFyj} by means of the flux conservation 
relations (2.2.9), viz.
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ou c oo _o 2o„8
Ql - I " 7 ~ 2  + 3 E ( V ^ n ®  )(orncoscrn-sincrn )
1+n n=l
oo ln (a_) I ^ ol, )
+ 3 * cosh“n - + l)sinha„}Fn, (2.2.44)
qm oo  o 2ct
02 - - |B + 4E08 + 3 Z anz{(2an6+l)e n A„ + (2<rnt-l)Bn
n=l
-2<x fl
+ 2anfi(e n Cn+Dn )}(crncosCTn-sinan )
oo In(an ) In(an)
+ 3n=i('tl(”n ) COSlian “ <an? £ ( ^ y  + l)sinhan}Fn . (2.2.45)
We now have available equations sufficient to express the functions
Dj/t), D3(t), g^Ct) and ^(t) as linear combinations of the
coefficients ^  through Dn/ and the ultimate sets of linear equations
for determining these coefficients are supplied by substituting for ^  
through g3 in (2.2.26)-(2.2.29). Defining
© i n  = L J ^ f f g ^ s ^ ) ,  i = 0,1, (2.2.46)
8=1
where ^  is given by (2.2.18) and (2.2.19) these sets of equations * take 
the forms
iJ0<crm)(ftm+Bme_2':r,nt) + ” (M11(m ,n)an+M12(m,n)Bn
n=l
+ M13(m/n)Cn+Mi4(m/n)Dn - En ( m /n )ein + El2<m 'n >e0n) “ ulm' (2.2.47)
1 9 -2amfi oo
iJ0<CTm>(ciirDine ) + E (M21(m,n)Rn+M22(m,n)Bn
n=l
+ M23(m/n)Cn+M24(m,n)Dn-E21(m,n)©ln+E22(m,n)©0n) = U2m, (2.2.48)
45
2V +l>e2,Tm<!V ( 1-2CTm (!) W ( e 2 V c m-Dm))
00
+ E {M3^m,n)An+M32(m,n)Bn+M33(m,n)Cn+M34(m,n)Dn 
rr=l
+ En ( n )©in+Ei 2( m 'n )0On) = ^3m' (2.2.49)
iPot**) t2V !< V !~2V!+Bir,>-H '>e~Za”'tV (  2<rm {+1 >Dm>
00
+ E {M41(m,n)An+M42(m,n)Bn+M43(m/n)Cn+M44(in/n)Dn 
n=l
E21^Itl/n^ ® l n " ^ ^ * 2 2 ^ ~  ^4m' (2.2.50)
all for m = 1,2,... . The right members uim' i = 1,...,4, of
(2.2.47 )-(2.2.50) are given by
ulm = » CTmcoscrm-sln<:rm) ~
+ jfj- f j sin cr tdt,
m J0 (t +h2 ) m
(2.2.51)
am o 4hsin«j_
U2m   !rV~ t“3crmcoscrm+(3"am)sin<Tm )  5---- 2~3n‘zo£ m m m m mr^i+h2 )
4h r1 (h2-t2 )•hi r  v 11 •- /
 -------- *— *5— cos <r_t dt , (2.2.52)
amir J, <h2+t2 )2 m
°3m = - 3  Jo<trm) + d ^ (0mcoscrln-sinam)' (2.2.53)
and
U4m = - ^ ^ 3  (-3Vos<rm+( 3-a-2 Jsinom). (2.2.54)
37r °m
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The remaining coefficient MjLj(m/n)/ connected by the relations 
aj a± = 0, i, j-1,...,4, where
1 , r < 2
ar =
. -1 otherwise , 
and E^j(m,u), i,j=l,2, all functions of je'<Tm'<Jn/0Cn an(3 °Sn are ^or
reference recorded in Appendix B. It is of interest to note that only
infinite summations are involved in (2.2.47)-(2.2.50), whereas in the 
semi-infinite-pore, case considered by Shall and Packham (1986), the 
coefficient matrices contain infinite integrations. Thus from a 
computational point of view the algebraic complexity of the truncated 
forms of (2.2.47)—(2.2.50) is somewhat off-set by the absence of numerical 
integrations.
When the Stokes let is placed within the pore at z = -h, 0 < h < 2fi, 
the velocity representations (2.2.1) and (2.2.10) need modifying, the form 
of (equation (2.2.5)) remaining the same. In (2.2.1) the singular
Stokeslet term is now omitted, and we redefine y0 to be the velocity 
field produced by an axial Stokeslet placed at z = -h in an infinitely 
long fluid-filled circular cylinder of unit radius. Following Sonshine et 
al. (1966) we have
oo
Xo-e = -  f kCpFWr^kpj-GtMij/kpnsinkCz+ioak, (2.2.SS)
Rj 0
2 oo
Xo-3 = —  —  J [F(k){pkI1(kp)+2I0(kp)}-kG(k)I0(kp)]cosk(z+h)dk,
*2 r2 0
where F(k) = -2{K1(k)I1(k)+K0(k)I2(k)}/TrA(k),
G(k) = -2/rrkA(k), 
and the associated pressure field is
oo
po <= 2j^z+hJ - 2/i J kF(k)I0(kp)sink( z+h )dk.
R<j 0
(2.2.56)
(2.2.57)
(2.2.58)
(2.2.59)
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The velocity and pressure y11 and p11 in the pore are now taken to be the 
forms (2.2.10) and (2.2.11) with y0 and pQ added to the right-hand sides; 
the definitions (2.2.12) of the various constituent harmonic functions 
remain the same. The computations leading to (2.2.47) through (2.2.50) 
can now be repeated, resulting in a modified system of four coupled 
infinite sets of linear equations for the coefficient sequences 
The left members of these equations are identical to (2.2.47) through
(2.2.50), but the right members are replaced by functions tJj^ , i *= ■ 
1,..., 4, m = 1,2,..., considerably more complex then the Uim of
(2.2.51)—(2.2.54), given by
4 oo
5n» *= £ Elg(h,n0 + E
s=l n=l
A, 4  A,
©1J.(n,m) - E els(n,m)
s=2
(2.2.60)
4 oor u  ( u  rw (\» a i
U2m = E E2s^h,m  ^+ E (02i(n'ra) “ ©22(n'm ) + 023(n,m)), (2.2.61)
s=l n=l
a. 4 ^ oo 4 ^
U3m = E Elg(2fi-h,m) + E E 0ls(n,m), (2.2.62)
s=l n=l s=l
4 oorvi f \ j <v <v fsj
u4m = E E2g(2fi-h,m) + E (©21(n,m) + 022(n,m) - ©22(n,m)), (2.2.63)
s=l n=l
where the function Ei^(h,m), i=l,2; j=l,2,3,4 together with 0^^(n,m), 
i=l,2; j=l,2,3,4 are recorded fully in Appendix B.
2.2.1 Drag on a small sedimenting particle.
Suppose that a small sedimenting particle is situated on the axis of 
the pore at a point P with z-coordinate h(>0) or -h depending on whether 
the particle is in the half-space z > 0 or the pore. We assume that the
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particle translates along the pore axis parallel to a principal axis of 
resistance with a velocity UQ^; denote by -F% and - F ^  the viscous drag 
forces on the particle for motion in the bounded and everywhere infinite 
fluid. As in Section 2.1 the pore radius is c, in physical units, with b 
= ch and a is a typical particle dimension. For any position of the
particle let y* be the regular part of the velocity field, in the fluid
region containing the particle, which obtains if the particle is replaced 
by an axial Stokeslet of unit strength. According to Brenner (1962) when 
there is a volume flux M of fluid through the pore F is given by
F C~Fm Mw_(P) ~
F® = 1 ~ SrfjlcU^  (x ~ 0^ )(1+0(a/L) ), (2.2.64)
where L = max(b,c), wz(p ) is axial fluid speed at P appropriate to 
the problem of a unit flux of fluid through the pore in the absence of the 
particle and the so-called drag factor C2, defined by
C2 = -  X*(P)-S • ( 2 .2 .6 5 )
2.2.1.1 Zero volume flux flow.
We first consider the case of zero volume flow i.e. M=0, a situation
in which the error in (2.2.64) can be shown, Brenner (1962), Williams
(1966), to be 0(a/L)3 .
In order to evaluate C2, suppose first that the particle is in z > 0. 
Then y* follows from (2.2.1) and (2,2.3) by omitting the terms in y0 
containing inverse powers of R^. From (2.2.7) and (2.2.8) C2 is now 
expressed in terms of jj/t) and g1(t) as
C2 “ Ik  - ( ^ 2 ) 2  C(t2H-3h2 )j1(t)+2h(|)2 t2gi(t)]dt, (2.2.66)
where j1(t), g^Ct) are found from (2.2.38), (2.2.44) and (2.2.40) and
(2.2.21). The appropriate equations for the coefficient sequences
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{An }-{Dn } are obtained by setting M = 0 in the right-hand sides
(2.2.51)—(2.2.54) of equations (2.2.47>-(2.2.50), the resulting linear 
systems being solved by truncation. For the particle inside the pore at 
z = -h, 0 < h < 2fi, the relevant velocity component in (2.2.65) follows as 
the regular part of (2.2.10) augmented by the field y0 with components 
(2.2.55) and (2.2.56), resulting in
where FQ follows from (2.2.13) and (2.2.21) and F(k), G(k) are defined in 
(2.2.57), (2.2.58). The equations for (An)-{Dn) are (2.2.47)-(2.2.50)
with right-members obtained by setting M ■= 0 in the in
(2.2.60)—(2.2.63), and are again solved by truncation.
One further quantity of interest is the additional pressure drop,
Ap = P^-Pjg, due to the presence of the sedimenting particle. For the 
particle in the half-space chamber z > 0, and M = 0, we have from (2.2.44) 
and (2.2.45) that
J*° {2F(k)-kG(k))dk 
0
oo
E ((anh+l)e
n=l
oo
E {{2En-anHn )cosanh - ( 2Fn+anGn )sin«nh) 
n=l
(2.2.67)
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“ %  " Q2“Ql
6
JT+ 4E0* +
n=l
+ {2anfi-l+e n }Bn + 2crnJe(Cne n +Dn )]
-2a„J2 ~2CT„fi
(2.2.68)
For the particle within the pore the pressure drop is similarly found as
The results of the detailed calculations in the zero-flux case, using 
the numerical techniques described in Chapter One, are illustrated in 
Figures 2.2, 2.3 and 2.4. Figure 2.2 gives the variation of the drag
factor with particle position for various pore lengths; it was noted that 
for a pore length of about 2 pore radii the drag-factor curve is virtually 
indistinguishable from that for a semi-infinite pore for particle 
positions with a reflected z-component zp in the range -1 < zp < oo. The 
maximum drag factor occurs when the particle is at the mid-point of the 
pore with the particle at this point the complexity of right-member
(2.2.60) through (2.2.63) is somewhat reduced. Figure 2.3 shows the 
variation of this maximum with pore length; the horizontal asymptote is 
the semi-infinite length pore value of c2, namely 2.806. Figure 2.4 
provides curves of additional pressure drop against particle position for
-------- 5 +
l+(h-2fl)
00 -2 ,
+ 3 E crn ^ ( a n c o s a n-sincrn )[{(2crn fl+l)e
n=l
{2crnfi-l+e n }Bn + 2anfi(Ce n +Dn ))
ef00 {sirihTcF(k)-k“1(kcoshk-sinhk)G(k)) sinfik cos(h-fi)k dk (2.2.69)
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Figure 2.2  The drag factor  plotted against par t ic le  position for  
various pore lengths (zero-f lux case).
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Figure 2.3 The maximum drag factor (with the par t ic le  at the centre 
of the pore) plotted as a function of pore semi-length.
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Figure 2.4 The additional pressure drop (zero-f lux case) due to the presence 
of the par t ic le  plotted against par t ic le  position for  various pore 
lengths.
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various pore lengths. The lower bounding curves in Figures 2.2 and 2.4 
pertain to the zero-length pore results given by Davis et al. (1981b), 
viz.
c9 * tan^h + +  V i ) '  = “ -6--?r- • (2.2.70)v h l+h (1+h ) 1+h
2.2.1.2 Non—zero volume flux flow.
We now turn to the case in which there is a non-zero flux through the 
pore. As noted earlier the drag calculation using (2.ki^ ) requires only the 
further knowledge of w2(P), the axial fluid speed, with unit flux, at the 
particle position P in the absence of the particle. The appropriate 
results can be obtained by setting M = 1 and omitting from the right-hand 
sides of the systems of linear equations all terms involving h (or, 
equivalently, letting h -» oo). However the coordinate system used in 
Section 2.3, whilst optimizing the difficult Stokeslet calculations, does 
not exploit the symmetry of the singularity-free problem about the 
mid-plane of the pore. Therefore we give a reformulation of this problem 
with the origin of coordinates 0 relocated at the centre of the pore. The 
membrane faces are now z = ±fi, p > 1, and it is only necessary to consider 
z > fi( Region I) and the half-pore 0 < z < f i ,  0 < p <  1( Region II),
continuation of the solution into the remaining fluid regions being 
effected by noting the even and odd parities of y.g and y./g with respect 
to z.
Appropriate velocity and pressure representations in the two fluid 
regions axe as follows, all constituent functions being axially symmetric 
harmonics.
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In z > i,
x1 *= ( z-l )v<)>—lJ)^ +( Z-l )Vl|^j5+vGS, t = §§ , (2.2.71)
P1 = Pn + 2H(ff + ff>. (2.2.72)
where
4>(p,z) = -f j( t){ f°°sinort Jn(ocp)e“a(z_  ^^ docjdt, (2.2.73)
J0 J o
~ 1 — ,-co —
= -J t*g(t){Ja.z J 3(at)J1(ap)e“a(z“fl>da}dt. (2.2.74)
0 0 z
In 0 < z < fl, (2.2.10) and (2.2.11) are used with the following
redefinitions of the harmonic functions U-Y;
oo a ( z-fL) -a ( z+fl )
U = E V ®  +e n )j0(anp),
n=l
00 an(z-fi) -a (z+fl)
V = E Bn(e n +e )j0(anp),
n=l
00 - crn ( z-S.) -a ( z+fi)
W « E <rn 1Bn(e -e )Jo(<rnP)'
n=l
00 00
x = £ En^fffnP)00^ '  Y = £ FnIo(an^^sinocnz * (2.2.75)
n=l n=l
Imposition of the no-slip condition on the pore walls and the 
velocity and stress matching across z = fl, O < p < 1, now produce 
coupled infinite sets of linear equations for (An) and (Bn)* as 
follows. Define
oo CTqJV/cTo) 0 0 -2 a.i
en = 2 E 7V ? ~gV2 [as{fi(a2+a2 )(l+e s ) s=l Ca|+«£>2 B ■ 8 "n
-2as(l-e-2CTst))Rs + .{as*(<^+o^)(l+o''2<rsl)-(or|-o^)(l-e'"2asi))B ], (2.2.76)
then
i J§< °in)t d - % {+( CTm t+1 '>e~2'Tm> > W <  )Bm 3
00 . .
+ E {Mll(m/n)An+M12(m/n)Bn + E12(m,n)en)
n=l
3 / *— ---g- ( o-coscr-s i.ncr )  y « L _27rcr3 m m m' ^ 2
and
i ^  + (am S+l+(am «-l )e
00 , ,
+ E {M21(m/n)An + M22(m,n)Bn + E22(m,n)©n}
n=l ■ .*
= “ n T<°m>' m = •
In (2.2.77) and (2.2.78), E12^m/n  ^ anc5 E22(m,n)
Appendix'B and the remaining coefficients are (with K(crm ,o 
Appendix B)
, 4Jn(am)Jn(°'n) ~2arifi
m / n ) = — P--gm --°— {a fl-2+(a fi+2 )e n )
W r , ‘
- 2 a n fl
+ (o-nfi-l+(anfi+l)e n }K(crm/ a n ),
M12(m,n) = M^1(m,n) + (l-e n ){4(cr2anfi) 1J0(am )J0(CTn )+K(a]m
. 2 cr-fi -2a„fi
M21(m,n) - (1-e n )E25(m,n)
J0(an ) “ 2cr fi
+ J T( 0^ ) (ang-24-( anfi+2 )e n },
where E25(m,n) is given in Appendix B, and
. o -2o_Jd
M22(m,n) = ^  (CTn fi+l-(crn fi-l)e n }E25(m,n)
JQ(a ) —2crnfi
. + T(am ){anfi-l+(an fi+l)e " > .
(2.2.77)
(2.2.78)
are defined in 
n ) also given in
(2.2.79) 
,crn )}, (2.2.80)
(2.2.81) 
(2.2.82)
The coefficients EQ, FQ in (2.2.10) are given in terms of (A^, (Bn ) by
o 9 00 _i — 2CJj_ fi
E0 “ “ § ” I E <V^T0<an>£{crnje“2+(anfi+2>e ^  
n-l
-2 <x„ £
+ (an«-l+(anJ+l)e n )B„], (2.2.83)
with
F0 = £ - iB0- (2.2.84)
In order to evaluate wz(P) at P(p = 0, z * h), suppose first that h > 
fi; then from (2.2.71), (2.2.73) and (2.2.74) we find that
wz
1 1 
<p > = J ,.4 .>4,2 C {3(h-l )2+t2} j( t )+2(^)*(h-t )t2g( t )]dt, (2.2.85)
J0 {t +(h-JZ) ) "
Similarly, for 0 < h < fi, (2.2.10) and (2.2.75) provide the expression
oo -an( fl-h)
(P) “ F0 + E [e n ((anh-l)Rn+anhBn)wz
n=l
-an(h+fl)
- e {(anh+l)An + anhBn)]
+ E (-2En+anFn )cosanh. 
n=l
(2.2.86)
The pressure drop between z = -oo and z = +oo is Ap = p__oo-p(X), where
- fjj *= - | + 4E0fi - 6 E crn2(sincrn-ancosan ) x
n=l
-2 crni -2crnfl
x [{anfi-l+(anfi+l)e n )An + anfie n Bn]. (2.2.87)
oo
Figure 2.5 gives a plot of the axial flow speed wz(P) as a function of h 
and various pore lengths, with a unit flux through the pore, together with 
the corresponding curve for an infinitely thin membrane, for which
Also, Figure 2.5 shows that for a pore of unit semi-length the axial 
fluid speed wz(0,0) is equivalent to the Poiseuille centre-line fluid 
dpeed Z/ir. Further investigation of the axial velocity profile at the 
centre of the pore shows that a fully developed Poiseuille flow exists for 
S > 1. Figure 2.6 shows the scaled pressure drop, AP/2/i, as a function of 
pore semi-length. As a check on our analyses the results computed from 
(2.2.87) were compared with those obtained from (2.2.68) using a large 
value of h(~50). Very satisfactory agreement to three decimal places was 
obtained for pore lengths small compared with h. The results also agree 
with those of Dagan et al (1982), but it is noteworthy that the method 
given here involves a doubly-infinite set of unknown coefficients, whereas 
in Dagan et al. (1982) a four-fold infinity has to be found.
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Figure 2.5 Graphs of w (P) as a function of position for  various pore lengths 
(unit  f lux through the pore).
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Figure 2.6 The scaled pressure Ap/2|j plotted against pore semi-length (un i t  f lux  
through the pore).
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CHAPTER THREE
The Boundary-Integral Mebhod
The algebraic complexity encountered in the last chapter, for 
sedimentation problems with finite length pores, probably represents the 
limit of what is practicable. using potential-theoretic methods and raises 
the question of whether an alternative approach is needed in such 
problems. Potential-theoretic methods are most suited for problems in 
which the flow is axisymmetrical and the pore of circular cross section. 
Shail and Packham (1987) have shown that these methods may be utilized in 
some asymmetric problems in which a shear flow exists along a plane wall 
containing a circular or elliptic hole. However, to extend this to the 
problem of a shearing flow past a pore of semi-infinite length requires 
the solution of three quite complex systems of linear simultaneous 
equations and again suggests that an alternative approach should be 
developed. To this end part II of this chapter is concerned with 
developing a boundary-integral equation method for a number of 
sedimentation problems in Stokes flow. Part I now introduces the method 
with some model electrostatics problems.
Part is B O U N D A R Y -IN TE G R A L M ETH O D  APPLIED TO  SO M E  
PROBLEMS IN  ELECTROSTATICS.
3.1 Earthed circular disk
The accurate determination of the surface charge density and total 
charge oh a freely charged conducting disk has interested numerous 
authors. Sneddon (1966, Chapter 3) gives an excellent account of many 
possible analytic solution methods for an arbitrarily prescribed potential 
on the disk, reducing the problem to the solution of dual integral 
equations. An alternative approach to the Dirichlet problem for the disk
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is to represent the regular potential as a potential of single or double 
layer1, leading upon the application of relevant boundary data to a 
Fredholm integral equation of the first and second kind respectively. One 
of the advantages of a boundary-integral equation approach is in reducing 
the dimension of the problem by one moving interest from the whole domain 
to solely the boundary. Formulations as second kind equations are usually 
more desirable as the ill-conditioning often associated with the numerical 
solution of first kind equations is removed and numerous iterative schemes 
are available. With this in mind Williams (1962) presented a general 
procedure for reformulating an integral equation of the first kind as an 
integral equation of the second kind. However, due to the singular nature 
of the kernel of the single-layer potential we formulate our problems as 
integral equations of the first kind. This approach was taken by Noble 
(1960) in solving numerically a number of electrostatic potential 
problems, using a variational technique.
The numerical solution method adopted here may be traced back to 
Maxwell (1893). By suitably dividing a boundary surface, S, into a number 
of subregions or 'subareas' Sj, whose sizes are small in comparison to S, 
he suggested that the potential Vj, at the midpoint of the j**1 subarea 
produced by a uniform distribution <jj, is simply the sum of the 
contribution from all other subareas, including itself. The contribution 
from the surrounding subareas calculated as if the charges were 
concentrated at their centres and the self contribution calculated as if 
the charge were distributed equally over the area. Although, in theory, 
the so-called 'method of subareas' represents quite a crude approximation 
to the charge density, in practice it is a method capable of producing 
extremely accurate results.
1 By single and double layer we simply mean a surface distribution of 
point charges and dipoles respectivly.
Reitain and Higgins (1951) first used the method of subareas to 
determine the capacity of a cube and later to determine the capacitance of 
a thin rectangular plate (1956) and a parallel plate capacitor (1959). 
Gross and Wise (1955), using the results of Reitain and Higgins, 
successfully demonstrated how the method could be applied to the 
calculation of the capacitance of a rectangular grounding grid in a 
high-voltage station. More recently in the thesis of Laskar (1971) and in 
an article by Jaswon (1977, page 238) the method of subareas has been 
applied to some invicid fluid flow problems. It is worth remarking that 
none of the above authors used the ingenuity of Maxwell to compensate for 
the effects upon the electrostatic field in the vicinity of a sharp edge 
or corner by taking a much finer subdivision in a small neighbourhood of 
such a region.
Today, the method of subareas belongs to the ever growing field of 
boundary integral techniques; in particular it is a special case of the 
method of moments (Harrington, 1969) in which the weighting functions are 
taken as Dirac delta functions.
3.1.1 Basic Formulation
Using a cylindrical polar coordinate system (p,e,z) an earthed 
conducting circular disk of unit radius, with surface S, occupies z=0, 
0 < p < l ,  0 < © < 2 tt. The origin 0 is taken to coincide with the centre 
of the disk. A unit test charge is placed on the axis through the centre 
of the disk a distance h(>0) from its face, (See Fig.3.1).
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Figure 3.1 Test charge outside earthed circular disk.
The potential at some point P with position vector r in the region exterior 
to the disk fi, is that due to the test charge plus some everywhere regular 
'perturbation' potential which we represent as a potential of single layer
l , "<£’>
V( r ) = - t   dS' , r e n ,  (3.1.1)
" R s I-"-’!
where cr(r') represents the induced surface density of charge on S, r ’ is a 
typical point on S,
R2 = p2 + (z-h)2, and
2
jr-r'| = p'2 + p2 - 2pp' cos4>' + z2 .
The earthing conditon on S requires
V(r) = 0 , r e s ,  (3.1.2)
which upon applying to (3.1.1) yields,
r <*(*■*) ? o— dS' = -(pz + hz ) 2 , r e s ,  (3.1.3)
s
an integral equation of the first kind for the unknown surface charge 
density a. To implement the method of subareas we divide S into a number 
of small subareas over which it is assumed that the charge density a is 
extremely slowly varying and thus without loss of generality is constant.
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The symmetry of S makes the natural choice of subdivision concentric 
annular rings (see Fig.3.2)
06
Of
01,
03
Z = 0
Figure 3.2 Subdivision of circular disk.
Thus, if we require (3.1.2) to be satisfied at certain nodal or 
collocation points r^ in each subarea Si then (3.1.3) becomes,
N  r 2 n
E o-j j dcj> • ] 
j=l 0
p3+! p'dp'
Pj-f (P,2+Pi2 - ap^'cos^’}
(Pi2+h2 ) i=l,2,...,N , (3.1.4)
where p^(- (2j-l)/2N) is the radial distance from the centre of the disk 
to the centre of the Sj**1 annular ring and the constant a is the annular 
ring width. (Typically a = P/N for a di,sk of radius P. )
The integration in the azimuthal direction in (3.1.4) is more 
generally of the form 
> 2tt
0
dc()
J {p2+p* 2 - 2pp' COS(J>' + (z-z’)2}2
(3.1.5)
which reduces, upon making the substitution,
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to
2U = C(Z-Z’)2 + (P+P')2]2 + C(z-z')2 + (P-P’)2]2 .
± ± 
2v = C(Z-Z')2 + (p+p')2]2 - [(Z-Z1)2 + (p-p')2]2 ,
2tt <34>'
{u2+v2 - 2uvcos$' }z
( u+v)
K
2V( UV )*
U u+v) J
(3.1.6)
where K(k) is the complete elliptic integral of the first kind. Whence, 
applying (3.1.6) to (3.1.4) we have
1 N
2 p z L a* [ ] 2 k p'2 K(k) dp' = - (p± 4- h2 ) z, i=l,2,...,N,
1 j-i 3 ij-f
(3.1.7)
where k2 = 4pip'/(Pi+P')2
In the numerical evaluation of (3.1.7) it is expedient to replace 
K(k) by a series representation given by Hastings et al. (1955, page 172), 
namely
K(k) = E (an + bnlogy) y°, y = 1-k2 , 
n=o
where the constants an, bn are given by
(3.1.8)
ao = 1.3862944, b0 = 0.5,
al = 0.0966634, bl = 0.1249859
a2 = 0.0359009, b2 = 0.0688025
a3 = 0.0374256, b3 = 0.0332836
a4 = 0.0145120, b4 = 0.0044179
yielding the set of linear equations for g ■= (cr^o^/.
A B = fe , (3.1.9)
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where
■-L -Pj4!'
13 * 2 p± 2 j  k p
pr f
E (an + bnlogy)yn 
n-0
dp’ ,
and
bi = ~(P± + h )
2 V 2
Once the solutions of (3.1.9) have been obtained the total charge on 
the disk is given simply by multiplying each solution by its respective 
subarea, viz.
N
Total charge - Q - E CT-i s~i
,j«l
( 3 .1.10 )
TT N
-2 E (2j-D . 
j=l
As a classic mixed boundary value problem in potential theory we can 
obtain an analytic expression for both the charge density and total charge 
on the disk. Utilizing a representation, for the regular part of the 
potential function, given in Sneddon (1966, page 63) we have
_± oo -klzl
V(p,z) - (p2 + (z-h)2 ) z + \ k_1 A(k)e JQ(kp)dk , (3.1.11)
0
for some continuous function A(k).
The imposition of (3.1.2) together with the continuity condition
3V+(p,0) av (p,0)
az az
= o , p > 1 , (3. l. 12 )
reduces the problem to the solution of the dual integral equation
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oo
j k”1 A(k) J0(kp) dk = -(p2+h2 ) 2 , 0<p**l 
0
(3.1.13)
oo
j A(k) JQ(kp) dk = 0 , p > 1 .
O
Following Sneddon (1960) a solution of (3.1.13 ) is obtained in the
form
A(k) = k ! g(t) coskt dt
0 (3.1.14)
1
- g( 1) sink - I g (t) sinkt dt , 
o
where
g( t ) = -2h/ir( t2+h2 ) .
The surface charge density is given by
1 r00
cr(p) = —  f A(k) JQ(kp) dk , 0< p « l  ,
z” o
which upon substituting for A(k), using (3.1.14), gives
_ 1   1   3  rO O O . J- Ih
<r(p) = - ”2
IT
(h2+p2 ) (l-p2 ) 2 + (p2+h2 ) 2 tan j^( 1-p2 )2( p2+h2 ) 2
, 0<p*Sl . (3.1.15)
Integrating this expression over the surface of the disk we obtain the
expression
1 2 r i^
Q* = J a(p)dS = 2tt I p cr(p)dp   tan-1 1-1 , (3.1.16)
S 0 n LhJ
for the total charge.
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3.1.2 Numerical results
The terms in the NxN matrix ft from (3.1.9) are first evaluated using 
a special NAG integration routine suited to handling integrands with an 
integrable logarithmic singularity. For a given N these coefficients need 
only be evaluated once and stored in some permanent data file. The 
vector fe, of (3.1.9)/ however, needs updating each time the test charge is 
moved. Several NAG equation solving routines together with the method of 
conjugate gradients were applied to the system with very little variation 
in the solution vector being observed. Figure 3.3 illustrates for various 
values of h the accuracy of the numerical schema achieved with ten 
subareas spaced equally over the surface of the disk, compared with the 
bold lines of the analytic expression (3.1.15). Figure 3.4 shows the edge 
effects upon the accuracy of the solution for an increasing number of 
equi-spaced subareas. The observed discrepancy between the numeric and 
analytic value of the charge density in a vicinity of the edge is to be 
expected; (3.1.15) exhibits the known square-root singularity in the 
charge density at the disk edge. It is unfair to expect good agreement in 
such regions without taking extremely large values of N with equi-spaced 
subareas. However, this can be overcome by implementing a much finer 
subdivision close to the edge. Figures 3.5(a,b) illustrate this 
improvement by taking eight extra subareas over the last tenth of the 
disk.
Table 3.1 shows the convergence of the approximate total charge Q, 
given by (3.1.10), compared with the analytic expression Q*, given by 
(3.1.16). With fifty equi-spaced subareas the analytic expression was 
reproduced to four decimal places whereas equivalent accuracy was achieved 
by taking nine equi-spaced subareas for nine-tenths of the disk and a 
further thirty equi-spaced subareas over the last tenth of the disk from 
the edge.
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Figure 3.5 (a)  Actual surface charge o» ( - )  and approximate
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N
h 10 20 30 -Q*
0 0.9943 0.9974 0.9983 l.o
0.1 0.9358 0.9358 0.9360 0.9365
0.3 0.8111 0.8127 0.8133 0.8145
0.5 0.7000 0.7024 0.7032 0.7048
0.9 0.6057 0.6084 0.6094 0.6112
0.9 0.5277 0.5306 0.5315 0.5335
1.0 0.4942 0.4971 0.4981 0.5
TABLE 3.1
Convergence of - Q for Increasing number of subareas N.
3.1.3 Earthed circular annulus
An extension of the disk problem is that of an earthed conducting 
annulus in the presence of a unit test charge. One of the first reported 
analytic solutions of an annulus problem was by Nicholson (1922) who 
attempted to solve the freely charged annulus configuration as a limiting 
case of a torus of elliptical cross-section. However, due to analytical 
errors in his paper he incorrectly reports that the capacitance of the 
annulus is greater than the corresponding solid disk. Smythe (1951) 
presented a simple superposition method to calculate an approximate value 
for the capacitance of a freely charged annulus and Williams (1963), 
adopting an integral equation approach, gives an expression for the charge 
density on the annulus in terms of the solution of a Fredholm integral 
equation of the second kind. With our present formulation the problem of
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an earthed annulus in the presence of a unit test charge may be considered
by a simple redefinition of the position of the collocation points over S.
Thus, using (3.1.9) with
pj = A + (B-A)(2j-1)/2N, 
and (3.1.17)
p± = A + ( B—A)( 2i—1 )/2N,
we convert the previous disk boundary into an annular boundary of inner 
radius A and outer radius B. Figures 3.6(a,b) show graphically for h = 
0.2 and 0.6 respectively the charge density on the annulus, plotted 
against radial distance, for inner radii A = -*0, ^ and outer radii B = 
1,2,3,4. As expected, both graphs exhibit the singular behaviour at both 
inner and outer edges of the annulus.
In Chapter One we gave an analytic expression for the potential when 
a test charge is placed outside an infinite earthed conducting plane with 
a circular section removed (the charge being on the axis through the 
centre of the hole.) From this we deduce the expression for the charge 
density when a section of radius A is removed as
tf(p)
, fAV(p2+h2 )
i    ■
1V(P2-A2)
A
p > A (3.1.18)
tt2V(p2-A2 ) (p2+A2 )
Solving (3.1.9) with modification (3.1.17) we demonstrate that 
for a charge near to an annulus with large , (approximately four radial 
units), outer radius we can obtain a reasonable approximation to the
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\
.6(a) Charge density on the annular disk fo r  h = 0.2.
A = 0 . 1 A = 0 . 5
0 B = 1 A B = 1
* B = 2 0 B = 2
a B = 3 + B = 3
- B = 4 B = 4
Figure 3.6(b)  h = 0.6.
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charge density and total charge on an infinite plane with a disk removed. 
Physically this makes sense as most of the charge will reside around the 
inner edge of the annulus. Figure 3.7 demonstrates that almost exact 
agreement is found between the analytic expression (3.1.18) and numeric 
approximation to the charge density except in small neighbourhoods of both 
edges of the annulus. The integration of (3.1.18) over the surface of 
the infinite plane gives the total charge to be -1, and Figure 3.8 
compares this value with the total charge on the annulus for various outer 
radii and test charge positions.
3.2 Flanged cylinder problem
In Chapter One we presented an infinite series solution of Laplace's 
equation for the problem of an earthed finite hollow cylinder with 
infinite flanges attached to its outer rims in the presence of an axially 
placed point charge. We remarked that when the cylinder length was 
approximately two radial units the effects upon the electrostatic field at 
the position of the test charge was equivalent to the problem attained 
replacing the finite pipe by a semi-infinite pipe. Coupling this with the 
fact that for large outer radius the charge on an annular plate tends to 
cluster around the inner edge, it seems reasonable that we should expect, 
using the present numerical scheme, to reproduce results for the 
semi-infinite pipe model by fixing an annular flange to one end of a 
finite hollow cylinder.
3.2,1 Formulation of the problem
Fig. 3.9 shows a cylinder of length fi occupying -fi < z < 0, 0 < p < 1,
0 < © < 2rr, with a finite annular flange, of outer radius A, attached to its 
rim at z=0. A unit test charge is placed on the axis of symmetry of the
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Figure 3.7 Comparison of the charge density on the annulus using
(3 .1 .8 )  and the method of subareas; h=0.5, A=0.1, B=3.0.
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Figure 3.8 Effect  on the total charge on the annulus for  A =0.1 
and increasing outer radius B.
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cylinder a distance h (>0) from the plane containing the flange,
Fig.3.9 A hollow finite length cylinder having an annular flange 
attatched to its rim.
The potential at some field point P is represented in the form
(3.1.1) where S = SA U S C , and SA , Sc taken to represent the surfaces of 
the annular flange and lateral surface respectively. The bounding surface 
S is now subdivided taking NA concentric annular rings over SA, (c.f. 
Section 3.1), and Nc bands each of width b( = fi/Nc ) over the lateral 
surface of the cylinder Sc ; for the purpose of discretization the charge 
densities Oj(c ), j=l,2,...,NC , over each of the subareas comprising Sc are 
taken to be constant over lines running through the mid-point of each 
band.
Satisfaction of the earthing condition (3.1.2) for the field point P 
on SA at the radial collocation points pi (= 1 + (A-l)(2i-l)/2NA ) and on 
Sc at the axial collocation points z^ ( = -(2i-l)fi/2 generates two sets
of (Na  + Nc ) x (NA + Nc ) equations for unknown surface charge densities
g<A )=( ct(a ),<t(a ), ... ) and « ( a^c ^,a(c ), . . . ,cr(c ) ) over SA and
1 2  %  * 1 2 Nc A
Sc respectivly.
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For P on SA , i.e. z-0, 1 < p < A we have from (3.1.1)
o —  P4+&
(A) r 2 n  r 1 z p'ap'
E j acj)' j-------  x----x-— ------------ 7
j^l -1 o ^ | (PA +P' " ^p-jp'cos^’}2
NC 7-rr zi+$c (C) r27r f 3 2 az’ f
£ o- a4>’ I ^     5“ 2*J J J V. r 1 _L« _ O « » -L rr'^ X <3=1 J Jo £r § t 1 +Pi - 2Picosn>' + z-‘)
(3.2.1)
_ _1_
- (pi2 + h2 ) 2 , i-1/2, .. . ,NA .
Similarly for P on Sr , i.e. p-1, -fi' < z < 0 we have
"A (A) f2Tr fp^  pvap-
£ g-. . ac})---------- -----x— --------- ----- x—  -
n J. a (l+p’2 - 2p'cos<t>' + z 2 }2
J 2 i
(3.2.2)
Nr oir z ^+t
C (C) r r 3 2 az’ ,
+ £ CT aa>’ j    j-
j=l 3 o Z - ^  {2(l+COS«t>’ ) + (zA- +z’)2) 2
- - (l + [z. + h ] 2j'i . i= 1/ ... / No­
where
Pj - 1 4* (A-l)(2j-l)/2NA , Zj = -(2j-l)fi/2Nc ana a - (A-1)/NA .
Using (3.1.6) the azimuthal aepenaence is removea from the repeated 
integrals in (3,2.1) and (3.2.2) to give the linear system of 
equations
A jj )g , (3.2.3)
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Where a = ( a^A \cr^A \ 
1 2
cr^ A ,^cr^ c ^,a^c ^/ . . . ,o^c ) ) and for
i - 1,2,...,NA ,
N, N„
Aij *
4 I
J 2 P'
p._a (Pi+p’) M-j 2 -«•
2/pipv
dp* ,
Pi^ -P'
j”l,2,...,Na
- +b
j-Nix 2
4 !
-j-N,
_b (u2+v2 )
K
2Vu^vJ
u2+v2
3 = n a + i  n a + n c
(3.2.4a)
bi (Pi2 »- h2 )"2
and for i = NA+l,...,NA+NC
Aij -
'J '2
4 ! P ’
j L _ §  ( u 3 4-v 3 )
K 2V^v^
U3+v3
dp'
j=l, . . . ,NZ
4 !
-Z> N fi 4k
L  _6 (u4+v4 )
J NA 2
K
u4+v4
dz'
( 3 .2 . 4b )
2Vu 4V4 
v4
j '  N a + 1 ....... N A + N C
bi
i1 + K - N a  + h i 2 j
I - 1
z
In (3.2.4a) and (3.2.4b)
± j
2 u 2 = [z-Z 4- (1+-Pi)2]z + [zl2 4- (Pi-1)2]2 ,
J. 1.
2v2 = [z'2 4- (1+p^2]* - [z'2 4 (Pi-1)2]2 ,
J J.
2u3 “ (pi-HA Vp' )Z)2 + [Zi-Nft+ (Pi-Nft'-P' >2^  >
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2V3 - [ Zi-Nn f <Pi-N. '-P')2]2 - [Zi-R+ (Pj-» -p')2)* ,
2u4 -
2v,
- C( z
‘ C(zi-NA -z’)2 + 4]z - ztHa
(3.2.3) may now be solved, with ft and £ given by (3.2.4a,b), in a similar 
manner to that outlined in Section 3.1. Having found the solutions we can 
then use them to obtain an estimate of the force, Fjg, experienced at the 
position of the test charge. This is obtained by evaluating the axial 
derivative of the regular part of the potential at p=0, z=h.
From (3.1.1) we have
<*(£')V(p,z) = (p2 + (Z-h)2 ) 2 + — ds
-= (p2 -t (z-h)2 )'2
+ E a
(A) dS
•i=i  ^ s (p2+p f^  - 2pp'COS(J)' + z?}2 j -L
NC (C)f dS'
+ £ o-   5---------- J 7
3 g (14P ~ 2pcos4>' + (z-z’)2 }2
~ (P + (z~h)2 ) 2 + V (p,z) . (3.2.5)
Now, - 7 V
p^O
Z--h
p=0
z~h
dV ~
—  (0,h ) z ;
8z -
thus using (3.2.5) we have
F i
p~o
z=h
NA
- 2nrh £ a 
j-1
(A)
v'(p,2-lh2 )
P3f
pj-f
where
(p-l)NA - (A-l )j , (q-l)NA - (A-l)( j-l) , 
rNc « -fi(j-l) and. sNc - j fi .
Table 3.2 gives the calculated values of (3.2.6) under various 
parameter values of A, h, NA and Nc together with previous values (last 
column) obtained using (1.1.3 3) from Chapter One. Tests were carried out 
for various pipe lengths but beyond a length of two radial units no 
significant differences in the calculation of (3.2.6) were detected for 
increasing number of subareas over the pipe, increasing pipe length or a 
combination of both. The results show good agreement with those obtained 
using (1.1.3 3) of Chapter One, but removing the considerable effort 
required to obtain an approximate value of the force when the charge is in 
the mouth of the conductor (i.e. h ^ 0).
Table 3.2 highlights the limitations of replacing the infinite flange 
by a finite annulus. Close to the annulus the charge effectively 'sees’ 
an infinite flange but moving it away, i.e. increasing h, exposes it to 
the finite boundary and this is reflected in the results. To counteract 
this we could increase the outer radius of the annulus but in doing so
must bear in mind that this requires us to increase substantially the 
number of subareas on SA to obtain solutions of similar accuracy. This 
'pay-off' feature of the subarea method occurs in subsequent sections in 
our discussion of the method applied to Stokes flow problems.
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NA + Nc
9 A h 40
Na-20
Nc-20 100
fNA=50l
Nc=5°
200 [n a=1001Nc=100 PREVIOUS
0.0 0.145084 0.144383 0.144211 0.143
0.1 0.167293 0.166984 0.166798 0.165
0.2 0.184299 0.184251 0.184241 0.182
2.0 3.0 0.3 0.194746 0.195026 0.195096 0.1925
0.4 0.198454 0.198983 0.199112 0.196
0.5 0.19617 0.196894 0.197058 0.194
1.6 0.189389 0.190119 0.190295 0.186
na + N C
9 A h 50 [n a~301Nc=20 125
rNA=751
Nc=50 250
Na=150'
Nc=100 PREVIOUS
0.0 0.144375 0.143686 0.143518 0.143
0.1 0.166361 0.165977 0.165885 0.165
0.2 0.183111 0.183082 0.183072 0.182
2.0 4.0 0.3 0.193283 0.193584 0.193660 0.1925
0.4 0.196706 0.197258 0.197395 0.196
0.5 0.194188 0.194890 0.195062 0.194
0.6 0.182093
4
0.187851 0.188036 0.186
n a + N C
9 A h 60
[NA-401
Nc=20 150
Na=100 
Nc= 50 300
[n a =2001
Nc=100 PREVIOUS
2.0 5.0
0.0 0.144124 0.142439 0.143221 0.143
0.1 0.166028 0.165648 0.165558 0.165
0.2 0.182684 0.182659 0.182657 0.182
0.3 0.193324 0.193057 0.193135 0.1925
0.4 0.196060 0.196620 0.196758 0.196
0.5 0.193427 0.194137 ------- •-------- 0.194
0.6 0.186217 0.186983 0.186
TABLE 3.2
Calculation of the force at the position of the test charge.
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3.3 The Earthed elliptic disk
To test the subarea method in the case of a boundary without axial 
symmetry we replace the circular disk with an elliptic disk. The 
conditions outlined in Section 3.1 are maintained, the disk being held at 
zero potential and influenced by a unit test charge placed as the axis 
through the centre of the disk. x
Figure 3.10 Earthed elliptic disk in the presence of a 
unit test charge.
Analytic expressions for the charge density and total charge on the 
ellipse are far more complicated than for its circular counterpart but can 
be obtained by employing an ellipsoidal system of coordinates.
3.3.1 Analytic Formulation
It is expedient to make use of ellipsoidal coordinates (a,/3,y) 
related to Cartesian coordinates by the relations (Arscott (1964), page 
16 )
x = k fl snoc sn/3 sny,
y = -k2k''“:,'fi cna cn/3 cny , (3.3.1)
z = ik'"1® dna dn/3 dny ,
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where S. is a constant, k the modulus and k ’( = V(l-k2 )) the complementary 
modulus of the Jacobian elliptic functions. To cover the whole Cartesian 
space we require cx,/3 and y to vary over the ranges
a from -2K to 2K ,
/3 from K to K+2iKl, 
y from iK* to K+iK* ,
I -J- '
where K(k) = J (l-k2sin20 ) 2 de and K ' s K(k' ).
0
From (3.3.1) the surfaces y = constant = yQ - u0+iK', where uQ is 
real and 0 < < k , are a family of ellipsoids. Using result (Cl) from
appendix C we deduce the Cartesian equation
x2 y2 z2
k2fl2sn2y0 k2fi2cn2y0 fi2dn2y0 '  ^ ^
remembering that cn2y0 < 0 and dn2y0 < 0. Results (C2) from appendix C
show that in the special case u0=K, the ellipsoid given by (3.3.2)
degenerates to the elliptic disk,
2 2 x y
z=0, -w + —5— «— — 1 ,
flzk'
so that B. is the semi-major axis length and fik* the semi-minor axis 
length.
Separation of Laplace's equation in ellipsoidal coordinates requires 
each component of the solution to satisfy Lame's equation,
d2^
— k + {/x - n( n+1 )k2sn2z) U = 0 .  (3.3.3)
dz
For finite solutions the parameter n is a non-negative integer, and the 
eigenvalue p has one of 2n+l values for which (3.3.3) has a Lam£ 
polynomial as a first solution. Such Lame ploynomials have the form
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snp z cn z dn z Vp( sn z ), (3.3.4)
where p,<r and r take the value zero or unity and satisfy 2p+p+cr+T = n. 
Following this notation of Arscott (1964), the symbol E™(z) is used to 
denote any Lame* polynomial of degree n with m zeros in the range 0 <z< K. 
From (3.3.4), we sfee that there are eight possible types of polynomial 
denoted by u e JJ, s e JJ, c e JJ, dEjJ, cdEjJ, sdE^ J, s c e JJ and scdEjJ, (u denotes 
unity), according to whether the functions snz, cnz or dnz appear as a 
factor. We shall require a second solution of (3.3.3) and, following 
Arscott (1964, page 223), this is taken as
m a+r 2r+l _ rz m -2
„(Z) - <-) (2n+l )k b£( z ) j (En(£)} d£ . (3.3.5)
For the potential at some point P(<x,/3,y) we write
1
V(a,/3,y) = - + U0(a,/3,y) (3.3.6)
R
where R is the distance from P to the position of the unit test charge at 
P ,(a,,/3',y') and UQ an everywhere regular solution of Laplace’s equation 
vanishing at infinite (i.e. y -» iK'.) An appropriate ellipsoidal harmonic 
vanishing at infinity has the form, Arscott (1964, page 228), 
E“(o). E™(<3) . F™(y) (= Ep™(a,/3) f“(y )), since F™(y) -> 0 as y iK'.
The general form of the expansion for 1/R can be written as
1
R
q m m
E Amn qEpn(a,/3) qEn(y) , y ’ 6 (y,iK’)
m,n,q
(3.3.7a,b)
q m m
E qEpn(a,/3) qFn(y) , y ’ e (K+iK’,y)
n,m,q
where m=0,1,2,...,n, n=0,l,2,... and q represent the suffices
s,sc,.. . ,scd. Multiplying (3.3.7a) by qEp™(a,/3) (sn2a - sn2/3^  and
integrating over a between -2K and 2K, /3 between K-2iK' and K+2iK' , (i.e.
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over the ellipsoid twice), we have
r m  n o
J qEpn(a,/3) (sn^a - sn /3)/R dad/3
a m  r m 2 « «
E ^nm J CqEpn(a,/3)} (snza - snz/3) dad/3 .
n,m,q S
(3.3.8)
Using the orthogonality property for Lamif polynomials (C4), from 
appendix C, we obtain the result
where e -
f 1 m n n
J ~ qEpn(a,/3) (sn^a - sn^/3) dad/3 
S R
q m (3.3.9)
= i eqEn(y) , y' e (y,iKf) ,
+1 if cnz is a factor of qE™(a)
. -1 otherwise.
The integral on the right of (3.3.9) was first studied by Iiiouville (1846) 
and more recently by Shail (1980) who showed that
| — Epn(a,/3) (sn2a - sn2/3) dad/3
s R
8tri(-)g+T Epff(of,p-) Fff(y) Eg(y) 
k2r+3 ,(2n+l)
Thus, combining (3.3.9) with (3.3.10) we have
m m
y* e (y,iK*) .
( 3 .3 .10 )
q 8>t(-)<i+t  qEp (a',P' ) qF (y-)
*nm = -----------------  “----- • (3.3.11)
sk2T+3 S(2n+l)
From our earlier remarks UQ must vanish at infinity and therefore be of 
the form
q m m
U0(a,/3,y) = E qEpn(a,/3) qFn(y) .
n,m,q
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Combining the results (3.3.11) with the condition that V(a,/3,y0 ) = 0, we 
deduce
kCr+T m m mq _ 8ff(-)“T' qEpn(a' ,P' ) qFn( y )  qE„(y)
nm
sk2T+3 J(2n+1) qFn(y0 )
m (3.3.12)
Thus the potential due to a charge outside an earthed ellipsoid is given 
by
V(cx,/3,y) -
m m mm , ... ... * ...
—  g'TP &  qEpn( oc , (3' ) qEpn( oc, a ) qEn( y ± ) qFn( y2 )
X n,m,q (2n+l) e k2C+3
where
and
f m m m m m
^  ^ ' qEpn(<x’,(3’ ) qEpn(cx,/3) qFn(y’) qEn(y ) qFn(y)
L
i n,m,q (2n+l) F™(yQ ) e k
*
>^ 2
y if y'e (y,iK' )
y  if y'e (K+iK', y ) ,
y if y* e (K+iK',y)
y # if y' e (y, iK’ )
( 3.3.13 )
The surface charge density cr(ocf/3) is
cr( oc, /3 )
i av 
2tt an y = y f
(3.3.14)
where / gn represents the normal derivative to the surface y = yc 
that
av l 9 9 “i 9 o —4" av
7" = 757 (sn2<x - sn2y ) 2 (snz/3 - sn2y ) 2 •—
an k2fi ° ° az
Noting
and using the Wronskian relation (C6) from appendix C we have that
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a(a,/3)
4(sn2a - sn2yQ ) 2 (sn2/3 - sn2yQ ) 
v fi2 k4
m r a m
qEpn(«’//3') qFn(y’) qEpn(a,/3) ■ „
x £----  u------- iff—  ------  — ------ . ( 3.3.15 )
n,m,q ^  Fn^o)
The total charge, Q, on the ellipsoid is given by
Q = j  a(a,/3) dS(a,/3) , (3.3.16)
S(y=yQ )
where in ellipsoidal coordinates the element of surface area ds is
1 1 
dS = i k4fl2 (sn2a - sn2/3)(sn2a - sn2y0 )2( sn2/3 - sn2y0 )2 dad/3 .
Substituting (3.3.15) into (3.3.16) we have 
m m
^ 1 qEp (a’,0* ) qF (y* ) f m 2 ,
Q = E -— n-m D J qEpn( oc, /3) (sn a - sn^/3) dad/3
n,m,q ^ ^ 0 ^  G S
( 3.3 .17 )
Results (C4) and (C5), from appendix C, now reduce (3.3.17) to the 
much simpler expression
Q = ( 3 3 i g )
uF0^ ^ 0 ) uEP0 (a,/3)
From Arscott (1964, Chapter 9.3.2) we have,
uEq U )  = 1 , 
and using this and (3.3.5) we deduce
0 ,
uF0(C ) = k(C - iK ) ,
whence
(yi - iK’ ) (y. - iK’ )
Q ■ = ----  r- = ----1 —  . (3.3.19)
(y0 “ iK > uo
If we now let u0 = K, the ellipsoid degenerates into an elliptic disk and
the total charge, Q^E ,^ on the elliptic disk is
q (E) - - (yl ~ iK'-L
K
With the test charge on the z-axis a distance h from the disk dny1= -ih/fi.
However, sn( - y^ + iK ) = -( k sny^} , and thus
. -1  _i
y ^ i X  = sn {k x ns = F(4>,k) ,
4> _1 _ 1_
where F(4>,k) = J (1 - k2sin20) 2 d© and 4>= sin“ 1(fi( i2+h2 ) 2 ) = tan_1(fi/h) 
0
Hence
n( E )   F(.<fr,k ) ( 3 . 3 . 20 )
K
It is worth noting that as k ■-> 0, the ellipse becomes a circle, F(tj>,k) -> $
and K -> 17/2 giving (3.1.16). (3.3.20) agrees with a result obtained, by
different means, by Stallybrass (1982) in connection with an external 
elliptical crack problem.
We now treat the same problem using the subarea method. The
particular choice of subarea division over an elliptic disk must reflect 
the loss of axial symmetry. Y
_ x 
a
Figure 3.11 Subdivision of the elliptic disk.
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Following the pattern established for the circular disk, we divide the 
elliptic surface into N concentric elliptic annular regions. Having no 
reason, a priori, for assuming that the charge will distribute itself 
evenly throughout each annular region, we subdivide further by taking M 
radial lines emanating from the centre of the disk 0, at regular angular 
intervals, such that each newly formed sector angle eQ is given by
e0 - 2tt/(m +4) .
The concentric ellipses, dividing the disk, cut the angle bisectors of 
each sector at {j=l,2,...,N,i=l,... ,M+4), and,
Thus, with the potential, at some field point P, represented by (3.1.1) 
we apply earthing condition (3.1.2) and using the subdivision scheme 
developed above, where s now represents the surface of the ellipse with
opij “ ^ {a2cos24>i t b ^ i n 2^ } 2 , <t>± - ~(2i-l) 0Q
Taking the collocation points within each subarea to be at the
siid-point of the lines joining 0P1;L, pn p\2 P1(N-1)P1N.... P(M+4)p-l).
p (M+4)N t the radial distance from 0 to these points is given by
(3.3.21)
Cartesian equation x V a 2 + y2/b2 ** 1, obtain the system of equations
p' dp'
R(P’,*')
4(i)q(i)+ h Z  ' i=1'2.....N<M+4> (3.3.22)
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for the unknown charge densities o^; in deriving (3.3.22) U3e has been
and H(j-a) is the standard Heaviside unit step function.
Before any attempt is made to solve (3.3.22), using the methods 
outlined in section 3.1, we remark that it is possible to reduce 
significantly the number of subareas required to obtain an accurate 
solution, by exploiting the two lines of symmetry of the ellipse. Consider 
that portion of the ellipse in the quadrant x>0, y>0 see Figure 3.11. For 
each point P(xQ,y0 ), on the surface of the ellipse, there will be three 
other points P1(-x0,y0 ), p2(xo'~yo) and p3(~xo'“yo^ at charge
density will be equal to that at P. Taking account of the effects these 
subareas, centred on points P^, P2 and P3, will have upon the similar 
subarea in the first quadrant we have the new system of equations
made of (3.3.21), c = 0pp(j)N/N ,
R - { p ’2 + Pp( i )q( i ) 2p’pP(i)q(i) cos(^p(i ) " 4>f )}1/2 ,
M+4
p( j) -= 1 4 £ H ( j - ( SN+1 ) ) ,
s —1
M+4
q( j) “ j - N E H (j - (SN+1)) ,
S=1
N( M+l)
J dp'
"pfirtli^c/2 , "  J‘" / °
d(t>
^ ( j ^ p c i r V 2
PP( i )q( i ) + h i=l,2,...,N(M+1) , (3.3.23 )
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where
2 2
R1 “ Pp(i)q(l) + P'2 ' 2p' PP( i )q( i ) cos * '
4 - 4 + 4P - Pp(i)q(i) oos <t>’ , e0 -
and H now represents the number of radial lines taken in the first 
quadrant.
For an ellipse with unit semi-major axis (i.e. a=l), a semi-minor
axis and test charge position of half a radial unit (i.e. b = ^ - h), 
Figures 3.12 (a-f) show, for various values of 4>, the solutions of
(3.3.23) with M=7 and N=10 (i.e. 80 subareas over the first quadrant). The 
lower curve in each graph represents the charge density on an equivalent 
unit circular disk. The approximate total charge Q^A ,^ over that quadrant 
of the elliptic disk occupying x>0, y>0, is obtained by summing the 
product of the charge density Oj with its associated subarea Sj and 
represents a quarter of the chaxge over the whole disk
(M+1)N
q (A ) ■ =■ E CTj Sj , (3.3.24)
j=l
where
S1 ~ A l '
P( j ) -  1
Sj - +  Vj_l ceq(j)l- i ]  s(j _ rN) j= 2.... N(M+1) ,
I , _1 [j» tanfp(j) ® 0 3 
Aj - i ajbj tan lb
a a. , bi = q( j )b .
3 « 1 “
Figure 3.13 compares the analytic expression (3.3.20), for the total
charge, with 4Q^a ), using (3.3.24), for various test charge positions, tor
comparison purposes we have included two extra curves depicting the total
charge on the circular disks bounded by the circumscribed and inscribed
circle of the ellipse. With eighty subareas, (M=7, N=10), the absolute
(a)
(b)
(c)
e
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Figure 3 .12(a ,b ,c)  Charge density on an e l l i p t i c  disk fo r
a = 1.0, b = 0 .5 , h = 0.5. Lower curve 
represents charge on a unit  circular disk*
(d)
(e)
(f)
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Figure 3 .1 2 (d ,e , f )  Charge Density on an e l l i p t i c  disk fo r
a = 1.0, b = 0.5, h = 0.5.
O = Qr on c ircu lar  disk, unit  radius.
= Qr on c ircular  disk, radius 0.8
h
Figure 3.13 Comparison of the total charge on an e l l i p t i c  and 
c ircular  disk, using exact (Q^ .) and approximate
representations.
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error, for 0 < h < 1, in (3.3.24) in comparison with (3.3.20) was = 0.03. 
Doubling the number of subareas (M=9, N=16) reduced this error to 1 x 10~3 
and doubling this gave an absolute error of 5 x 10“4 .
3.4 Square earthed plate.
As a final test problem we determine numerically the charge density 
and total charge on ah earthed square plate of unit side influenced by an 
axial placed point charge. This problem differs from all the previous 
test problems in that it is not possible to obtain a solution in closed 
analytic form. However, like the elliptic plate it possesses two lines of 
symmetry which enable us to consider a quarter of the whole plate.
3.4.1 Formulation of the problem.
As in all the previous problems, the square plate is held at zero 
potential in the presence of a unit test charge at (0,0,h) in a Cartesian 
system (x,y,z) with origin 0 at the centre of the plate. The relevant 
potential is
1 f <r(x' ,y' )dx*dy'
V(x,y,z) = — *— 5----- 5 ~ +--------  5--- *— 7  i , (3.4.1)
{xz+yz+(h-z) } J {(x-x* ) +(y-y') +zz)2
S
where S represents the whole of the surface of the square plate z=0,
|x| * £/ lYl < j .
Utilizing earlier remarks, we can reduce significantly the total 
number of subareas required by utilizing any available symmetry. For 
convenience we shall take the quadrant 0 < x < ^ ,  o ^ y < ~ . Thus adding 
to (3.4.1), contributions from the appropriate subareas outside the 
quadrant 0<x<l/2, 0<y^l/2 we have
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V(
1 i f
x,y,z) = --g— '  -2 A  + I ff(x'»y')x
{x +y^+(h~z) } J ,
{(x-x' )2+(y-y' )2+z2}2 {(x+x' )A+(y-^y* }
4- + 4- +
{(x+x* )2+(y+y' )2+z2}2 {(x-x’ )2+(y+y’ )2+z2}2
dx’dy' ,
where
S ’ = {(x’ ,y' ,z' ): O < x ’ < 7 / O < y ’ < ^ , z ’ « 0} (3.4.2)
Subdividing S' into N2 squares of side a(=l/N), we apply the earthing 
condition
V(x,y,0) « 0 , (x,y) e S ’,
to (3*4.2) at collocation points, taken at the centre of each subarea, 
having coordinates (x^= (2i-l)/4N,y^ = (2i-l)/4N) to yield the system of 
equations
N2 xP(j)+a/2 XP( i) Yq(j) a/2 yq(i)
E CTj j dX’ j
3=1 *P<j)“a/2_xP(i) yq(j)"a/2“yq(j)
(X,2+Y’2)2
{(2xp(i)+X’)2+Y’2}2 + {(2Xp(± j+X’)2+(2yq(±}+Y’)2)2
‘ lx,S+(2yq(i)+Y’)2}2
dY’ = "{xP(i)4'yq(i)+h2} * i=l,2,...N2,
(3.4.3)
where the transformation x - x^. ^  = X , y' - yq(i) ~ Y , has been 
applied and the functions p(i), q(i) defined by
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N N
p(i) = i - N E H[i - (sN+1)], q(i) = 1 + E H[i - (sN+1)], (3.4.4) 
s=l s=l
H(r-a) being the standard Heaviside unit step function.
Using the formula
dx' dy'P 6 
F(e,f) = { j 
a y {(x '+e) +(y ' +f) }
- ■
— 1 x'+e
(y'+f) sinh 1
ly'+f1
1 y ’+f
P '8
|x’+e| a .r
+ (x'+e) sinh*
for arbitrary constants a,/3,y,6,e and f, each of the repeated integrals in
(3.4.3) may be performed analytically to give the computationally much 
simpler sets of equations
1,2 fE CTj |F(0,0) + F(2Xp(j),0) + F(2xp( 
j=l l
+ F(0,2yq(i))]
= ' {*P(i>2 * yq(i)2 + h2} ^ , i = 1,2.....N2,
for the unknown charge densities over each of the N2 square subareas.
(3.4.5)
For a given test charge position convergence, to four decimal places, 
was observed in the solution of (3.4.5) using 225 subareas i.e. N « 15. 
Figures 3.14(a,b) show graphically for h = 0.3 and h = 0.5 respectively 
the charge density over the plate for this value of N. For a circle of 
radius a we know, (c.f. Section 3.1), that the total charge is given by
-2
Q = —  tan
IT
-1 (3.4.6)
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Figure 3.14 (a): Charge density on square plate, h = 0.3.
(b): h = 0.5.
The total charge Qs on the square must be bounded above and below by 
the total charges on the circular disks circumscribed and inscribed to the 
square respectively, viz
2 -1 — tan
1 '
< IQS I
2 -i< — tan
V2'
tr ,2h. n ,2h.
Figure 3.15 demonstrates that this is indeed the case and presents values 
of the converged numeric total charge Qs for 0 < h « 1.
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Figure 3.15 Total charge on a square plate. The two outer
curves represent the total charge on the c ircular  
disks circumscribed and inscribed to the square plate.
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part II: B O U N D A R Y-IN TEG R A L M ETH O D  APPLIED TO SOME STOKES 
FLOW PROBLEMS.
Introduction
We now demonstrate, through a number of examples, how a 
boundary-integral technique, coupled with the method of sub-areas
discussed in the preceeding sections of this chapter, can be applied to 
sedimentation problems in Stokes flow.
In section 3.5 we derive the integral representation of the solution 
of the Stokes flow equations. Section 3.6 then utilizes this
representation to obtain an approximate solution of the mixed boundary 
value problem arising from the axial translation of a small particle 
towards a rigid circular disk. This problem, having a closed form analytic 
solution, tests the reliability of the numerical scheme. Section 3.7 
extends the solution to consider the asymmetric flow generated by a
particle translating towards a rigid square plate.
Section 3.8 is concerned with a variety of axisymmetric flows in the 
vicinity of a circular cylinder of finite length. In section 3.8.1 the 
subarea method is applied to the problem of a uniform flow past an open 
hollow cylinder of finite length and the results compared with the known 
quasi-analytic solution of Price (1985). Sections 3.8.3-3.8.7 then modify 
this analysis to consider the flow generated by a small particle with 
either a zero or non-zero flux through the cylinder. Sections 3.8.8 and 
3.8.9 introduce a further surface into the cylinder. The former in the 
shape of a solid disk translating broadside along the axis of the 
cylinder; the results obtained are compared with the potential-theoretic 
solution of Shail and Norton (1969), and the latter in the form of a rigid 
annular constriction. Section 3.8.10 presents an alternative approach 
to the kind of problems studied in chapter two, but having the advantage
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of overcoming nearly all of the previously encountered numerical 
difficulties.
Finally, section 3.9 discusses a phenomenon know as 'overshooting', a 
situation in which the developing axial velocity profile within a circular 
pipe is not purely convex having a local minimum on the axis of symmetry 
of the pipe and a pair of symmetrically placed maxima either side of it.
3.5 Derivation of the integral representation for the solution of the
The integral representation of the Stokes-flow equations was first 
developed by Lorentz (1897) and, together with some important extensions 
and applications, discussed in Oseen's classic book on hydrodynamics 
(1927). It was utilized extensively by Odqvist (1930) and Ladyzhenskaya 
(1966); both exploited these integral representations to discuss the 
existence and uniqueness of solutions of the Stokes equations. Here, we 
make use of these integral forms, coupled with the method of subareas, 
(see Sections 3.1 - 3.4), to obtain approximate solutions to a variety of 
sedimentation problems.
In a Cartesian tensor notation the Stokes-flow equations and equation 
of continuity for some regular velocity and associated pressure fields
Stokes equations
(v,p) are
(3.5.1)
l 0
where the Einstein summation convention is used. Introducing a further
smooth solenoidal solution (u,q) we form 
vi Tij " ui Tij (^) to 9ive
tvi *15 (a)] - CUi Ttj (2)]
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the divergence of
where
dq __2
vi M X ui ■
9xi .
" ui m r  Vi -
_
" 0xi .
<U) -
(Y) -
S ij q + M
Sfj P  +  H
au± + 3ui
axj axjL
•HI 
► 
! 4"
ax3 dx±
(3.5.2)
are the usual stress tensors corresponding to the flow (u,q), (v,p) 
respectively, and 8 ^  is the standard Kronecker delta function. 
Integrating (3.5.2) over a bounded domain n, with boundary S, an 
application of the divergence theorem in the form
I a- (ajkk) J aj^k nj
n axj
yields
| {vt Ttj (U) n5 - u± T±j (v) nj)
s
\ {vi
dS
o 0 q  ' r 2 9p iM X Ut -
dx^. ~ Ui
V X2 vt - ~
n
where nj is the outward drawn normal to S.
} an , (3.5.3)
The form of (3.5.3) is remarkably similar to Green’s second identity 
and for this reason a number of authors refer to it as Green's identity 
for the Stokes equations. The fundamental singular solution, 
(uik )' )) o£ (3.5.1), or in more familiar terms the i*'*1
velocity component at x due to a Stokeslet, of unit strength, in the
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-thdirection of the k coordinate axis, satisfies (Ladyzhenskaya 1966, 
Chapter 3),
(3.5.4)
where uk = uik, i=l,2,3, 6(x-x’) is the Dirac delta function, ek , a unit 
vector in the direction of the k***1 coordinate axis and
f 6 ik (x i“x i ’ )(xk _xk ’ )1
Bitil uik(x,x') = - \---^— 4------------ §—
L1 x-x' 1 |x-x’|3 J
4rr qk(x,x’ ) = (xk ’ - xk )/|x-x'|. .3 (3.5.5)
Utilizing the theory of generalised functions we now identify the 
fundamental solution (3.5.5) with the smooth pair (u,q) in (3.5.3), noting 
that
Tij (uikte'£’]> =
_ 3(xi-xit )(xi-xi 1 )(xk-xk ’ )
4tt | x-x' I 5
to give
vt(x) = Vt(x) + Wt(x) , 
p(x) - Pv(x) + Pw(x) ,
(3.5.6a,b)
where
V ± ( x )  = -j u±k ( x , x ’ ) T k j ( v ( x *  )) n j ( x ’ ) ds]
S
W±(x) = { K±j (x , x *  ) Vj ( x ’ ) ds)
S
(3.5,7a,b)
and
Pv(x) = -J qk (x,x' ) Tkj (v(2c’)) nj(x’) ds)
S
Pw(x) = j Kj (x,x* ) Vj (xf) ds’ 
s
(3.5.8a,b)
with
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Kj(x,x’ ) «
2 rr axj
/I d
KijCXfX* ) «
- 3  (x ^ - X i » )(x i- x j  ' )(x k - x k • )nk ( x ' ) 
4rr I x - x '  I s
In (3.5.7), (3.5.8) dS' denotes the element of surface area with respect 
to the dashed variables.
Both pairs (V^(x), Pv(x)) and (W^(jc), Pw(x)) are analytic functions 
in n and individually satisfy (3.5.1). The single-layer potential V^(x) 
is, in fact, continuous everywhere including S, provided that the surface 
stresses are continuous; Gunter (1967, page 7). Gunter established that 
this would be the case if S has a well defined tangent plane at all 
points. The double-layer potential Wi(x) is not continuous in passing 
through S but, satisfies (Ladyzhenskaya (1966, page 55)) the condition
where W^(;x) smd W^(x) are the limiting values of W^(x) on S for x e n and 
its complement fi respectively. Along similar lines, the stress tensor of 
a single-layer potential Pj^x) with density £(x), where
+
t e S (3.5.9a,b)
+
wi<£> + wi<£> = 2Wi<*>
P(X) - - J uik(25,X' ) ffc(x’) dS
S
is discontinuous across S satisfying
+
Tij [P(£)J ^  - T±j CPU)] nj = ^ ( i )
(3.5.10a,b)
+
T A j  [ P ( £ ) J  nj5 +  T i;j [ P ( £ ) ]  nj =  2 T ^ j  [ P ( £ > ]
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where T^j [P(x)l and [P(x>] are the limiting values of [P(x)] on S 
for x e n and H respectively.
Odqvist (1930) dashed any attempt to represent the fluid velocity 
vector v^(x) solely in terms of potentials of double-layer, thereby 
producing a more desirable Fredholm equaiton of the second kind, by noting 
that if
S
then upon utilizing a suitably modified version of (3.5.9) and applying 
the no-slip condition
we produce the Fredholm integral equation of the second kind for the 
unknown density
S
(which is the homogeneous adjoint equation of (3.5.11)), i.e. the 
arbitrary prescribed components of the velocity field on S are orthogonal
to the set of function/^
Thus, in general, it is not possible to solve the Stokes-flow
(3.5.11)
However, (3.5.12) possesses a solution if, and only if
S
where the function satisfy
(3.5.13)
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equation (3.5.1 ) with a representation of the form (3.5.11). That this 
is not possible is evident physically. The velocity field of an arbitrary 
Stokes flow is 0(1/R) as R-*x> whereas (3.5.11) is 0(1/R2 ) as R-*x>. Also a 
double-layer potential can exert no total force or torque upon S which 
again contradicts properties which must be subsumed by any arbitrary 
velocity potential for a Stokes flow. Ladyzhenskaya (1966, page 61) 
showed that in general we must combine a double-layer potential with a 
combination of six single-layer potentials with densities corresponding to 
the eigenfunctions satisfying (3.5.13), i.e.
6
v±(x) * W^(x) + E ck V^(x) 
k=l
(3.5.14)
6
P(x) -= P^(x) + E ck Py(x)
k=l “
where Vi(x) and Py(x) correspond to the potentials and Py of (3.5.7a) 
and (3.5.8a) respectivly with the density of each replaced by ¥(x), and P^ 
corresponds to Pw given by (3.5.8b) with density 9(x). Although this 
effectively surmounts the problem, Youngren (1975) points out that this is 
not a constructive method for any numerical scheme as, in general, the 
solution of (3.5.13) cannot be found explicitly.
Mikhlin (1957) remarked that it was not generally possible to obtain
\
a solution of the exterior Dirichlet problem for Laplace’s equation solely 
in terms of a double-layer potential. To circumvent this he added to the 
double-layer potential a constant multiple of the fundamental singular 
solution of Laplace's equation thus providing the resulting Fredholm 
integral equation of the second kind with a unique solution, and giving 
the correct infinity behaviour. This idea, more recently, has been 
applied to the Stokes flow problem by Power and Miranda (1987) who added 
to a solution of (3.5.1), in the form (3.5.11), a Stokeslet of strength a
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and a rotlet of strength w (with zero pressure) located within n to give 
the correct behaviour of the velocity field at infinity and provide the 
representation with the ability to supply a non-zero total force and 
torque over S.
The advantages of taking the integral representation (3.5.6) have 
been pointed out by Odqvist (1930), Ladyshenskaya (1966) and in the recent 
thesis of Youngren (1975). The most obvious advantage, over most other 
numerical schemes, is that upon the specification of relevant velocity 
conditions on the surface S we obtain Fredholm integral equations of the 
first kind in which the unknowns are quantities of physical interest, 
namely the surface stresses. A disadvantage might be that the formulation 
is one which is known, (Baker (1977, page 641) and Delves and Walsh (1974, 
chapter 13)), to produce highly unstable numerical results, the problem 
being analogous to solving the system A x = b in which the coefficient 
matrix A is severely ill-conditioned. However, it would appear that the 
discretization of the surface integrals in (3.5.6) does not produce any 
serious ill-conditioning. This has been observed by Youngren and Acrivos 
(1975, 1976), Rallison and Acrivos (1978) and Lee and Leal (1981) all of 
who used a representation of the form (3.5.6) coupled with a 
discretization process due to Krylov and Bogoliubov (see Kantorovich and 
Krylov, chapter 2). Also the test electrostatics problems, discussed in 
the early part of this chapter, formulated as integral equations of the
first kind were all devoid of any ill-conditioning.
Squires (1976) showed that by applying the method of conjugate
gradients, to an ill-conditioned system of equations, obtained by 
discretizing a Fredholm equation of the first kind, it was possible to 
obtain reasonably 'smooth' solutions. This ability of the conjugate
gradients method to provide solutions of quite ill-conditioned
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coefficient matrices has already been demonstrated in Chapters one and
3.6 Axial translation of a small particle towards a rigid circular disk.
We commence by obtaining an approximation to the local surface 
stresses on a unit disk placed in a volume of fluid n in the presence of a 
small particle translating along the axis through the centre of the disk. 
As this problem has an analytic solution it serves to demonstrate the
accuracy of a numerical approximation obtained using the method of
o
subare
Figure 3.16 Stokeslet distance h(>0) from circular disk.
Using a cylindrical polar coordinate system (p,4>,z) with origin 
coincident with the centre of the disk, the disk occupies the region z=0, 
0 ** p k 1, 0 < 4> < 2tt and the small particle, modelled by an axial 
stokeslet of unit strength, is situated a distance h(>0) from the disk 
face, (see Fig. 3.16). The complementary problem of a Stokeslet 
translating towards a circular orifice in an infinite plane wall has been 
solved by, Davis et al.(1981) and the more general problems in which the 
particle is modelled by a rigid sphere by Dagan et al.(1982), using a 
complicated collocation procedure. To obtain an analytic solution we 
utilize the representations of Chapters one and two.
two
0
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At some point P(p,z) in n a suitable representation for the velocity 
and associated pressure fields is
where (vs,ps ) is the velocity and associated hydrodynamic pressure pair 
for an axial Stokeslet moving in an otherwise quiescent fluid. The 
remaining terms in (3.6.la,b) represent disturbances to the fluid velocity 
and pressure fields due to the presence of the disk. We have from
(2.2.3)/ that
Suitable forms for the axially symmetric harmonic function 4> and to are
where A(A) and B(A) are determined through boundary conditions on the 
disk. The representation (3.6.la) ensures the continuity of both axial 
and radial components of velocity across z=0, p>l, (i.e. off the disk), 
and the application of the no-slip condition on the disk yields
v( p, z ) = vs(p,z) + - 4>z
+ Z + #0 (3.6.la,b)
(3.6.2a,b)
oo
<X>(p,z) = J A-'1 A(A) e xlzl J0(Ap) dA
0
(3.6.3a,b)
00
to(p,z) = [ X 1 B( A ) e X I2 I J0(Ap) dA
0
J A"1 A( A ) J0( Ap) dA
0
oo
/ 0 <p< 1 (3.6.4)
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and
oo -ph 3
I B( A ) J A X p )  dA - — 5— y -  
l0 1 (p +h )
0 1 (3.6.5)
Assuming that the hydrodynamic pressure P(p,z) -» 0 as |z| oo,
continuity of pressure across z=0, p>l gives the condition
oo
| A(A) J0(Ap) dA = 0, p > 1 . (3.6.6)
Continuity of velocity and pressure across z-0, p > 1, are sufficient 
conditions to ensure that the normal component of stress rzz(p,z), where
dv
t (p,z) = - p(p,z) + 2/x — « (p,z) ,
dz
(3.6.7)
is continuous across z=0, p > 1. However, to secure continuity of the 
tangentiaJL stress, components Trt_(p,z), wherep**
Tpz(p,z) = 2/t + fla1
. dp dz
(3.6.8)
the unknown function B(A) must satisfy the further condition,
oo
J A B( A ) Jx(Ap) dA = 0 , p > 1 , 
0
(3.6.9)
The components of stress given by (3.6.7) and (3.6.8) are discontinuous in 
passing through the surface of the disk. Taking the limits as z-»0+ and 
z-H)_ yields the formulae
"^zz (.P*®)zz
TZZ (P»°) +  rzz (P'°)
6$
2/i (p,0+ )
8z
12/th'
(p^+h2 )*
(3.6.10a,b)
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and
Tpz+(p'0) - Tpz <P'°> “ — -z- (P.0+)
(3.6. lla,b)
Tpz+<P'°> + Tpz <P'°)
12pph25
(p2+h2)2
where TpZ+( •) and t zz+( •) represent the limiting value of Tpz( •) and
Tzz( •) respectively as z-K>+ and rpz ( •) and rzz (•) the limiting values of 
Tpz( • ) and rzz( • ) as z->0_.
The dual integral equation (3.6.4) and (3.6.6) may be solved by the 
elementary method of Sneddon (1960), discussed earlier in Section 3.1, to 
give
A( A ) ■= A J <t>( t ) cosAt dt 
0
( 3.6.12 )
where
4>(t) =• 4h3/7r( t2+h2 )2
and so
rr( 1+h2 )V(l-pi )(p2+h5T
2h3(3+2h2—p2 )
(3.6.13)
2 12x/« 2 ^ 2 r 1where ©Q » (l-p )(p +h ). In a similar manner the remaining dual integral 
equation (3.6.5) and (3.6.9) may be solved to give
1
oc( t ) sinAt dt (3.6.13a)
0
where
a(t) 4h2t / rr(t2+h2 )2
1.15
Thus from (3.6.11a) using (3.6.13a) we have
4- - 4 34>
^ P b W  - TPZ <P'°> - TPZ (P.O) - - — (P'0+) • (3.6.14)
OsSp^l
An immediate consequence of (3.6.10a) and (3.6.14) is the relation
2p[Tzz]z=0 " h £Tpz]z=0, * ° /
0<p«l 0«Sp<l
between the jumps in normal and shear stresses on the disk. The drag 
experienced by a small particle, translating normal to the disk, can be
calculated using results of Brenner (1962). If we assume that the
particle is translating parallel to a principle axis of resistance with 
velocity Uz and denote by - Dz and -Droz the drag forces on the particle in 
the presence of the disk and in an unbounded fluid respectively than 
Brenner gives the drag D, to 0(a/fi)3 terms, as
D„ v R(0,h) D„ ,
-® - 1 + -----— -  + 0(a/fi)3 , (3.6.15)
D 87TJU.U
where £ - max(l,h) and a is a typical dimension of the translating body. 
The term vzR(0,h) in (3.6.15) is the reflected velocity from the disk 
where
vzR(o,h) = (v(p,z) - vs( p , z ) } ^  .
z=h
Using (3.6.1a) this becomes
■o d<t> a2w
v R(0,h) = h —  (0,h) - «I»(0,h) + h — 5-(0,h) ,
^ dz dz*
whereupon the substitution of (3.6.3a) together with (3.6.12) and (3.6.13)
yields
R 4h3v R(0,h) = -------
IT
r°° -x > i T r°° c o s A t
t (1^ h ) e  l[ dt dx +
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oo
+ J A e 
0
-Ah
r 1r tsinAfc
j0 rt^+h"2”)2 at
clA
The A-integration, in the above expression, can be performed by 
rearranging the double integrals to give
.4 1
• n  8h r dt
v R(0,h) = ----- — 5—
2 TT J0 (t2+h2 )3
8h
TT
3tan_1(t/h) t(3t2+5h2 )
,1
8h' 8h4 (t^+h^)2
and hence
v R(0,h) — tan ^-Cl/h) + 
h (1+h2 ) (1+h2 )2
( 3.6.16 )
It is interesting to note that replacing h by 1/h in (3.6.16) we have
where
V_R(0,h) - tan ^h + 2T2(1+h ) (1+h )
■VzR(0,h) = vzR( 0, l/h )/h2 . (3.6.17)
The expression VzR(0,h) is precisely the expression for the reflected 
velocity if we were to superimpose a pressure driven flow, (c.f. Happel 
and Brenner 1986, page 153), onto the expression given by Davis et al. 
(1981b) for flow through a circular orifice in a plane wall with zero 
pressure difference at infinity. In otherwords there is a simple 
relationship between the reflected velocity fields of the two 
complementary problems given by (3.6.17). Without presenting the 
analysis, we merely state that it can be shown that a similar relationship 
holds if the translating particle is replaced by a particle rotating about 
the axis through the centre of the disk, then we have
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where nR and wR represent the angular velocities for the particle outside
an infinite plane with a unit disk removed and outside the unit disk 
respectively.
To solve this problem using the integral-equation representation of 
the Stokes equations discussed in section 3.5.1, we represent the velocity 
and pressure field at some point P(p,z) as
fields having the form (3.5.6). It is more convenient to transform
(3.5.6) to cylindrical polar cordinates in which x ■= (z,pcosc|>,psin4>), 
x' = (z* ,p’cos4>’ ,p’sin(t>' ) and the relevant stress components over the 
surface of the disk t ^ ,  T y z  and rzz become Tpzcos<t>’, Tpzsin4>' and rzz 
respectively (since the motion is without swirl t^-sO). Since the disk is 
two sided i.e. S = S+ U S_, where S+ and S_ represent the surfaces on the 
sides z = 0 a n d  z=0._ respectively, we note that the double-layer potentials 
W^(x) and P ^ x )  of (3.5.6) vanishes identically over the whole of the 
surface S. This is due to the reversal in sign of the normal on each side 
S+ and S_, i.e.
v(p,z) = vs(p,z) + vR(p,z)
(3.6.18a;b)
P(P/Z) = PS(P/Z) + PR(P/Z)
where vR(p,z) and pR(p,z) are everywhere regular velocity and pressure
S
0 , where A = {(P/$) : 0 < p < 1, 0<4>< 2 rr) ,
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and similarly for Pw(x).
Thus, the problem may be formulated solely in terms of single-layer 
potentials where, because of the disk having two sides, our unknown 
quantities will be the jump discontinuities in TpZ and rZ2 incurred on 
passing through S . Using all of this information the regular part of
(3.6.18a) becomes
8rr vR(p,z).z * J
1 z2^
R + R^J CffzzJ +
z( pcostj)' -p' )
- dS' (3.6.19)
and
8rr vR(p,z).p = j Z( P-P ' COS(J> * ) ra__-|"■ ”■31 r zz
cos<t> * (p-p' cos<J>' ) (pcos4> ’ -p' )+   -----
R a^pz-j
dS
(3.6.20)
1
.2 ,2 .where R = {p’2+p2 - 2pp'cos<t>’ + z£^ }*=R(p  ^,Q>'tp,z). Thus, when the field 
point P(p,z) is taken as a point of S and the no-slip condition
^(prO) = - vs(p,0) , 0 < p < 1 , (3.6.21)
applied, we see that the equations for the unknown jump in stresses 
conveniently decouple to produce
£azz ^ 
R
dS’ = (p2+2h2 )(p2+h2 ) 2
S 1
for the normal jump in stress, and
cos4>' (p-p'cos4>' )(pcos(J>'-p' )
+        "' '  ~ [*pzJ ds'
(3.6.22)
- - ph <p2+h2 > * (3.6.23)
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for the jump in tangential stress, where Rj_ = R(p’,4>’ ;p,0).
We now apply the method of subareas to the Fredholm integral 
equations (3.6.22) and (3.6.23) to obtain an approximate solution for the 
jump in stresses and compare them to the analytic formulae obtained in 
(3.6.iOa) and (3.6.14).
It should be noted that the form of (3.6.22) is similar to that of 
(3.1.3 ) for the calculation of the charge density over a unit disk. We 
therefore subdivide the disk into concentric annular rings over which we 
define the stress components to be constant or slowly varying. This 
reduces (3.6.22) and (3.6.23) to the two independent sets of linear 
equations
where the coefficient matrix A is identical to that of (3.1.9) and upon
removing the azimuthal dependence from (3.6.23) we have 
Pj+a/2
Bij = J %  (P')ap', i,j = 1,2,...,N . (3.6.26)
Pj-a/2
The right members of (3.6.24) and (3.6.25) are given by
A crzz » b (3.6 24)
and
B apz « c (3.6.25)
bi " <Pi2+2h2 )(Pi2+h2 ) 2
3
(3.6.27)
3
Ci = -Pjh (Pi2+ti2 ) 2 (3.6.28)
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and the unknown functions ^ ( p ’) are given by
_ 3 _ 3_
«'1(p,) = k p i * p' 2 (-(pj+p- )2 E(k)
+ (p?+p ) K(k)) , (3.6.29)
where k, the modulus of the elliptic integrals of first and second kind 
K(k) and E(k) respectively, is equivalent to that encountered in (3.1.7). 
We again make use of the series representation (3.1.8) of K(k), and a
similar representation for E(k) given by Hastings et al. (1955, page 175),
namely
4
E(k) - 1 + E {apYP - bpyp logy) , (3.6.30)
P=1
where the constants {ap,bp } are defined
ajL = 0.4432514, hx = 0.2499837 ,
a2 « 0.0626060, b2 = 0.0920018 ,
a3 = 0.0475738, b3 = 0.040697 ,
a4 = 0.017365 , b4 = 0.0052645 .
3.6.1 Drag on the trcunslating particle
The solutions of the linear sets of equations (3.6.24) and (3.6.25) 
for increasing number of subareas, N, are presented in graphical form, for 
various values of h, in figures 3.17 and 3.18. Both the standard NAG 
equation solving routines and the method of conjugate gradients were 
applied with excellent agreement, again reaffirming the absence of 
ill-conditioning from the coefficient matrices A and B. The graphs show 
that extremely good approximations can be obtained with as few as 5 
subareas for h > 0.3 and 20 subareas for 0 < h < 0.3. As in the
electrostatic model a finer subdivision is applied near the edge of the
20
12
10
10
Radial displacement.
Figure 3.17 Normal stress on a unit disk, 
a function of radial position, for h =* 0.1, 
1.0.
— Analytic expression (3.6.10a) 
o N ■= 5 
* N =* 10 
D N = 20
t*** J/ /*
Radial displacement.
Figure 3.10 Shear stress on a unit disk, 
function of radial position, for h = 0.1,
1.0.
— Analytic expression (3.6.14) 
o N = 5
as 
• 3,
as a 
0.3,
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disk to counteract the effects of the singular behaviour of the stress 
field as p ■> 1-.
The reflected velocity field, vzR(0,h), evaluated at the position of 
the particle, for use in Brenner's formula (3.6.15) for the drag 
experienced by the small particle, is calculated from (3.6.19) and we have 
that
1 z‘
  +   7
LR R°J
ra 1 . z(pcos«D'-p')ro. 1
LUZ Z J + ------- 5------ LUp Z J dS'
1 r n r ri z2i
87T E J Lj=i 3 Sj ,S + i5 a s 1
N (pCOSCJ)'-p’ )
dS
At the position of the particle, i.e. p=0, z=h,
( 3 . 6 * 3 1 )
v R(0,h) =
8tt
N  2 rr P j + a / 2
E J a*- J
j=i 3 o Pj-a/2
P' (p'2+h2 ) 2+h2(p,2+h2 ) 2 dp'
N  ; 2tt Pj+a/2
h E CcTpzl. j { P ,2(P,2+h2 f 2 dp’
j=l 3 0 p^-a/2
N N
T E tazz] yj( h ) - -  E[o ] yj(h), 
4 j=l 3 4 j=l 3
where
(3.6.32)
u‘
y3(h) V(u2+h2 ) V(d2+h2 )
y*(h) - sinh-1 [ 1 ] - Sinh-1 g] - d
27T2T" 'V( u^+h2 )
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and u = p j + a / 2 ,  d = p j - a / 2 .
Figure 3*19 shows, for an increasing number of subareas and various 
particles positions, the analytic (denoted by a bold line) and numeric 
approximations (3.6.32) to the reflected velocity at the position of the
the approximation by considering the ratio of numerically calculated 
reflected velocity (3.6.32) to the analytic formula (3.6.16) for various 
particle positions, and a calculation of the relative error in the 
representation (3.6.32).
As was demonstrated in Section 3.1, the conversion of the boundary 
from a circular disk into a circular annulus, of unit inner radius and 
outer radius A, is made by a simple change to our radial collocation 
points p^ and pj in equations (3.6.24) and (3.6.25). Defining
and solving the new system of equation, increasing the number of subareas 
until no change in the jump stresses was detected in the third decimal 
place, we can utilize (3.6.32) to calculate the reflected velocity at the 
position of the particle.
Fig.3.21 show that behaviour of the reflected field for increasing 
outer radius and particle position. The outer curve represents the
analytic expression for the reflected velocity given by Davis et al.
(1981b) for a particle translating towards a rigid plane wall containing a
particle. Figures 3.20(a,b) demonstrate graphically the accuracy of
pr = 1 + (A-l)(2r—1 )/2N, r=l,2 N
circular orifice. From their paper
(3.6.33)
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Particle Position.
Figure 3.19 Reflected velocity at the position 
of the particle.
•— Analytic expression (3.6.16) 
o N = 5 
* N = 10
xicr2
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Particle position.
Figure 3.20(a) Ratio of the numerically calculated 
reflected velocity (3.6.32) to the analytic 
expression (3.6.16) as a function of particle 
position h.
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Figure 3.20(b) Relative error in (3.6.32).
Particle position.
xio-1
Figure 3.21 Behaviour o£ the reflected 
for a Stokeslet in the vicinity of 
circular annulus of outer radius A.
velocity 
a rigid
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where an extra factor of 8tt has been introduced to make it consistent with 
the current work.
For an outer annulus radius of 4 radial units and 200 subareas it is 
seen, from figure 3.22(a), that the annulus model reproduces values 
obtained using (3.6.33), illustrating that the dominant effects to the 
reflected velocity from the infinite plane come from a limited region 
approximately four radial units from the centre of the hole. Figure 
3.22(b) illustrates the convergence pattern of the numerically calculated 
reflected velocity to the analytic expression (3.6.33) for increasing 
numbers of subareas with an outer annular radius of four units.
3.7 Axial Stokes let in the presence of a square plate.
0.5
z
Figure 3.23 Axial Stokes let outside square plate.
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Particle Position.
Figure 3.22(a) Reflected velocity on annulus 
with A - 4 compared with analytic expression
(3.6.33).
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Figure 3.22(b) Convergence pattern of numerically 
calculated reflected velocity using the annulus 
model with the analytic expression (3.6.33). A  = 4.
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We now remove axial symmetry from the problem, replacing the circular 
disk of the previous section by a square plate of unit side. Using a 
Cartesian coordinate system (x,y,z) the plate occupies z-0, |x| < -J,
|y| < ^ and the origin 0 is taken to coincide with the centre of the
plate. The particle is translating, (without rotation), normal to the 
plate and as in the previous problem, is modelled by an axial Stokeslet, 
of unit strength.
As in the test electrostatics problem of section 3.4 we can utilize 
the two lines of symmetry of the square through 0 and consider the stress 
distribution only over that portion of the plate in x > 0, y > 0. 
Combining the Stokeslet velocity and pressure fields with representations
(3.5.6) we have at some field point P(x,y,z)
2
S
(3.7.la)
S
2
( 3 . 7 . 1 b )
and
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v(x,y,z) . y = -
y(z-h)
8ttr2
i _  f  \ ! ^ L
8 IT ■* 1
<3 L
-x')(y-y') z(y-y*) r
—  l>xzJ + — ^3— Cazz3R”
(y-y ) 2 i
l«y»J dx’dy', (3.7.lc)
where R2 = (x-x')2 + (y-y*)2 + z2 ,
r | « x2 + y2 + (z-h )2 and S is S+U  S__ the whole surface 
of the plate. For there to be no fluid slippage on the surface of the 
plate (3.7.1) must satisfy
v(x,y,o) = 0 , |x| < \ , |y| < \ , (3.7.2)
which yields the three integral equations
{x2+y2+h2}2
h“
{x2+y2+h2}2
[aZ2] dx^y' 
{(x-x’ )2+(y-y’ )2}2
(3.7.3a)
-xh
{x2+y2+h2}2 g
•i +
(x-x' )2
L{(x-x’ )2+(y-y' )2}2 ((X-x’ )*+(y-y' )*}-v» Vv-v' \2-\z -
(x-x’ )(y-y') ro. i 
+ -----------------—j_L yzJ
{(x-x- )2+(y-y )2)2
dx’dy’, ( 3.7. 3b)
and
— ———— js - f 
{ x ^ y ^ h 2}2 s
(x-x' )(y-y’)
 ------------- ± [<T ]
{(x-x- )2+(y-y )2}2
(y-y')2 l r , 
x-x’)z+(y-y’)z }zi
   + —
{(x-x’)2+(y-y’)2}2 {(
dx’dy’, (3.7.3c)
for the unknown surface stress jumps [cr^], [cryz] and O zz] . To replace S 
by S', the surface over the quandrant 0 < x < 0 < y < we add to the
right members of (3.7.3) the relevant contributions from the equivalent
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subareas, in the other quadrants, over which the stresses are equivalent; 
(care must be taken to observe the change in parity of the shear 
stresses). The double integrals in (3.7.3) may all be performed 
analytically and if we apply the subarea method to the resulting system 
of equations, subdividing the quadrant into N2 equal squares of side a 
with the collocation points at the centre of each square, we have
(xP<i) + yq(i> + 1,2> 2 + h2(x|(i) + y|(i) + h2>
“ E fFl<°'°> + Fi<2xp(i)'0)
j=l L
+ F1(2xp(i),2yq(±)) + F ^ O ^ y q ^ o L  i=l,2,..,N2,
J (3.7.4a)
*p(i)h + y l d ) + h2)"J
N
= £ 
j=l
F2(0,0) -  F2(2Xp(i),0)
“ F2^  2xp( i ), 2yq( i ) ) + F2<0'2yq(i))
and
+ tayzlj F3(0,0) -F3(ZXp(i)(0)
~ Fa( Zxp( i > ■ 2yq(i>> + F3<°'2yq(i)>
- yq(i)h (4(i) + yq(i) + 1,25
N
E.
j=l
, i=l,2,...,N ,
( 3.7. 4b.)
r
[p3(°'°> + F3<2xp(i)'°> ~ F3<2xp(i)' 2yq(i)>
- F3(0,2yq(1))] +
r
+ t°yzl [F2<°'°> + F2<2xp<i)'°> ~ F2<Zxp(i)' 2yq(i)>
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F2<°'2Yq(i)> , i=l,2,...,N , (3.7.4C)
where,
Fx(<x,p) = (x’+a) sinh’
P2(oc,/3) = F^a,^) +
y*+/3
[x’+a|.
+ (y’+/3) sinh-1
(y’+/3) sinh' •1
x'+a iui •u2
|y'+0| J«i .d2
x ’+a
|y+/3|
•.u4 -u.
(3.7.5a)
(3.7.5b)
F 3(<X/0) = |(x-+a)2 + (y’+/3)2
i -.u,
n ‘
(3.7.5C)
with UjL = Xp(j) + a/2 - Xp(i), u2 = yq(j) + a/2 - yq(i),
^1 = *p(j) “ a/2 “ *p(i)' d2 = Yq( j ) “ a/2 “ Yq(i), 
and p(r) and q(r) given by (3.4.4).
The solutions of (3.7.4) are displayed in graphical form in 
figures 3.24(a)-(f) for h = 0.3 and 0.5 taking N2 = 225. With this value 
of N the solutions represent an aproximation to the local jump surface 
stresses over the quadrant of the plate. For values of N2 > 225 no 
significant improvement in the solutions of (3.7.4) was observed and, as 
in the circular plate problem, a finer distribution of subareas in a 
vicinity of both edges in 0<x<l, 0<y<l gave a dramatic saving in the 
number of subareas needed for equivalent accuracy.
Utilizing Brenner's formula (3.6.15), to obtain the effects of drag 
on the translating particle, we have from (3.7.1a)
xitr1
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Figure 3.24 Normal (a) and shear (b,c) stress 
jumps on square plate.N = 15, h = 0.3.
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Figure 3.24 Normal (d) and shear (e,f) stress 
jumps on square plate.N = 15, h = 0.5.
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z N
vzR(x,y,z) - —  £ [cr^lj J
Oil -A
ul+*p(i) u2+yq(i) (x_xt)
j=l dl+xp(i) ^d2+yq(i)
R
5--- dx'dy'
z N2 U1+XP(i) U2+yq(i) , ,*
7“ E [crv z] i  J J — T3  dx’dy’
SlT a 4 n 4-v a 4-v3=1 dl+*p(i) d2+yq(i)
j. - rUl+XP ( D  rU2+yq(l)
+ itr E ^°zz^i J. J.
D=1 dl+xp(i) d2+yq(i>
1 Z21
— 4* —* 
R R3
dx'dy' , (3.7.6)
where R2 = (x-x' )2 + (y-y' )2 + z2 .
Thus at the position of the particle
v_K(0,0,h) = -
h N"  E  [ C T j r z l iBr j=i J - sinh
-1 y*
V(hz+X'2)
ul+xp(i)lU2+yq(i)
dl+xp(i) d2+yq(i)
h
Sit
N
j=l
-  s i n h  1 - 5- - * —l V ( h  + y '  )J
ui+xp(i>
dl+xP(i)
U2+yq(i)
d2+yq(i)
~i r x ' l -1 f y'y'sirih A | 5---9- 4-x'sirih  5-5-l V ( h24y ' z ). l V ( h z + x ' 2 ).
ui+xP(i)
dl+XP(i)
U2+yq(i)
d2+yq(i)
(3.7.7)
Prom the analysis leading to the result (3.6.16) we can deduce that for a 
circular disk of radius a the reflected velocity at the position of the 
Stokeslet is given by,
’ (a) 1
v (0,h) = - -~2
* 8 TT*
3 -1  — tan
h
a] a(3a2+5h2 )
IhJ + (a2+h2 )2
(3.7.8)
Thus we have in (3.7.8) an upper and lower bound on the reflected velocity 
for the square boundary namely
Figure 3.25 exhibits this behaviour and table 3.3 gives numerical values 
of (3.7.7) for vaxious particle positions and increasing N2 . It is worth 
noting that very little difference is detectable in the three curves of 
figure 3.25 for h < 0.3, the physical differences of the boundaries 
becoming apparent in vzR(0,0,h) for h > 0.5.
h
(-) 
vz* (0,h) 25 49 100 225 v < M o , h )
0.1 0.5968 0.5529 0.5821 0.5920 0.5964 0.5968
0.2 0.2977 0.2955 0.2970 0.2976 0.2978 0.2983
0.3 0.1962 0.1965 0.1968 0.1969 ---- 0.1983
0.4 0.1435 0.1447 0.1449 0.1450 ---- 0.1476
0.5 0.1103 0.1122 0.1124 0.1125 ----- 0.1164
0.6 0.0874 0.0897 0.0899 0.0900 ---- 0.0949
0.7 0.0707 0.0732 0.0734 0.0736 ----- 0.0790
0.8 0.0581 0.0607 0.0609 0.0611 ----- 0.0668
0.9 0.0485 0.0510 0.0512 0.0514 ----- 0.0571
0.10 0.0409 0.0434 0.0436 0.0438 ----- 0.0493
TABLE 3.3
Numerically calculated values of 
the reflected velocity at (0,0,h) for a particle 
in front of a square plate.
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Particle Position.
Figure 3.25 Reflected velocity for the square 
plate compared with that of the circular disk 
circumscribed and inscribed to the square.
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3.8 ’ Axisymmetric flours with a hollow cylinder of finite length.
In the following group of problems we demonstrate the application of 
the boundary integral method to a number of sedimentation problems wherein 
the fluid is bounded by a hollow circular cylinder of finite length.
3.8.1 Uniform stream.past a circular cylinder.
A hollow circular cylinder is placed in a uniform stream running 
parallel to the axis of symmetry of the cylinder. Using a cylindrical 
polar coordinate system (p,<t>,z), with origin at the centre of the 
cylinder, the lateral surface S of the cylinder occupies p=1, |z|<£,
0<4><2tr; thus S is S+U  S_ where S+ and S_ denote the parts of S approached 
as p-»l+ and p*l_ respectively.
Following Price (1985) and Davis (198^), the velocity of the uniform 
stream is taken as -2z so that the non-dimensional flux constant H then 
represents the fraction of its value in the absence of the cylinder. 
Using the results of Section 3.5 a suitable form for the everywhere 
regular velocity field is given by
v(p,z) = —2z + vx(p,z) (3.8.1)
where
2
( pcos<t>' — l)[cr ] dS
I
= j  ( K ^ z ’ ;p,z)[CTpz] + K2(z,;p,z)[crpp] ) dz’, (3.8.2a)
and
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(z-z' )(p-COS<t>’ )
 =a c « W  +
cos«t> ’ (p-cos4> ’ ) (pcos(}) '-1)1
+ _------- _g--------- [*pp] dS
| (K3(z ’;p,z)[crpz] +
-I
+ K4(z * ;p,z)[o-pp] ) dz' , ( 3 .8 . 2b )
f
R  = R(z’;p,z)= {l+p2-2pcos£j>,+(z-z’)2]2 and lapz]=lvpzMz' ), O p p J ^ O p p K z ’ ) 
represent the shear and normal stress jumps across S respectively. In 
(3.8.2) use has been made of the results from appendix D, and
K^(z'/p,z) = 2p[(a1-b1 )K + (z -z ’)2e ] T(z*?p,z) , (3.8.3a)
K2(z’;p,z) = (z'-z )[ p(a1-b1 )K - ( a ^  -bj^jE] T(z';p,z) , (3.8.3b) 
K3(z’;p,z) = (z-z’)[ (a^-b^K - ( a1~pbJL)E] t (z ';p ,z ),„ (3.8.3 c )
K4(z';p,z) = [(a1-b1 )(2a1-p2-l)K +
+ (b2-2a^+aJL(l+p2 ))E] T(z*;p,z) , ( 3.8.3d)
where a^-l = p2 + (z-z')2, - 2 p, r(z' }p,z) = kp 2{8tt( a^-bj^ ))_1 and the
modulus of the complete elliptic integrals E and K is k = {2b1/(aJL+b1 )}' 
Satisfaction of the no-slip boundary condition on S implies
JL
z
v±( 1,z ) *z — 2 , (3.8.4)
and
(3.8.5)
from which we obtain, upon using (3.8.1) through (3.8.3), the following 
integral equations for the unknown stress jumps over S:
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I
j {Kp(z ' + KpfiC2 '?1^z )t0’pp]} dz’
S
= 2 6pl , p = 1,3. (3.8.6)
To apply the method of subareas to (3.8.6) we divide S into N annular
O 0
bands, each of width b(= /N ), and locate collocation points at the
centre of each band, viz. z^ = -I + (2i-l)fi/N/ i=l,2,...,N. However
utilizing the available symmetry, about the mid-plane of the cylinder, we 
may halve the number of subareas required. Noting that the tangential and 
normal stress components are even and odd functions in z respectively we 
have from (3.8.6) with p=l,
N Zj+b/2
£ tapz) j {k^z'/I^) + K^ -z'-,l,z±)} dz'
j=l < 3 ' Zj—b/2
N  Z j + b / 2
+ L [^pp] | { ^ ( z ' ; ! ^ )  - K2(-z' ;l,Zi)} dz'
j=l Zj—b/2
= 2, i=l,2,...,N (3.8.7)
and with p=3
N  Z j + b / 2
E Capz3,., j { ^ ( z ' f l . z ^ )  + 62.'
j-1 ^  (3) Zj—b/2
N ‘jz^+b/2
+ E 1 V (1, ! {K4<Z',l,Zi_H ) - K ^ - Z ’; ! ^ ) }  dz-
j=l \J / z^-b/2
=0, i=N+l,...,2N , (3.8.8)
where over the portion of cylinder 0<z<£ the collocation points are taken 
at zt = (2i—1 )fi/2N.
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3.8.2 Numerical calculations: Drag and Flux
Figures 3.26(a,b) illustrate graphically solutions of (3.8.7) and
(3.8.8) for various pipe lengths and increasing number of subareas over S. 
We remarked in the two previous problems in section 3.6 and 3.7 that a 
much inproved solution, stable in a small neighbourhood of an edge or 
corner, was achieved by taking a milch finer subdivision over this area. By 
experience it was found that convergence of both the normal and tangential 
jumps in stress could be obtained in a vicinity of the rim of the 
cylinder, p-1, z=fi, 1<1!<20, 0^<2n, by taking an extra fifty subareas over 
the last tenth of the cylinder from the rim. For values of & in the 
range 0<fi<l this extra subdivision is not required.
We next obtain expressions for the drag, exerted by the fluid on the 
cylinder, and the volumetric flux constant M. The drag force on the 
cylinder is Dz where
S
N Zj+b/2
Zj—b/2
dz*
(3.8.9)
The flux of fluid M through the cylinder is given by
( 3.8.10 )
which upon using (3.8.1) and (3.8.2a) becomes
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Figure 3.26(a) Shear stress jump on hollow 
cylinder for various pipe lengths.
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Figure 3.26(b) Normal stress jump on hollow 
cylinder for various pipe lengths.
o N - 10 
* N - 20 
—  N - 30
Tables 3.4 and 3.5 present, for various pipe lengths, values of the drag 
and flux constant, given by (3.8.9) and (3.8.11) respectively; in both 
tables the fina.l column contains values obtained by Price (1985) who used 
a Fourier transform technique, reducing the problem to the solution of 
quite complex dual integral equations.
The results of tables 3.4 and 3.5 exhibit, in the limit as £40, the 
extremely slow convergence of both 1-M and D to their common limit of 
zero. This feature was noted by Price (1985), and by Davis (1985) in a 
study of an axisymmetric uniform streaming past a hollow spherical shell 
with equal spherical caps removed. Both authors circumvent this problem 
by obtaining asymptotic results for vanishing small pipe and arc-lengths 
respectively, using results from the works of Majumdar and O'Neill (1977) 
and Stewartson (1984).
—1 —1 2Price gives the asymptotic formulae (1-M) ~ AQ and D ~ A0/4tt ,
where 8AQ = 14-2log( 8tt/£ ), giving a much better agreement with physically 
expected results for small cylinder semi-lengths, ie. £40.
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N
fi 5 10 25 50 Price (1985)
1.0 42.8336 43.0728 43.2168 43.2644 43.26
0.5 25.6117 35.7721 35.8676 35.8990 35.90
0.25 30.5885 30.7019 30.7692 30.7913 30.79
0.125 26.8845 26.9690 27.0190 27.0354 27.04
0.0625 24.0182 24.0839 24.1227 24.1357 24.14
0.03125 21.7192 21.7624 21.8035 21.8143 21.81
TABLE 3.4
Magnitude of the Drag D, given by (3.8.9), 
exerted by the fluid on the cylinder.
N
£ 5 10 25 50 Price (1985)
1.0 0.11317 0.11149 0.11054 0.11024 0.1097
0.5 0.18067 0.17871 0.17755- 0.17717 0.1769
0.25 0.25667 0.25467 0.25349 0.25311 0.2530
0.125 0.33013 0.32832 0.32725 0.32691 0.3268
0.0625 0.39531 0.39377 0.39287 0.39258 0.3925
0.03125 0.45102 0.44992 0.44901 0.44876 0.4487
TABLE 3.5
Calculation of the flux constant M
given by (3.8.11)
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3.8.3 Translation of a small particle in a hollow circular cylinder I: 
Non-zero flux
By a simple adaptation of the boundary conditions (3.8.4) and (3.8.5) 
we can utilize the analysis of the previous section to consider the 
problem in which the fluid motion is generated by the axial translation, 
without rotation, of a small particle. Modelling the particle by an axial 
Stokeslet of unit strength, oriented parallel to the z-axis, we replace 
the velocity field of the uniform stream with the velocity field of the 
Stokeslet placed a distance h(>0) from the centre of the cylinder. Thus, 
the velocity field at some point P in the fluid comprises an everywhere 
regular velocity field v1(p,z), given by (3.8.2), augmented by vs(p,z)/8rr, 
the velocity field of the Stokeslet, where vs(p,z) is given by (3.6.2a), 
thus
v (p,z) = vs(p,z) + vx(p,z) . (3.8.12)
Now, satisfaction of the no-slip boundary conditions on p= 1 yields
o 1 fl (z-h )21
v ( 1, z ) * z = —v ( 1, z ) * z = —  j—  +  g-f , (3.8.13)
- - - Bn lrg rg J
c  (z-h)
V ( 1, z ) • p = —V ( 1, z ) • p = ----- g- , (3.8.14)
- 9n rgd
where rs2 = l+(z-h)2 .
For the particle at the centre of the cylinder, ie. h=0, the problem 
is symmetric about the mid-plane of the cylinder and in this case we solve
3
(3.8.7) and (3.8.8) with the right-members replaced by (1+2z 2 )/8tt (1+z 2 )2
3
and z.j/8tt (1+z2 )2 respectively, where z^ = (2i-l)fi/2N, i=l,2,...,N. The 
modified equations are then solved in exactly the same manner as in the 
previous section; solutions displayed graphically in figures 3.27(a,b). 
For a more general particle position we must revert to
20
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Figure 3.27(a) Shear stress jump for Stokeslet 
at the centre of hollow cylinder.
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Figure 3.27(b) Normal stress jump for Stokeslet 
at the centre of hollow cylinder.
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Figure 3.27(c) Shear stress jump for Stokeslet 
at various positions within a hollow cylinder 
of unit semi-length.
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Figure 3.27(d) Normal stress jump for Stokeslet 
at various positions within a hollow cylinder 
of unit semi-length.
solving (3.8.6) with right-members replaced by,
(H*2(zi~h)2}/8Tr(l+(zi-h)2 )3/2 and (z^-h )/8rr( l+( z^-h )2 )3/2 respectivly, 
where z^ = -1--fi+(2i-l)fi/N, i = 1,2,...N. Figures 3.27(c,d) display the 
solutions obtained for a unit cylinder semi-length and various particle 
positions.
3.8.4 Drag on the translating particle.
A measure of the retarding effect which the finite cylindrical 
boundary has upon the particle's ability to translate can be obtained by 
computing the reflected axial velocity at the position of the Stokeslet. 
From (3.8.12) and (3.8.2a) we have
vz(p,z) = v®(p,z)*z +
N rt
E [crpz], ^  J *i(z';p,z) dz' + 
j=l *J * -I
N £
+ E Oppl. . J K2(z';p,z) dz' .
Thus, at the position of the Stokeslet p=0, z=h the reflected axial 
velocity V*(p,z) is given by
N
4v*(0,h) = Z [cr ) {a(zi+b/2) - a(zi~b/2))
j=l h (u) J J
N
" E [aOD]/ . {^(Zi+b/2) - /3(Zi-b/2)J , (3.8.15)
i=i (l) J J
where
a(z') = 2sirih“1(z'-h) - (z'-h)/3(z*) ,
and
_±
0(z') = (l+(h-z’)2) 2 . (3.8.16)
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Figures 3.28(a,b) show the effects the finite cylindrical boundary 
has upon the reflected velocity (3.8.15) for various cylinder lengths and 
particle positions respectively. The dotted line in figure 3.28(a)
represents the limiting value of 2.806 for a Stokeslet on the axis of a
cylinder of infinite length obtained by Sonshine et al. (1966a,b).
The expression for the reflected velocity given in (3.8.15) may now 
be used to calculate the first-order drag experienced by a small particle 
translating axially parallel to a principal axis of resistance, upon 
putting MsO in the expression (2.2.64).
The flux of fluid through the cylinder due to the motion of the small
jl
particle is obtained by adding 1 - (8Tr(l+h2 )2}-1 to the expression
(3.8.11); the stress jumps [OpZ] and C^pp] now relate to the solution of
(3.8.6) with right-members replaced by the relevant value of the Stokeslet 
velocity field on the cylinder surface S . The numerically calculated 
values of the flux for various cylinder semi-lengths, with the particle at
the centre of the pipe, are shown in figure 3.29(a), and for a cylinder of
)
unit semi-length for various particle positions in figure 3.29(b). In a 
later section we discuss how the analysis may be modified to consider the 
present problem with zero flux through the cylinder.
Discussion
The work of Liron and Shahar (1978) and Liron (1978) provide insights 
into some curious if not paradoxical results connected with Stokes flows 
of the kind just discussed. In the latter work the asymmetric fluid 
motion produced by a small particle moving parallel to a single infinite 
plane is considered. In calculating the volumetric flux in the direction
OS 
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Figure 3.28(a) Effect on reflected velocity for 
increasing pipe semi-length with particle at 
centre of hollow pipe.
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Figure 3.28(b) Reflected velocity for various 
cylinder semi-lengths and particle positions.
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Figure 3.29(a) Flux through hollow cylinder 
for various pipe semi-lengths; h = 0.
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Figure 3.29(b) Flux through hollow cylinder 
for various particle positions; 1-1.0.
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of the Stokeslet the author establishes that it is a non-zero quantity. 
However, using results from Liron and Mochan (1978) he noted that if a 
second infinite plane is introduced, parallel to the first, then the flux 
reduces to zero and remains at zero regardless of the distance between the 
planes. Replacing the plane boundaries by a cylindrical boundary Liron 
and Shahar (1978) produce a similar zero-flux condition for the 
translation of the particle in a cylinder of infinite length.
Although at the time it was not realized by either authors, the cause 
of this zero flux result was due to the quite startling reorganisation of 
the flow-field which breaks up into a geometric sequence of 
counter-rotating eddies extending the entire length of the boundary. A 
number of theories have been promulgated to explain the phenomena. Jeffrey 
and Sherwood (1980) considered a number of two-dimensional Stokes flow 
problems, illustrating a variety of streamline patterns and eddy 
formations. More recently Liron and Blake (1981) present, through the 
study of a variety of boundaries, a number of basic dynamic and kinematic 
conditions likely to determine the size and number of eddies produced in 
the more complicated three-dimensional Stokes flow.
The creation of these cellular regions of reversed flow is a somewhat 
remarkable feature of the properties of the flow field. Normally we 
associate viscosity with a 'damping' process or mechanism but within the
c
confines of rigid boundaries is the very agent that gives rise to this 
phenomena. It is well known, Aderogba and Blake (1978), Liron and Blake 
(1981), that if a Stokeslet is oriented normal to a solid wall then the 
volumetric flux is zero and a single eddy persists throughout the 
half-space of fluid. However, if we further confine the fluid by a 
second infinite plane, parallel and near to the first, the flow again
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breaks up into an infinite number of cellular regions of counter-rotating 
eddies. In this case some change in the flow field must be experienced 
since if the solitary eddy were to remain confined in the axial direction 
we would have a radial flow at infinity, for which there is no solution of 
the Stokes equations (3.5.1) at infinity satisfying both the no-slip and 
zero-flux conditions.
Little, if any, work reports on just how these 'cells’ are formed; 
i.e. what physical process takes place as the flow transforms from one 
region of reversed flow to a geometric progression of regions of reversed 
flow.
3.8.5 Formation of regions of reversed flow within an open hollow 
circular cylinder.
The present boundary—integral approach gives a direct method of 
numerically locating the positions of zero tangential stress, and hence 
the points of flow separation, over the surface of the cylinder. From 
relations (3.5.10a,b) and the solutions of the linear systems (3.8.7) and
(3.8.8), with suitably modified right-members, we can obtain values of
i
the stress-field over either S+ or S_.
From (3.5.10a,b) and (3.8.2) we have that 
CTpz"Vi(o ] - - t<Tpz: .
CTpz+[Ii(i )] + CTpz^i<£>] = 2<W l i (i )]
for i eS, where
ap2[Vi(p,Z )] = ~  J (z-zf )(p-cosd>’ )[(z-z* )[crpz]
■« as'
+  (pCOS(J>,- l )[CTp p ]J g g p  .
Thus at the collocation points denoted by z^ = - f i + ( 2 i - l ) f i / N  over the 
surface p=l, 0<$<2tt we have
ffpz(i) = - z CCTpz](i)
3 N r ( -z' )2( l-cos<J>' )
4u Ej=l
[apz]( j) J 1
s
---- e-------- dS*
R5
3 N f (zi~-z’ )(l-cos4>' )2
4rr Ej=l ^PP^C j)
I 1
S
---- e--------  dS* ,
B?
i=l,2,...,N; using the results from appendix D we have
apZ(i) = “ i £°pz}(i)
1  N Z j + b / 2
E CV s ](j)I k 3 [[(Zi-Z ') - 4]E(k)
16Tr j = l  Z j - b / 2
- (zi-z')2 K(k) ] dz'
A N zj+b/2
" 1 ^  E CaPP](D) I (Zi-Z ’)k3[[(z-z’)2 + 8 ]E(k)
j = l  Z j - b / 2
[(z-z*)2 + 6]K(k)], "> dz ', ( 3 .8.17 )
__L
where the modulus of the elliptic integrals E and K is k = 2(4+(z^-z' )2 ) 2; 
interior values of the shear stress, for various pipe lengths, are 
displayed graphically in figure 3.30.
TVs the flow is axisymmetric we may utilize the Stokes stream function 
*|/(p,z) related to the axial and radial velocity components via
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Figure 3.30 Shear stress on hollow cylinder 
against axial displacement for various 
pipe semi-lengths; h=0.
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from which values of the stream function follows upon equating (3.8.18) to 
the relevant components of (3.8.12). Figures 3.31(a) through (e) present 
a schematic development of the flow field for the Stokeslet in the 
presence of am open hollow circular cylinder; through this we gain some 
insight into the creation of the eddy regions within a circular cylinder 
of infinite length. The streamline patterns shown in figure 3.31(a) are 
generated by an axial Stokeslet in an unbounded fluid; all the streamlines 
are open amd there is a net infinite flux in the direction of the
Stokeslet.
In figure 3.31(b) we introduce a solid cylindrical boundary of unit 
radius with a semi-length of 0.25 radial units. The boundary has a 
retarding effect upon the fluid motion but is not sufficiently large to 
cause any effect upon the overall fluid motion. The first significant
change in the flow field is shown in fig.3.31(c). Here, we see that for a
cylinder semi-length of approximately 0.5 radial units some of the fluid, 
adjacent to the Stokeslet, becomes trapped and circulates in the 
azimuthal direction; the points P^ and P2 denote points of zero
tangential stress on the surface of the cylinder. As we increase the 
length of the cylinder this *primary' eddy steadily expands towards the 
axis, taking with it the points P^ and P2 . The next significant change in 
the flow field occurs when the pipe length is approximately five radial 
units. At this length two stagnation points are detectable on the axis of 
the cylinder causing the formation of a cellular region of reversed flow. 
This is illustrated in figure 3.31(e). The axial centre-line velocity, 
for various pipe lengths, is shown in figure 3.32 illustrating the 
development of the stagnation point . No further centre-line stagnation 
points or points of zero stress were detected beyond ±3^ and ±p^ 
respectively and in this region the fluid becomes ’blocked' entering from
(a)
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Figure 3.31 Streamline patterns for 
axisymmctric flow generated by an axial 
Stokeslet at the centre of hollow cylinder.
(a) 1-0, Stokeslet in unbounded fluid.
(b) 1-0.25, no separation.
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Figure 3.32 Centre-line velocity, for increasing 
pipe semi-length, within hollow cylinder.
infinity circulating an eddy and flowing back in the direction it came. 
Extending the pipe length beyond six radial units we begin to observe the 
flow structure noted by Liron and Blake (1981), for a cylinder of infinite 
length, as two further cells develop. In theory extending the cylinder 
length should result in the creation of further cells. However, 
limitations on available computing facilities prevented pipe semi-lengths 
greater than ten radial units being considered. To accompany these 
results figures 3.33(a) through (e) present graphically values of the 
axial velocity profiles for the various pipe lengths studied and figure 
3.33(f) compares the various profiles at axial position z = 0.3.
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Figure 3.33(a) Axial velocity profile. 1=0, h=0.
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Figure 3.33(f) Axial veLocity profiles for 
increasing pipe semi-length; z-0.3.
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3.8.6 Translation of a small particle in a hollow circular 
cylinder II : Zero flux.
We next consider the axial translation of a . small particle within 
a finite-length cylinder with closed plane ends, thus ensuring a zero 
flux condition. Again we model the particle by a unit point force placed 
on the axis of symmetry of the cylinder.
The containment of the fluid within the hollow closed cylinder 
renders the problem somewhat more complicated numerically than the open 
hollow cylinder considered in section 3.8.3. The complications are made 
manifest by noting that the additional bounding surfaces introduced bring 
with them additional stress components. More importantly the appropriate 
integral representation of the solution of the Stokes equations (3.5.1) 
must now encompass the full form (3.5.6), incorporating both single and 
double-layer potential terms.
3.8.6.1 Formulation of the problem
In a cylindrical coordinate system (p,4>,z) we define S as the 
interior boundary and 0 as the interior of the cylinder. Taking the 
origin of coordinates on the axis at the centre of the cylinder we 
subdivide S into the three component parts, SA , SB and Sc , where 
S = SA U  SB U  Sc and
SA  =  { ( p ’ , r , z '  ) : z ’ =  fi, 0 < p ’ s? 1, 0 < 4>’ < 2tr },
SB = { (p’^ ^ z ^ j p '  = 1, 0<4>' < 2tr, \z' | < i } and
Sc = { (p ', tj> ’, z ' ) : z' a -4 , 0 < p* < 1, 0 < cj>* < 27t }.
From section 3.5 a suitable everywhere-regular velocity field at 
some point P(p,z) of n having position vector £, is given by
Y(£) = %(£> + X2(£) ' £ e n' (3.8.19)
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and with the axial Stokeslet positioned at some general position a 
distance h from the origin the boundary condition, of no fluid slippage, 
requires that
Y(r0 ) + Ys(£0 ) = 0, rQ 6 S , (3.8.20)
here vg(p,z)/8Tr represents the velocity field of the axial Stokeslet where 
Yg(p,z) is given by (3.6.2a). Further the axial and radial components of 
v1(p,z) and v2(p,z) are given by
8 ^ . 2  = J {K31(p' ,tj>' ,4;p,z)cr^) + Kl2(P' , fi'P'2 )apz ^ dSA +
SA
+ L  {K11(l,4»l,z,;p,*)a<|) + K12(l,tj>',z';p,z)cr<B>}dS^ - 
SB
~  J  P'z )a +  K12(pMt»*,-4;p,z)a(£))dSfi , (3.8.21)
SC
8i7Yj_.fi'* J [Kl2(P*Q' + K13(P,'cJ)''fl'P'z:)crpt)}(asA +
SA
+  J c (K12(p,4>,,z;l,z')a<|> + K13(1,<J)’,z’;p,z)cr(®>)dS^ - 
B
- J  {K12(p,0*,z;p',-fl)a^> + K13(p',0',-4;p,z)a(g))dS^. , (3.8.22) 
SC
877V2 .2 = -J {K26(p’, d> ’, fl;p,z)vz(p’ ) - K25(p,(J>',z;p’, £)v (p’ )}dS£ - 
A
-J {-K25(p,4)',z;l,z')vz(z’) + K22(l,(|>',z';p,z) v (z* )}dS£ +
SB
+ J e {K26(p' #“*/P/Z)vz(P* ) - K25(p,(J>',z;p’,-4 )v (p')}dS^. ,
SC
and (3.8.23)
8ttx2 .2 = “J {-K25(p',0',4;p,z)vz(pf ) + K23(p* ,<J>', 4;p,z)v (p* )}dS£ - 
SA
-J {K23(l,4),,z,;p,z)vz(z* ) + K24(l,0,,z,;p,z)v (z’))dS^ +
SB
+ f (K25(p’,<l>',-4;p,z)vz(p’) + K23(p',4>’,-4;p,z)v (pf )}dS£,
SC (3.8.24)
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where S(B) = ( ^ p >- ^ I ))T and s(C) = <CTzz>'CTpz')T
represent the relevant non-zero components of stress over the surfaces SA , 
Sj, and sc respectively. The functions Kij(p-,*• ,z-tp.z), i=l,2, 
j*=l,2,... ,6 are given by
= 1/R + (z-z’ )2/R3,Kjljlip'14*' /z ' 
K12(p',4>*/Z' 
KjLgCp' ,4>' /Z*
k 21(p ',4>',z *
K22(p',4>',z*
K23(p,,4>,fZ* 
K24(p',<|>\z* 
1^ 25 ( P ’r r Z'
K26(p',<t>',z*
p,z
p,z
p,z
p/Z
P/Z
p/Z
p/Z
p/Z
P/Z
= (z-z* XpcosO’-p')/R /
(3.8.25a)
(3.8.25b)
= (1+RK11)c o s4>’/R - pp'sin24>’/R3/ (3.8.25c)
(3.8.25d) 
(3.8.25e)
= 3(z—z*)2/R5,
= 6(z-z' )(pcos<t>'-p' )2/R5/
= 6(z-z' )(p-p,cos<J>' )(pcoS(J>'-p' )/R5/ (3.8.25f)
* 6(p-p'coS(J>')(pcos4>'-p’)2/R5, (3.8.25g)
= 2(p-p'cos4>')K21(p',<J>’,z';p,z), (3.8.25h)
= 2(z-z')K21(p'/0’,z’;p,z), (3.8.251)
where in (3.8.25)(a) though (i)
R = R(p',4>',z';p,z) = = {p2+p'2-2pp'coscj>'+(z-z' )2}1/2 .
Applying the condition (3.8.20) we obtain six integral equations for the 
six unknown stress components, two on each of the surfaces SA , SB, Sc
comprising S, which in turn may be solved using the 'method of subareas'
discussed in the previous sections of this chapter.
We have already remarked that because of the prevailing geometry 
the suitable form, (3.8.19), of the velocity field must incorporate
potentials of both single and double-layer. From earlier theory of such 
functions discussed in section 3.5 we noted that although the single-layer 
potentials are continuous throughout the whole fluid domain fl,
including the boundary S, the double-layer potentials y2 are discontinuous 
in passing through S. In this case the interior values of y2 on S may be 
obtained from (3.5.9) as
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lim v2(r) = v2(e0 ) + 1 Xs(r0 ) , rQ e S. (3.8.26)
2
To apply the method of subareas to the present problem the
bounding surfaces SA , SB and Sc are discretized into smaller 'subareas’ 
and condition (3.8.20) satisfied identically at collocation points chosen 
for convenience to lie at the mid-point of each subarea. Utilizing the 
available symmetry the disk-surfaces SA and Sc are divided into N 
concentric annular rings each of width a (=1/N) and the remaining lateral 
surface Sg divided into M circular bands each of width b (=2C/M).
Thus for the field point P e SA , i.e. z = C, 0 < p < 1, we have ( upon 
applying (3.8.20) to (3.8.19) and using (3.8.21) through (3.8.24) together 
with relation (3.2.26) )
N
M M
N N
©3 i = 1/2,.../N/ (3.8.27)
and
N
M M
N N
= ©2i, i = N+l,...,2N. (3.8.28)
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Similarly when PeSc , i.e. z = -fi, 0<p<l, we have
N N
+ ^ $ > . ^ 3 2 ( 1 - 2 * 1 , 5 )
M M
+ c  4 I (  j )*33< i-2 N '3) + E  a<B K  « 34( i-Z N , 3)
N
- £ ..^35(i~2N,j) = ©3i, i = 2N+1,...,3N, (3.8.29)
j=l ^  >
and
N N
M M
r(B) 4- r rr(B)
N
~ £ apz? - v^45< i-3N^  > = 04i' 1 = 3N+l/.../4N . (3.8.30)
j=l '^ '
Finally when PisSg, i.e. p=1, izl^ fl, we find that
N N
j )*S1< i"4"'3 > + ),,52< i-4"'3 )
M M
+ f )'I'S3< i-4N>3 ) + E ffPP( j )*S4< i-4"'3 >
N N
- E 4 £ >  *S5< i-4"' j ) - E i-4N'3 )
j=l .O' j=l
= ©i5, i = 4N+1,..., 4N+M, (3.8.31)
and
N N
r(A) . I \ —AM—M . -n ^4 - T <t( ^  )
* 3=1
M M
r( B ) i—AM—M -i W  T n^ (B)
+3-x°^S( i )’f63< i_4N“M'j )+3S10'PP( j )'*'64< i_4N“H'3)
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N N
- E • S'J,65< i-4N“M -3) - E cr(C )S.66( 1-4N-M, j )
j = l j=l
" 0i6' i " 4N+M+1, . . . ,4N+2M, (3.8.32)
where in (3.8.27) through (3.8.32) the functions ¥pq(i,j) and ©^p, 
p,q *• lr2,...,6 axe recorded fully in appendix E.
3.8.7 Numerical solution of equations.
The linear systems (3.8.27)-(3.8.32) represent the most general 
form _ of the present axisymmetric problem in which the particle is 
positioned away from the centre of the cylinder; i.e. h & 0. As we have 
already observed, in the problems of the previous sections, we may reduce 
significantly both the number of unknowns and the number of subareas 
required to solve such a problem when the Stokeslet is at the centre of 
the cylinder; i.e. h = 0. In this particular case we need only consider 
that part of the cylinder occupying 0 < z < fi, 0 < p < 1, 0 < 4> < 2rr, 
(i.e. that part of S0 in z ^ 0, and SA ), reducing the total number of 
unknown stresses to four.
By applying the standard NAG and conjugate gradients equation 
solving routines convergence of the stress components was obtained, 
accurate to three decimal places, by increasing the total number of 
subareas over S to four hundred when h ^ 0, and half that number when 
h = 0; this comprises a maximum of one hundred subareas over SB . To ensure 
the convergence of the stress field in a vicinity of the corners z = ± I, 
p - 1, 0 ^ 4 > <  2rrit was necessary, as in the previous problems, to take a 
much finer subdivision over the last tenth of each surface nearest the 
edge; experience showed that fifty subareas proved sufficient to observe 
convergence of the stress field upto p =* 0.99 over SA  and Sc and
z - ± 6 ± lxio~z over the lateral surface SB . A number of the solutions of
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equations (3.8.27 )-(3.8.32) are illustrated graphically in figures 
3.34(a)-(g) for varying axial particle position h and pipe semi-length fi.
Following the methodology adopted in the problem of the open 
hollow cylinder, we may use the analysis and solution of the present 
problem to obtain an insight into the behaviour of the flow field within 
the pipe. Figures 3.35(a,b) illustrate schematically for a pipe 
semi-length of two units that either one or two regions of reversed flow 
will occur, depending upon the relative position of the particle. The 
shear stress distribution over Sc given in figure 3.34(g) confirms this 
behaviour. As the cylinder length is decreased, with the particle fixed at 
the centre of the cylinder, so the separation point P^ moves slowly 
towards the axis. When a cylinder semi-length of approximately 0.25 radial 
units is reached a further separation point P2 appears on both surfaces SA 
and Sc . At first sight this may appear quite strange. However, calculation 
of the axial velocity profile, at various axial positions, using (3.8.19), 
(3.8,21) and (3.8.23) confirms this behaviour as being due to the 
existence of a counter rotating eddy positioned directly above the first 
primary eddy. This is illustrated in figure 3.35(d).
These observations of the properties of a Stokes flow within the 
confines of a circular cylinder are in excellent agreement with the 
numerical results of Blake (1979) and Liron and Blake (1981) for the 
motion generated by a point force oriented normally to two plane parallel 
boundaries; they observe that the flow field breaks up into an infinite 
set of counter rotating eddies.
3.8.7.1 Reflected velocity at the position of the particle
With the present formulation the reflected velocity at the 
position of the particle is obtained from the axial component of (3.8.19); 
using (3.8.21) and (3.8.23)
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Figure 3.34(n,b) Shear and normal stress over 
SA f°r 3 p *pe SRmi~length of half a cylinder 
radius and various particle positions.
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Figure 3.34(e,f) Shear and normal stress over 
for a unit pipe semi-length and various 
particle positions.
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it is found that
N
j
H
j
M
j
JN
+ h  . f / p ^ j  )JsrK12(P' ''t,,'C;0'h)dSA
m
+ iff .f/pl’j )i’sBKll(1' *' "Z ;0,h>dSB
N
- i f f  E J  K ll(p'/r,-*»0.h)dSc
j=l V 3 J &C
N
- iff E a(,C). ^ K ^ p ' ,$• ,-«;0,h)dSc
+ iff X lK2e(P',<t>''t!0,t>)v%<p',lt) - K25(0,<|>’,h;p',J)Jv®(p',J)}dSR
SA
+ iff f {-K25(0, i)>',h;l,z')v|(l,z’) + K22(l,p',z';0,h)w|<l,z')}dSg
“ Sir L  (“K2 6 ^ ,'4),'""J2'0'h >VI(P,'”j2>"K:25(0^ ,'h 'P,'“jZ)vp < P ?'-fi)dSb
C
N Pj+a/2
* 1  E <azz?. J a<P’ ” (h~*)2a"^(p’j=l (3 ) pj-a/2
Pj+a/2
-<h-«) cr(§> rp(p',h-/!)] - tr<|) [<x(p’(h+t) -
p O )  Pj-a/2 zzO )
Pj+a/2 Pj+a/2
-<W-!)2oc^(p'.MI)] + (h+«)cr(f) rp(p',h+J)] J )
Pj-a/2 pz(3) Pj-a/2
. M  Zj+b/2 Zj+b/2
+ i  E (<$?> [y<z\h)] rp-id.h-z')] )
j=l H (3) Zj—b/2 fp(3) Zj-b/2
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- ^  {2<h-fi)3(a”4(l,h-fi)-(h-jer4 )-2(h+fi)3(a"4(l#h+fi)-(h+je)"4 ) - 
- tanf^C 2fi/(l-fi2+h2 )) -
( g-h)( I-h-1)( fi-b+1) ( fl+h)( fl+h+1 )( fi+h-1) (3 8 33)
(l+(h-fi ) )2 (l+(h+g) )
where
1
a(p',a) = (p’2+a2)* ,
* /3(p',a) = sinh_1(p'/a) - p' oT^p' ,a),
yCz^a) = 2sinh~1(z’-a) - (z'-aJo^Cl/Z'-a). (3.8.34)
Figure 3.36(a) shows the effects upon the reflected velocity 
(3.8.33) of increasing pipe semi-length £; the horizontal line represents 
the constant limiting value 0.11 obtained by Sonshine et al. (1966a) for a 
pipe of infinite length and for comparison purposes the values obtained 
for the reflected velocity for an axial Stokeslet a distance 1-h from a 
unit disk are also included. Figure 3.36(b) illustrates that this limiting 
value of Sonshine et al. is attained much quicker than in the previous 
non-zero flux model considered in section 3.8.3, reflecting the fact that 
the connectivity of this model is closer to their problem.
Although more complicated than the open hollow cylinder case, the 
present model has the advantage that we may solve problems in which we are 
required to specify more general inlet and outlet velocity or stress 
conditions. O'Neill and Ranger (1981) provide a method for solving such 
problems by describing the axisymmetric flow field in terms of the Stokes 
stream function, expanded in series of suitable eigenfunctions. The 
present approach has a number of advantages over this. Firstly, the 
numerical scheme provides, through its solution, a direct method of 
determining a good approximation to the stress distribution over the 
ends of the cylinder required to maintain a given flow. This in itself is 
of more physical interest than having first to determine unknown constant
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coefficients in eigenfunction expansions, which sure of limited interest. 
More importantly however, the method is robust enough to tackle problems 
in the absence of axial symmetry when no stream function is available.
(M'O)
x i c r 1
disk
1-0. 25
1-0.5
1-1.0
10
Particle Position.
Figure 3.36(a) Reflected velocity in closed hollow 
cylinder using (3.8.33) for various particle 
positions and cylinder semi-lengths.
X10-1
Pipe semi-length.
Figure 3.36(b) Reflected velocity for translating 
particle at the centre of closed hoi low cyl inder 
for increasing pipe semi-length.
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3.8.8 Broadside motion of a circular disk through a circular cylinder
Thus far we have considered a number of applications of the boundary 
integral method to problems in which the sedimenting body has been 
approximated by a point force. If it were necessary to obtain higher than 
first-order effects of the fluid and boundaries upon the translational 
motion of the particle our analysis would require suitable modification to 
include the discretization of the particle surface.
For a general particle of arbitrary shape Youngren and Acrivos 
(1975), Power and Miranda (1987) and Tran-Cong and Phan-Thien (1986) have 
demonstrated that the present boundary integral method may be successfully 
applied to a variety of regular shaped particles, producing highly 
accurate numerical approximations. Power, Miranda and Villamizar (1985) 
extended these ideas to consider the motion of two bodies moving close to 
each other and Power, Garcia and Miranda (1986) treat the problem of a 
body * near a plane interface. Youngren and Acrivos (1976) further 
demonstrated that the method could also be used to determine the 
steady-state stable deformation of an invicid drop in an extensional flow, 
and Lee and Leal (1982) applied it to the problem of a sphere translating
normal to either a solid or deformable plane wall.
With the present finite cylindrical boundary we shall obtain an 
approximation to the drag experienced by a thin rigid disk translating 
broadside along the axis of a finite hollow cylinder. In the case of a 
cylinder of infinite length Shail and Norton (1969), using 
potential-theoretic methods, similar to those of chapter Two, reduced the 
problem to the solution of a Fredholm integral equation of the second 
kind.
The presence of a solid disk translating into either a hollow open or
closed cylinder introduces a further surface which must now become part of
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the discretization process. Fortuitously the disk, being double-sided, 
introduces only hydrodynamic single-layer potentials into the integral 
representation of the velocity field; any double-layer potentials
vanishing indentically over the surface (c.f. Section 3.5).
3.8.8.1 Formulation of the problem
The open hollow cylinder studied in Section 3.8.1 now has radius 
c( > 1) and the fluid motion is generated by a disk of unit radius 
translating broadside along the axis of the cylinder with speed U. With 
the present model we have a zero net volume flow at infinity but a
non-zero flux through the pipe due to the translation motion of the disk;
*
a solution to the problem in which there is a zero flux through the 
cylinder can be obtained through appropriate modification of the analysis 
Of Section 3.8.5 and will be discussed later.
The origin of coordinates 0 is taken at the centre of the cylinder 
and the disk located a distance h(>0) from 0. In a cylindrical polar 
coordinate system (p,$,z) the disk ocupies the region z-h, 0<p<l, 0<4><2tt 
and the cylinder the region p=c, |z|<Sfi, 0<4><2rr. In order to satisfy the 
no-slip boundary conditions on both the lateral surface 
SB “ {(P’/<J>’,z’); p' = c, CK4>’<2tt, |z'J<fl) and the disk surface
SD = {(P' ,<t>’ ,z’ )--z’ ~ 0<{J>’<2Tr, 0<p*<l) the fluid velocity fluid v(p,z)
at some field point P must satisfy
vz « vp = 0 on p=c, |z|<fi , (3.8.34)
supplemented by the conditions
vz = U, Vp = 0 on z=h, (Xp^l . (3.8.35)
Making the appropriate modifications to v^, given by (3.8.2), to account 
for the change in cylinder radius and the presence of the disk, the axial
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and radial components of the velocity field at P are given by
v( P/ z ) • z ~ —
— — 8tt j
2tt
i (Kn C c^ ' . z ’/‘P/ZiCo’pz]B
0
+ K12(c ,4>'/Z’ ;p,z)[crnn]B ) d<t>’PP-
1 1 r 2u
+ —  J P’ -J (K11(p ',4 .\h !p ,z )[c rz z J
8IT 0 .0
D
dz'
+ K12(p* ,<*>',h;p,z)(>pZ]D ) d<t>' dp* , (3.8.36)
a nd
v .p = —  Jc 
8tr
2tr
[ (K12(p,4>* ,z;c z* JCcTpg.]1
. 0
B+ K13(c ,4>' ,z * ;p/Z)[CTppJ°) dcf>'
+ M8rr -U
2rr
| (K12(p,.j>',Z)p\h)|>zz]D
dz'
+ Kjl3(P/4>' ,z;p',h)[apz] ) d<D* dp' , (3.8.37)
where [crzz]D * [CTpZ]D , [°pZ]B and [Opp]B represent the normal and shear 
components of the stress jumps over the disk surface SD and the lateral 
surface of the cylinder S0 respectively, and the functions K ^ ,  p=l,2,3 
are defined in (3.8.25a)-(3.8.25c).
With such an axisymmetric flow the stress distribution over SD will
be constant on any circle with origin at the centre of the disk, and over
Sg the stress field will be constant over any circle formed from the
intersection of a plane perpendicular to the axis of revolution of the
n
cylinder with S0 . Thus, dividing Sg into M bands, each of width b = 
and SD into N annular rings, each of width a = ^/n ' we aPPiy the method of
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subareas to the resulting integral equation upon satisfying (3.8.34) and 
(3.8.35), the no-slip boundary condition over S0 and SD respectively. 
Using (3.8.36) and (3.8.37) satisfaction of (3.8.34) over S0 at the nodal 
points - -i + (2i-l)fi/M, i=l,2,...,M, yields the two sets of linear 
equations
M B Z j + b / 2
and
E  t V p z h  +  s I K11(o,z';o,zl) dz1
j = l  C 3 )  Z j - b / 2
M  B  Z j + b / 2
+ c E [Pppl,,. j k 12 (c.z'fC.Zi) az-
j=l (3) Zj-b/2
N D .Pj+a/2
E tazz3,,> I P' K11 dP‘
j = l  P j - a / 2
+
N D Pj+a/2
E t<rpz]/ ^  I P ’ K12 (P’'1"*'1!) ap’j=l Pj-a/2
« 0, i=l,2,...,N , (3.8.38)
M  B  Z j + b / 2
c E » p z ],-^ 1 K12 <c 'zi-N'-c'z '> dz-
j=l O '  z^-b/2
+
M  B  Z j + b / 2
E [ffPP]/ n  I K13 (<=»*’»c,zi_R ) dz-
j = l  O )  Z j - b / 2
N D Pj+a/2
+  £  | P ’ K 12 ( o ^ i - N ' P ’h > a P ’
j=l n ) Pj-a/2
N D Pj+a/2+ E J P’ K13 (c.z^jp-h) dp-
j=l ” > pj-a/2
=•- 0, i=N+l,...,2N . (3.8.39)
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In a similar fashion, for the field point P on the disk surface SD , we 
satisfy (3,8.35), using (3.8.36) and (3.8.37), at the nodal points 
p^ — (2i-l)/2N, i-l,2,...,N, producing the further two sets of equations
M B zj+l5/2
c E ter 1 J Ktl (c,z';Pi_2H,h) dz1
j=l O )  Zj—b/2
M  B  Z j + b / 2
+ c
and
E  [ffp p l , , >  1 K 12 <<=.z\-P i _ 2 N ,h) *5'
j=l O )  Zj—b/2
N D Pj+a/2
+ E  Cffz z ] J p- k 13L ( p ' , h » p i_ 21|fh )  dp'
j =l 13> p^- a / 2
N D P j +a / 2
+  E  ['Tpzh., \ p' K 12 ( P ' < ^ P i _ 2 N ,h) d P'
j =l ■ <?> Pj-a/2
« U, i=2N+l,...,2N+M , (3.8.40)
M B zj+b/2
c E { K12 (Pi-2N-M/h/C,z' ) dz’
j = l  O )  Z j - b / 2
M B Z j + b / 2
+ c E t^pp] J Ki3 (c 'z ’'*Pi-2N-M,h) dz1
j=l vU ) Zj-b/2
+
N D a j + a / 2
E  CCTZz3,,, J P ’ K t2 ( P i - 2 N - M ' h ' P ’-h ) d P'
j = i  o ; o - j - a /2
N n  a j + a / 2
D r "
+ E [Crp z 3/ ^  J P ' K 1 3  < P i - 2 N - M ' h '*P’ 'h > * P '
j = l  O ) a ^ - a / 2
« 0, i=2N+M+l,...,2N+2M , (3.8.41)
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where in (3.8,38) ~ (3.8.41) the functions Klp, p = 1,2,3 are defined by 
(El), (E2) and (E3) respectively in Appendix E.
The solutions of the linear systems (3.8.38) through (3.8.41) are 
obtained in a manner similar to linear systems (3.8.7) and (3.8.8) from 
section 3.8.1; again, to ensure convergence of the stress components in a 
neighbourhood of the edges p-1, z=h and p-c, z~±i, both 0 < $ < 2rr, a much 
finer subdivision must be taken over both SD and SB (c.f. section 3.8.2).
Figures 3.37(a) - (f) illustrate graphically, for the disk at the 
centre of the cylinder moving with unit speed, the solutions of (3.8.38) - 
(3.8.41) for increasing number of subareas over both SD and SB . Figures 
3.37(a) and 3.37(b) give values for the stress jumps over Sg for a 
cylinder of radius two units and cylinder semi-lengths of V 4 / */2 and one 
units. Figures 3.37(c) and 3.37(d) show similar calculations for a
cylinder radius of four units.
With the disk thus positioned the flow field is symmetric about the 
mid-plane of the cylinder and the tangential stress on any circle with 
origin at the centre of the disk will be equal in both magnitude and 
direction on both sides of the disk giving CcrpZ]D(p* ,<J>' ,0) « 0 over SD ; 
such a feature is useful in testing the correctness of solution in solving 
the linear systems (3.8,38) - (3.8.41). The normal stress jumps,
however, are non-zero and are given in figures 3.37(e) and 3.37(f) for 
outer cylinder radii of two and four units respectively. In both of these 
latter figures the lower bounding curve represents the expression for the 
normal stress jump on a circular disk translating in unbounded fluid, 
otherwise at rest, the stream function for which is given in terms of 
oblate spheroidal coordinates (£,r),4>), (Happel and Brenner( 1986), page 149)
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Figure 3.37(a,b) Shear and normal stress jumps 
over the lateral surface SQ with a cylinder radius 
of two units and semi-lengths of 1. and
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figure 3.37(d) Normal stress jump over S0 for 
cylinder radius of four units and semi-lengths 
J, % and V
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figure 3.37(e,f) Normal stress Jump over the 
translating disk for cylinder radii of two and 
four units and semi-lengths .1, H and k.
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( 3 .8.42 )
Where A = sirih £, C - cos ri and the pair (A, £) are related to the
J. X
cylindrical coordinate system by p = (1+A2 )2 (1-C2 )2 and z = AC. Thus
using (3.8.42) the normal stress jump over SD can be shown to be
D * 8U 2 td ] = —  (1 - pZ ) 2 . (3.8.43)
1T
The numerical scheme was also tested in the absence of SB for which a 
suitable representation for the velocity field is obtained by omitting the 
first terms in (3.8.36) and (3.8.37). Excellent agreement with the
analytic formula (3.8.43), reminiscent of the previous problems studied 
with disks (c.f. Section 3.6), was obtained for 0 <p'< 0.9 with as few as 
thirty equi-spaced subareas. To obtain good agreement nearer the edge, a 
similar policy to that outlined in Section 3.6 must be adopted and a finer 
subdivision taken. This reduces any unnecessary variability over that 
part of the disk which is quite sensitive to small changes in radial
position. The numerical approximation to (3.8.43) is shown by the
triangular symbols in figures 3.37(e) and (f).
To consider the problem in which the disk translates with zero flux 
through the cylinder we replace the open hollow cylinder with a closed 
hollow cylinder and the velocity field, with components given by (3.8.36) 
and (3.8.37), for a modified form of the more complicated representation 
used in Section 3.8.6. Thus, at some point P(p,z) within the fluid 
bounded by the closed container we have
v(p,z) = V;l(P,*) + v2(p,z) (3.8.44)
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where
v-^p,z). z = vx(p,z).z +
+  I [kj.i (P'-<t>M>;P,z)tcr2z]D +
SD
D1+ K12 (p* ,<J>' ,h;p,z )[crpz] j dSD , (3.E
and
vt( p,z)-p = p, z ) • p +
-  J (:
8rr -L I
D
k12 (P/‘I>,/Z;P,/^)[^zz]
SD L
D1K13 (p-,4>’,h;p,z)[crpz] | dSD , (3.8
where v1 and v2 have axial and radial components defined by (3 
through (3.8.24) and the surfaces SA and Sc replaced by
» S^ = {(p,,<J>,,z'):z'=fi, 0 < p' < c, 0 < <J> < 2rr) and 
Sq = {(p’ ,4>’ ,z’ )iZ'=-fl, 0 < p* < c, 0 « <J>' < 2tt).
With recourse to the method of subareas the conditions of no 
slippage on each of the surfaces S^, S0, and SD are
(2i-l>c
vz^i' ±fi> = vp<Pi' ±fi> “ °' Pi ~ 2N1
1=1,2,... ,Nt, (3.
vz(c,Zi) = vp(c,z±) = 0 ,
z± = -a. + (2i—1 )fi/2M ,
i=l,2,...,M , (3.
.45a)
.45b)
.8.21)
fluid
8.46)
8.47)
and
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vz(pi'h > = U ' vp(pi'h ) = °'
p± ~ (2i-l)/2N2, i-l,2,...,N2 , (3.8.48)
where N^, N2 and M represent the number of subareas over and S^, SD and 
Sg respectively. We now produce in the most general case eight systems of 
linear simultaneous equations for the stresses over S^, SB , and the 
stress jumps over SD . The form of these equations is similar- to the sets 
(3.8.27) through (3.8.32) given in section 3.8.6.1 containing additional 
terms, generated by v^, on the left-hand sides to account for the presence 
of the disk and modified right-members to ensure consistency with 
(3.8.46)-(3.8.48) and thus are not recorded here.
3.8.8.2 Drag on the translating disk
The drag force experienced by the disk with either a zero or non-zero 
flux through the cylinder is given by Dz where
D = J O zz] P ’ dp' d(J>'
SD
»2 n P3+a/2
' 2 n E t'ttU I  P' aP'
j=l O '  Pj~a/2
2tt D
S T  E tcrzz) (2j-l) . (3.8.49)
w 2  j = i  v d ;
By integrating the expression (3.8.43) over SD we readily obtain the 
well-known result for the drag force D^ z on a disk moving broadside with 
speed U in an unbounded fluid viz
oo
r2TT f r 1  f8U ~
- j  j P | —  ( 1 “ P  ) dp* d<t>'
Jo .Jo I 17 J .
« 16// U . (3.8.50)
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Figure 3.38(a) displays graphically for cylinder radii of two and 
four units the drag, as a fraction of its unbounded value D^, experienced 
by the disk in the open hollow cylinder plotted against cylinder 
semi-length £. The graph shows the good approximation that may be 
obtained with very few subareas over Sg and SD . Beyond a total of thirty 
subareas over SB and twenty over SD no change was observed in the 
calculation of the drag, to three decimal places. This demonstrates that 
although care must be taken in the evaluation of the stress components, 
particularly in a small neighbourhood of the cylinder and disk edges, the 
propagation of any errors into the calculation of the drag are negligible. 
It is of interest to note that for quite small cylinder semi-lengths, e.g. 
£ - 0.125, the drag experienced by the disk is increased by approximately 
13% for a cylinder of radius two units and by approximatley half this 
amount when the cylinder radius is twice as large.
Figure 3.38(b) shows the effects upon this drag ratio with varying 
cylinder semi-lengths plotted against inverse cylinder radius c. 
Figure 3.39 shows the drag experienced by the disk when enclosed in hollow 
cylinder, as a function of inverse cylinder semi-length. The results show 
the quite severe increase in the drag ratio due to the bounding surfaces 
SA and Sc . In both graphs the lower bounding curve represents the 
quasi-analytic approximation of the same expression obtained by Shall and 
Norton (1969) for a disk translating broadside within a cylinder of 
infinite length. Figure 3.38(b) shows that their results can be 
reproduced with a finite hollow cylinder having a semi-length of 
approximately 5 radial units. Difficulties were encountered in our attempt 
ze the same limit in the numerically more difficult closed cylinder 
problem. This was due to the fact that the number of unknowns in our 
linear systems of equations quickly exhausted available computing 
facilities.
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This problem represents the type of ’pay-off* feature already met in 
earlier test problems of this chapter where in order to obtain sensible 
accurate values of physical parameters, we must increase the number of 
subareas in some sensible proportion to the increasing boundary size. 
However, in doing this we quickly reach a limit to the size of boundary we 
may study.
Here, the bulk effect the cylindrical boundary has upon the motion of the 
disk is concentrated within a five radial units limit, (this is certainly 
demonstrated by figure 3.39), thus it makes good sense to concentrate our 
attention over this section and utilize an alternative approach or more 
powerful computing facilities for cylinders of greater semi-length.
(D
/D
a,
)
c-2.0
0-00-60-2 0-40
(1-L)
Figure 3.38(a) Drag, as a fraction of its 
unbounded value (3.0.43), experienced by the 
translating disk at the centre of an open hollow 
cylinder of radii two and four units as a function 
of cyIinder semi-length.
o N - 5 - M
□  N - 10 - M 
* N - 10, M - 20 
—  N - 20, M ■= 30
1
1-0.25
1-0.5
1- 2.0
Figure 3.30(b) Drag, os a fraction oT its 
unbounded value (3.0.43), experienced by the 
translating disk at the centre of on open hollow 
cylinder for various cylinder semi-lengths plotted 
against inverse cylinder radius, c.
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Figure 3.39 Drag experienced by the translating 
disk at the centre of a closed hollow cylinder 
for various cylinder semi-lengths plotted against 
inverse cylinder radius, c.
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3.8.9 Uniform streaming past a finite circular cylinder containing an 
annular constriction.
The axisymmetric streaming motion of a fluid past a rigid annular 
constriction within a circular cylinder has been used by industry for many 
years as a device to measure flow rates within pipes. As a mixed boundary
value in Stokes flow it has generated attention but as yet no
quasi-analytic solution has been obtained using conventional methods. One 
of the difficulties encountered in attempting an analytic solution is the 
lack of a natural inversion theorem for the resulting Abel type integral 
equations pertaining to an annular region. This problem belongs to the 
same family as the scalar electrostatic problem of a freely charged
annular disk considered by Williams (1963), and in principal it suffers 
from the same difficulties. However, knowledge that this latter problem 
is devoid of a closed form solution would seem a sufficiently strong 
argument to conclude that the present problem will also be without a 
closed form solution.
Numerical solutions of the Navier-Stokes equations have been obtained 
for small Reynolds numbers for the steady, axisymmetric viscous flow
though a constriction in a circular pipe by Mills (1968). Using a finite 
difference method he obtained very good agreement with the experimental 
work of Johansen (1930). Also using a finite difference method Lee and 
Fung (1970) consider a Poiseuille flow past a bell-shaped constriction,
- A t 2defined by p = 1 - ^e * , within a cylinder of infinite length, employing
a conformal mapping technique which transforms the constriction onto an 
infinite strip.
Having formulated the problem of the unit disk within a finite open 
hollow cylinder in the previous section the replacement of the disk by a 
rigid annulus requires only the modification of the radial collocation 
points and the range of integration of the radial coordinate over the
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disk surface (c.f. Section 3.6).
Taking the cylinder radius as unity the annular constriction, with 
inner radius c, occupies the region z=0, c < p < 1, 0 < 4> < 2tr.
Introducing an axisymmetric uniform stream - Uz the problem in symmetric 
about the mid-plane of the cylinder and thus for the purpose of 
discretization we need only consider that part of the boundary in the 
region 0 < z < £ ,  0 < p < l ,  0 < 4 > < 2 tt. At some point P(p,z), within the 
fluid volume, the fluid velocity comprises effects from the stream and the 
boundary. Thus supplementing (3.8.36) and (3.8.37) with the velocity 
components of the uniform stream, we have a suitable representation for 
the everywhere regular velocity field given by
x  i f 2 u  r
v(p,z)-z = -U + —  J |(K1:L( 1,4)',z';p,z) 
8n 0 [0 L
+ K n ( l , - z ’ ; p , z ) )  [crn9,]
B
pz
t  (Kj^2( 1,4*' *z , ; p , z ) — 1 ,4 ) ',  —z ' ; p , z ) ) [crpp]
l 1
+ i _ j  P . j
8rr -L
Ztt
0
K n ( P ’ /4>* ,0;p,z)[aZ2]
D'
| |d4>’ Id z ’
and
+ K12(p*,4>,,0;p,z)[aO!,]
D ’
pz d4>’ dp* ,
x if 2lTr
v(p,z)p = —  |  | J  | ( K 1 2 ( p , 4 > '  , z ; 1 , z *  )  
877 o I o 1
(3.8.5la)
B
+ (K^3( 1,4>'*z';p,z) - K13(l,4>’,-z* ))[CTpp] *Jd4>’ dz
1 1 f 2rr
r J  p,-J8rr J -L
K12(p,4>,,z;p,,°)[a!r9,3Dzz
+ K13(p,4>',z;p',0)[cro*]
D'
pz jd4>'|dp’ (3.8.51b)
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where lvzz]D ' * fapz^D '' tCTpp^B and t°pz]B 3:©P^®sent the normal and shear
stress jumps over the surface Sp and SD , = {(p* ,0' ,z' ):z'=0, c < p'< 1* 
0 < <t> < 2tt} ; the functions K^p, p=l,2,3 used in (3.8.51) defined by 
(3.8.25) (a)-(c).
The no-slip boundary conditions
for the field point P on both the constriction surface Sp, and the lateral
surface SB are satisfied by employing the method of subareas in a similar
fashion to the previous section. The resulting integral equations arising
from the application of (3.8.52) to (3.8.51) produce four sets of lineaur
simultaneous equations similar in form to (3.8.38)-(3.8.41) but with:(i)
the right-members of (3.8.38) replaced by U, (ii) the variables c and h
put equal to unity and zero respectively, and (iii) the collocation points
p^ and z^ replaced by p^ = c+(2i-l)( l-c)/2N, i=l,2,...,N, and z^ =
(2i—1 )fi/2M, i—1,2,... ,M, where N and M represent the total number of
subareas taken over the annular constriction Sp, and that part of SB in
zS*0. Figures 3.40(a)-(d) show values of the stress jumps over both Sp and
Sp, obtained by solving the modified linear systems (3.8.38)-(3.8.41), for
various values of the constriction radius c; as in the translating disk
n 9problem, of the previous section, the shear stress jumps l&pZ ]( j ) s 0, 
j —1,2>.• . ,N.
Of interest is how the flux through the cylinder is affected by the 
presence of the constriction. The flux of fluid M through the 
constriction is
vz(p) = V P) = 0 (3.8.52)
c
(3.8.53)
0
where vz(p,z) is given by (3.8.51a). This yields
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Figure 3.40(n,b) Normal stress jumps over 
constriction, with inner radius c(<l), within 
hollow cylinder having semi-lengths of one and 
two radial units.
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M
2tt
c f  l M B A 2tt
= f P - U  + -  E [cr ]M x f f [(K11(l/4>,,z,;p,0)
0  8Tr j = l  p  0  . 0
+ ,-z' ;p,0)]64>' dz’ +•
M g A 2tt
+ E C<rPP]0) f N [K12(l,<t>',z';p,0) - K^l.cO'.-z'jp^jiail)1
j—1
dz'
1 N D ' r1
+ "sir ^  Cffzz](3) (. P ’
Ztt
J K11(p’/4>'/0;p,0)d4>’ dp' dp
= _ i „  c2 + I p*
z ” 3=1
,2
dp
1 M ■ g c  i_ A ^ 2 »
- -  E OppJfi) j P 2 j y 1 —  [(ap-b)E(k1 )-(a-b)p Kf^jjdz' 
4ir j=1 pp J0 J0 (a-b) * -L
dp
4Tr j=i
N Ql C J_ 1
E l>zz](j) J P2 { / p 7 k2 K(k2 )dp' dp , (3.8.54)
where a = l + p2 + z ’2, b = 2p, E and K complete elliptic integrals with
j_ j.
modulii = (4p/[(l+p)2 + z'2])2 and k2 = (4pp’/( P+P’)2 )*•
Setting the magnitude of the uniform stream speed equal to two in 
order to compare in the limit c-»l with the results of section 3.8.1,
figure 3.41(a) illustrates, for a pipe length of unity, the rate of decay 
of the flux as a function of constriction radius.
Further, it was found that for a cylinder whose semi-length is
greater than two radial units the fluid velocity profile obtained,
approximately one radial unit into the cylinder, was approximately
Poiseuille, having an axial component
v2(p) = - (1-pz ) ; 
4
(3.8.55)
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this feature of a bulk flow entering a circular cylindrical region and 
rapidly developing into an approximate Poiseuille flow was noted by Dagan 
et al (1981) for a pressure driven flow through an orifice in an otherwise 
plane solid wall of finite thickness.
The axial profile given by (3.8.55) gives rise to a flux M' through a 
circle of radius c(<l) where
and figure 3.41(b) shows that this provides a good approximation to the 
numerically calculated flux, using (3.8.54), through the constriction for 
a cylinder with a semi-length of two radial units.
3.8.9.1 Drag and Flux for a small translating particle.
It is now a simple matter to replace the uniform stream by the fluid 
motion generated by a small axially translating particle. Modelling this 
by an axial Stokeslet of unit strength, oriented parallel to the z-axis, 
we can effect similar calculations to the above and obtain an 
approximation to the flux through the constriction driven by the motion of 
the particle. To account for the particle we again modify the right 
members of the linear equation, given in (3.8.38) through (3.8.41), by the 
appropriate values of the Stokeslet velocity field on SD , and SB retaining 
all previously mentioned adjustments. Thus, using the representation of 
the Stokeslet velocity field given by (3.6.2a), the right-hand sides of 
(3.8.38) and (3.8.39) are replaced by l/8rr{l/rb + (zi~h)2/ ^ 3} and l/Sirr^3 
respectively and the right-hand sides of (3.8.40) and (3.8.41) by 
1/8tt{ l/r^ j + h2/rd3} and l/87rrd3 respectively; the denominators r-p and r^ 
have definitions r-p = V[1 + (z^-h)2] and rd = V[Pi2+h2], with nodal points 
p^ and z^ defined as in Section 3.8.9.
M' 1 rc
(3.8.56)„ l p ( i - p * ) dp =
2it 4 J0
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Figure 3.41(a) Scaled flux constant M, os a 
function of inner constriction radius c, through 
a cylinder of unit length.
(b) and for increasing pipe
semi -length.
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We may again use the expression (3.8.54) to obtain the flux through 
the constriction by replacing the first term, generated by the stream, 
with -c 2{8tt( 1+h2 J1/2)-1, 0 < c s? 1, the equivalent term appropriate to the 
Stokeslet.
Figure 3.42(a) shows graphically the relationship between the axial 
particle position h(>0), measured from the centre of the constriction, and 
flux through the constriction for various cylinder semi-lengths; the inner 
constriction radius is ~ and the cylinder has unit radius. This figure 
also shows the two limiting cases, for the same inner constriction radius, 
of the flux of fluid 14s through a circle radius driven by a Stokeslet in 
an unbounded fluid and the removal of the constriction, i.e. c->l, to 
consider the fluid motion through an open hollow cylinder (c.f. Section 
3.8.4). It is noticed that as the particle moves through the cylinder 
there is a much greater variability in the flux through a constricted 
cylinder than for its unconstricted counterpart. For an unconstricted 
cylinder of unit semi-length the flux decreases slowly as the particle 
moves away from the centre of the cylinder having lost =13% of its value 
upon reaching the mouth of the cylinder. However, in the case of the 
constricted cylinder there is a more dramatic 68% drop in the flux through 
cylinder as the particle moves over the same range. Figure 3.42(b) shows 
further values of the flux for fl = 0.25, 0.5 and 1.0 and various particle 
positions.
Finally, we calculate the reflected velocity v*(0,h) at the position 
of the particle for use in (2.2.64) enabling us to ascertain a measure of 
the drag experienced by the particle. In (3.8.51a) we replace the first 
term by - {[p2+( z-h )2]-1/2 + (z-h)2[p2 + (z-h )2]“3/2)/8tt, where [0pZ]? 
...,[<XpZ]D ' now refer to the local surface stress jumps induced over SB
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and SD , by the translating particle. The reflected velocity is the 
regular part of the composite field evaluated at the position of the 
particle, and is thus given by
M B «
Sir v*<0/h) = E [<rpz](j) 1
j=l -ft
27r
dz1
M B
+  .E tcrpp^( j ) J
3-1 -fi
Zn
{ K12(l,d)’,z';0,h)d(t)' dz'
N D' 1
+ E J P'
j-1 c
2rr
I K11(p’/<J>'/0;0/h)d(J)' 
0
dp'
N
+ C a^pz^(j) J 
j=l c
2trI K12(p',4>',0;0,h)d4>'
10
dp'
Upon simplification, with recourse to (3.8.25a) and (3.8.25b), we find 
that
M B
4vz(0,h) - £ [OpZ]^jj
j=l
y(Zj+b/2,h) - y(Zj-b/2,h)
M B
,E tapp](j) 
3-1
a  :L(l,Zj + b / 2 - h ) - a  ■*■( l,Zj-b/2-h )
N D ,
+ E a^zz^(j) 
j=l
a(pj+a/2,h) - a(pj-a/2,h)
N D'
h .E topzl( j)
3=1
/3(pj+a/2,h) - J3(pj-a/2,h) (3.8.57)
where the functions a, /3 and y are defined in (3.8.34). Figure 3.43 shows 
graphically values of (3.8.57) for a constriction radius of j radial unit 
for a number of cylinder semi-lengths; the broken line represents the 
constant value 2.806 obtained by Sonshine et al, (1966a,b) for the particle
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Figure 3.42(a,b) Flux through hollow constricted 
cylinder driven by a small translating particle 
for various inner constriction radii, particle 
position and pipe semi-length.
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Figure 3.43 Reflected velocity at the position 
of the translating particle for various pipe 
semi-lengths, constriction radii and particle 
positions.
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in a cylinder of infinite length.
Eurther problems with constricted cylinders include those for which 
there is zero flux through the cylinder. A solution to this problem 
follows as an extension of the analysis of section 3.8.6 in which the 
bounding surface is simply extended to incorporate SD ,. This would then 
also admit solutions to problems in which separate inlet and outlet 
conditions were specified at either ends of the cylinder.
The flow fields of the constricted and unconstricted cylinder are 
very different. In the case of an open hollow cylinder a uniform flow 
quickly develops into the one-dimensional Poiseuille flow whereas in the 
constricted cylinder the perturbed flow remains symmetric about the 
mid-plane of the cylinder but for a sufficiently large constriction two 
corner eddies of equal strength and azimuthal vorticity are present placed 
on either side of the constriction.
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3.8.10. Stokeslet in the presence of a hollow circular cylinder with an 
annular flange.
The analysis of Chapter 2 provided results for the axial motion of a 
small particle through a fluid-filled pore of finite length. This 
solution in fact complements the models of Davis et al. (1981), in which 
the membrane containing the pore is assumed infinitely thin, and Shail and 
Packham (1987) in which the pore is of semi-infinite length. For the 
Stokeslet situated outside the pore region a pore semi-length of 
approximately one radial unit was found sufficient to ensure the 
reproduction of the results of Shail and Packham (1987) for the drag 
experienced by the particle in the case of zero flux through the pore 
region.
In the latter part of Section 3.6 we applied the boundary integral 
method to the problem of calculating the drag on a small particle in the 
presence of a rigid annular disk. One of the conclusions was that a good 
approximation to the drag experienced by a particle in the presence of an 
infinite plane containing a circular hole could be obtained by using a 
sufficiently large outer annular radius. Thus, combining both of these 
observations, we have an alternative method of reproducing results similar 
to those of Shail and Packham (1987), for the case of a zero volume flow 
at infinity, and a means of adding directly to the results of Davis et al. 
(1981).
3.8.10.1 Formulation of the problem
In a cylindrical polar coordinate system (p,4>,z) the surface S 
comprises SA = {(p'#<J>',z'): z'=0, l<p'<c, 0<<J> • < 2tt ), representing an
annular flange of outer radius c, together with the lateral surface 
SB = {(p'/4>'/Z'): P'=l/ 0<(J><2rr, -lKz<0}, of a hollow circular cylinder of 
finite length & whose generators are perpendicular to the face of the 
solid annular flange. The particle is modelled by an axial Stokeslet of
unit strength situated a distance h from the origin of coordinates 0
(see figure 3.44).
0 (0,h) z
Figure 3.44 Hollow cylinder with rigid annular flange 
attatch to its rxn at z = O.
A suitable representation for the velocity field at some point P(p,z) 
in the fluid volume n outside S is obtained by augmenting the 
representation used in the annulus problem of section 3.6 with the 
velocity field obtained in section 3.8.1 for the axisymmetric streaming 
flow past an open hollow cylinder. Thus from (3.6.19), (3.6.20) and forms 
of (3.8.2), suitably modified to account for the modification in cylinder 
length, we have
where vs(p,z), given by (3.6.2a), represents the velocity field of a 
Stokeslet in an unbounded fluid and the everywhere-regular velocity field
v(P) = vs(P) + vR(P), Pen (3.8.58)
O
v (p,z) has components
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*L2 fC p. k a b l 2 
4rr \  (a 1- b 1 )
^ [ ( a ^ - b ^ K  + z2E][o-^)A +zz
+ z [(a-jp - bjp' )E - (ajL-bj^JpKJCa ] dp
and
[ |K1(z’;p,z)[apz]B 4- K2(z’;p/z)[app]BJdz’ , (3.8.59)
1  r
V (p,z) - -- J
H  B it Jc
z(p-p'cos<J>') A
--------   l>zzJ
Rt
coscj>' (p-p' COSp' )( pcost})' -p ’ )
 ---  4" —-----
R7 £*pz]
dS,
“  IBn e
%
(z-z' )(p-cos4>' )
B
C^pzJ8 +
COStj)' (p-COStJ)' )(pCOS<t>*-l )
~—   — 4* ---------- g--------
r b r b
C-ppJ
B dSB
±1 [ ka P' bl 
4rr ^ (a j - ^ )
z[(b1p-a1p* )E + (a1-b1 )p’K][crzz]i
[a12-b12+a:1z2]E - (a^ L-bjL )(ai+z2 )K dp'
K3(z’;p,z)[apz]B 4- K4(z’;p/z)[CTpp]B dz . (3.8.60)
Here C^ZZ]A # t ^ p z ^ ’ C°pp^B and O pz]B represents the local surface stress 
jumps over both SA and S0, RA2 = a^-b^ost})', RB2 = l4-p2-2pcos4>,4-(z-z' )2,
a^ = p24*p' 2 4-z 2 , b^ = 2pp', the modulus of the elliptic integrals E, K is
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ka ** {2b1/(a1-b1 )}'1/2 and K^(z’tp,z) through K4(z’;p,z) are defined in 
(3.8.3). Again, due to the double sidedness of S the double-layer
potentials in the solution of Stokes equations (3.5.1), given by (3.5.6),
vanish identically over S.
To satisfy the boundary conditions of no fluid slippage at the 
surfaces SA and SB the fluid velocity field, given by (3.8.58), must 
satisfy
v(p,0) = 0 , 1 « p < c , (3.8.61)
v(l,z) = 0 , -J2 < z < 0 , (3.8.62)
both for 0 < 4> < 2tt .
To achieve this we apply the method of subareas in which SA is
subdivided into N annular rings each of thickness a •= "Vi*/ is divided 
into M bands each of thickness b - ^/M and the continuous boundary
conditions (3.8.61) and (3.8.62) are replaced by the discrete pair
v(p±,0) - 0 , 1 < p± Z c , (3.8.63)
and
V (l , z t ) = 0 , < zi < 0 , (3.8.64)
the collocation points p^ ■= l+(2i-l)(c-1)/2N, i=l,2,...,N and
z^ =■■ — fi(2i—1)/2M, i=l,2,...,M being chosen, for convenience, at the centre 
of each subarea.
Application of (3.8.63) over the annular region with surface SA using 
(3.8.59) and (3.8.60) yields
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V2 N „ (A)
—  E [a,,,]
4ir j=1 ZZJ(j) J
p^+a/2
f P'kab l
p^- a/2 <al-bl>
bl(ai"bl)K d^ ’
,+b/2M B AjTW'4 M B ZD
+  E [apJi] f Kl(z';Pi,0)aZ ' + E [CTpp] f K2(2 -;Pi,0 )az'
j=l Zj-b/2 j=l O '  Zj-b/2
(Pi2+Xh2 )
5 j 7 / i 1,2, ■ • ., N , 
8tt( Pi +b )
(3.8.65)
and
V2 N
E [cr„3 f 
4tt - _ - P f •* \ J
pi+a/2 
A r  ^ p'k_b 2
j=l (3 ) pj-a/2  ^a l b l *
“ ta l2“b lZ lE + <a l“b l>a lK dp*
M  B  Zj+b/2
+  E  [<Tp z ], ^  I K3(z',Pi_N ,0 )az'
j=l O )  z^-b/2
M
•+ E [cr ]
z^+b/2
(B) r
- - ppJ/^ \ J
j=l (D ) Zj-b/2
K4(z';pi_N ,0)dz’
Pi_NV8Tr{P^ N + h2| , i « N+l,...,2N. (3.8.66)
Similarly the application of (3.8.64) over the lateral surface SB produces 
the further two sets of equations
4n j=i
N (a) ^
E  Ca zzJ ,.> IV2 ” , (A) t 3 " v ~ kp'b 2
O )  'p.-a/2 V“1 "1
N
E 
3=1
Pi+a/2
dp'.
V2 w (A) y  3 ' kp'b
4rr Pz (j) Jp a/2 (ai-bi )
2
[a12“bl2+alzi-2N-l]E *
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M B Zj+b/2
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1
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(3.8
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V2 N (A) r ^ p'kab 2
—  £ [cr__] | ---
47r j=! “ (j) Jp r a / 2 ( a ^ )
(ax ^  )K + Zi_2N-ME d p ’
N /A x Pj +a/2 _|
^2 r Ter 1 f P'k-b
i" J Zi-2N-M< ( a ^ P ' ^ a . - b ^ K  )dp-
3
M
*  A 1" - ’,,) f
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1
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.67)
.68)
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where throughout (3.8.65) - (3.8.68) t^zzlfj)' ) and
•Q +-V|
[apZ]"j) represent the relevant components of stress jumps over the j 
subarea of the surface SA and SB respectively.
3.8.10.2 Comparisons with Stokeslet in the vicinity of a plane wall with 
circular hole.
From the analysis of Davis et al. (1981b) we have, for an axially 
translating particle a distance h from the centre of a circular hole in an 
otherwise plane wall, the expression
3*. 1 
Vjr ( 0,h ) * - - 
IT
, 3h — 1
— tan h 4- x
h (1+h )
(3.8.69)
for the reflected velocity at the position of the particle. For the 
particle situated at the same position outside the flanged cylinder we 
have
4v_( 0 , h ) «
N A
a ( p ’ ,h) - h 2a “1 ( p ’ ,h)
Pj+a/2
Pj-a/2
N
E
j=lh E Capz](j)
Pj+^/2
/3(p*,h)
Pj~a/2
M
+ ^ [°-oz3., 
j=l
pz-(j) y(z’ ,h)
Zj+b/2
Zj-b/2
M
E
j-1
a-1( l ,h-z * )
Zj+b/2
Zj-b/2
(3.8.70)
where the functions a,/3 and y are defined in (3.8.34).
Figure 3.45 shows the variation in the magnitude of v*(0,h) for 
various particle positions and increasing cylinder lengths with an outer 
flange radius of four radial units. It was found that for a cylinder
(q'O) 
a^8
2X3
1-1.0
1 = 0.5
10
1=0.25
-o
1=0.125
1= 0.0
Particle Position
Figure 3.45 Reflected velocity at the position 
of the particle in the vicinity of a hollow 
flanged cylinder for various cylinder lengths.
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length of less than one unit, with an outer flange radius of four units, 
one hundred subareas, incorporating a finer subdivision in a neighbourhood 
of the edges p=l z=0,~fi and p=c, z=0, both for 0 < 4> < 2tt, were sufficient 
to ensure the convergence to three decimal places of (3.8.70).
Table 3.6 shows the good agreement between values obtained using 
both (3.8.69) and (3.8.70) for the particle near the flange, with a 
cylinder length of 1/128 •
v*(0,h)
2 h (3.8.70) Davis et al.(1981b) 
(3.8.69)
0.0 0.6366 0.6366
0.1 0.6493 0.6491
0.2 0.6852 0.6835
128 0.3 0.7351 0.7322
0.4 0.7894 0.7854
0.5 0.8386 0.8346
TABLE 3.6
Comparison of analytic expression (3.8.69) 
with (3.8.70) as fi->0_.
Although the model used here is connectivity different from those 
proposed by both Davis et al.(1981) and Shail and Packham (1987) the 
numerical results show that any flow field disturbances due to the quite 
major changes in the boundary geometry are negligible.
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3.8.10.3 Comments on further problems with flanged cylinders.
Due to the manner in which the problem of section 3.8.10.1 was 
formulated a number of inherent physical properties are induced, namely 
the constancy of pressure at large distances from the boundary and a 
non-zero flux of fluid through the cylinder due to the motion of the 
particle.
To consider the analogous problem in which there is a zero flux 
through the cylinder we simply extend S to incorporate
SC = [(P' *z ' 0 < p' < 1 ,  0 < <J> < 2tt) blocking the fluid at the
n
outlet z--2. The component v of the fluid velocity field given by 
(3.8.58) then requires further terms of the form given in (3.6.19) and 
(3.6.20) yielding two further unknown stress jump components [crzz]c(p',4>') 
and [<TpZ]c( p ', ' ) in the linear system of equations (3.8.65 )-(3.8.68) and 
a further two sets of equations arising out of the application of the 
requirements of no-slip on the new surface Sc .
The stokeslet problem of chapter two allowed for the existence of a 
non-zero pressure difference at infinity. In theory such a condition may 
be accounted for using the present method but unfortunately in practice 
can only be realized at the considerable expense of a much increased
computing requirement. The reason for this is that we have to create the
pressure difference by completely enclosing the particle in a container of 
the type illustrated in Figure 3.46.
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Figure 3.46 Container required to model non-zero 
pressure difference.
We quickly observe from figure 3.46 that for h # -&/2 the number of 
unknown stress components over the surfaces S^, i=l,2,...,7 amount to 
fourteen. Clearly if this feature were also required in a non-axially 
symmetric flow field the number would rise to twenty-one. However, even 
with this great increase, the method may still have advantages over a 
finite difference or finite element approach.
3.9 Hie 'Overshoot Phenomenon*
As a final application to the circular cylindrical geometry, using 
the integral—equation representation of the Stokes equations, we discuss 
the phenomenon known as 'overshooting'. In this context the term 
overshooting refers to the somewhat strange behaviour of the velocity 
field a short distance after entering a circular duct given certain inlet 
and outlet boundary conditions which are specified in our case at the ends 
of the duct.
Various authors have predicted that the developing axial velocity 
profile, which we initially assume to be convex, may under certain 
conditions loose this convexity, developing a local minimum on the axis of 
symmetry of the cylinder and a pair of maxima placed symmetrically on 
either side of this minimum.
The earliest account of overshooting may be found in a paper of 
Friedmann et al. (1968). These authors attempt an eigenfunction solution 
of the Navier-Stokes equations for the problem of a steady-state 
axisymmetric flow in a pipe starting from an initially flat inlet velocity 
profile. Due to the form of the velocity representation it proved 
impossible for them to ascertain whether overshooting was present in the 
limiting case of zero Reynolds number flow; the crux of their difficulty 
lay in the poor convergence of series resulting from their velocity 
representation. In an attempt to remedy this Benson and Trogdon (1985) 
proposed applying a Cesaro-sum technique to the series of Friedmann et 
al., claiming to have substantially improved the convergence of the 
series. They concluded that overshooting was indeed present for both a 
uniform (flat) and non-uniform inlet velocity profiles.
Some crucial questions are therefore: are these effects simply
a numerical by-product of the model, (i.e. small effects arising from 
truncation or rounding errors), does overshooting represent a real
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physical property of certain flows or represent the type of flow behaviour 
that would result if it were physically possible to realise such 
non-physical boundary conditions as a uniform inlet velocity profile? 
Abarband et al. (1970) and Li and Ludford (1980) have made some attempt to 
answer the first of these questions by reference to more simplistic 
models. The former replaced the three-dimensional channel problem with a 
two-dimensional quarter-plane, arguing that in a small neighbourhood of 
the rim in the channel problem the quarter-plane model should produce 
similar results. However, in doing this, the analysis must take account of 
the fact that numerical errors may arise out of the quite non-physical 
singularity at the corner of the quarter-plane. As previously mentioned 
Benson and Trogdon circumvent the problem of a singularity at the rim of 
the cylinder by using a non-uniform entry profile. Unfortunately, the 
profile they select posseses a discontinuity in its radial derivative away 
from the rim, casting some doubt upon the accuracy of their solution.
In this section we show how the integral-equation representations 
may be utilized in an attempt to clarify the theory of overshooting. 
Commencing with the problem posed by Friedmann et al. (1968) we confirm 
that overshooting is present in the cases of either a uniform (flat) or an 
everywhere continuous non-uniform inlet and outlet velocity profile. We 
then show how the overshoot phenomenon is absent from the developing 
velocity profile in a hollow cylinder, of finite length, placed in a 
uniform stream. We conclude by outlining briefly an alternative solution, 
using a potential-theoretic approach, to the problem of O'Neill and Ranger 
(1982) for flow through a cylinder of semi-infinite length with certain 
specified inlet conditions.
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3.9.1 Integral Equation Representation
In this group of problems we make extensive use of the analysis 
and integral-equation representations of section 3.8.6.
3.9.1.1 Uniform inlet and outlet velocity profiles.
In a cylindrical polar coordinate system (p,4>,z) an appropriate
form for the everywhere-continuous velocity field v at some point P in the
interior fluid region fl (defined in section 3.8.6) is given by
v = u z 4- v p , (3.9.1)
where u, v, the axial and radial velocity components, are expressed as
u « (Ul+u2 )/8ir, (3.9.2)
and
v = (Vj+v2 )/8ir. (3.9.3)
In (3.9.2) and (3.9.3) u^, u2 and v2 are given by the right-hand sides
of (3.8.21) through (3.8.24) respectivly. With uniform inlet and outlet 
velocity profiles the boundary conditions on each of the surfaces SA , SR 
and Sc (as defined in section 3.8.6) are
u(p,±fi) = Uq =•constant, (3.9.4a)
v(p,±fl) = 0 ,  (3.9.4b)
both for 0<p<l, 0<4><27t, and
u(l,z) = v(l,z) = 0, |z|<fi, 0<4)<2tt. (3 .9 .4c,d )
Satisfaction of the boundary conditions (3.9.4) together with the 
relation (3.5.9) produces six sets of linear equations for the unknown 
surface stresses over the interior surface of the pipe. These are similar 
in form to the sets (3.8.27) through (3.8.32) but with the much simpler 
r ight-menibe r s
03i = 4U0<37r + p ’P*(p* )P(p' )dp' = 24ttUq - ©5i, (3.9.5)
0
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®2i = -8V2O0 J P'P*<P' )Q(P' )dP' = e6i (3.9.6)
o
(3.9.7)
Where
P(P') « (a2+3b2 )E(k) - a(a-b)K(k) 
P*( p * ) = k3b“5/2(a-b )“2, (3.9.9)
(3.9.8)
Q(p’) = [4pab + p'(a2+3b2 )]E(k) - (a-b)(pa+p’a)K(k), (3.9.10)
with
a= p ,2+p2+4£2, b=2p'p and k2=2b(a+b) 1.
Following exactly the same procedure outlined in section 3.8.6 we
solve the new systems of equations for the unknown surface stresses. 
Again, care must be taken in a vicinity of the pipe rims p = 1, z = ±1, 
0<4><2tt to obtain suitable convergence of the stress field. In order to 
establish the existence or otherwise of overshoots we now utilize these 
numerically caluculated stress values to plot graphs of the axial and 
radial velocity profiles in a vicinity of the pipe orifice using (3*9.1). 
Table 3.7 and figure 3.47 illustrate the development of the axial profile 
for a unit pipe semi-length and social inlet velocity UQ = 2. The dotted 
line in figure 3.47 represents the ultimate theoretical Poiseuille profile
A
for flow in a semi-infinite pipe given an initial inlet profile UQz;. 
Conservation of flux shows this profile to be u = 2UQ( 1-p2 ). By increasing 
the pipe semi-length (>1), and therefore the number of equations to be 
solved, figure 3.48 shows how, for all practical purposes, this Poiseulle 
profile is attained approximately one pore radius into the pipe. Figures 
3.49 through 3.51 show further plots of both the axial and radial profiles 
in a vicinity of the entrance to the pipe. Figure 3.50 clearly exhibits 
overshooting for z = 0.98.
It is possible to modify our outlet velocity profile in order to 
incorporate a fully developed Poiseulle outlet flow. In this case our
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Uniform Entry Profile
p Vz(p,0.98) Vz(p,0.94) Vz(p,0.92) Vz(p,0.90) vz(p,0.88
0.0 2.04397 2.07698 2.13334 2.20443 2.28238
0.1 2.04430 2.07726 2.13364 2.20450 2.28180
0.2 2.04446 2.07791 2.13451 2.20465 2.27983
0.3 2.04460 2.07901 2.13600 2.20464 2.27566
0.4 2.04481 2.08083 2.13826 2.20386 2.26729
0.5 2.04520 2.08389 2.14132 2.20045 2.24999
0.6 2.04607 2.08908 2.14421 2.18858 2.21189
0.7 2.04813 2.09768 2.14058 2.14867 2.12219
0.8 2.05389 2.10650 2.09329 2.01239 1.10302
0.9 2.07326 2.01864 1.78558 1.56631 1.39818
1.0 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000
Table 3.7 Values for the axial velocity for various axial 
and radial positions. vz(p,l.0)=2, Vp(p,l.0)=0.0,
0<p<l, 0ZQ<2n.
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Figure 3.47 Axial velocity profile in a 
neighbourhood of the entrance to the -pipe 
specifying a uniform inlet velocity condition.
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Figure 3:48 Development of the axial velocity 
profile within a hollow cylinder of semi-length 
two radial units.
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Figure 3.51 Radial velocity profile close to 
the rim of the pipe; 1 = 2.0.
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bounday conditions become
u(p,-fi) = UD = constant, 
u(p,+fi) - 2U0(l-p2 ), 
v(p,±fi) = 0, 
all for 0<p<l, 0<<J><2tt together with
v(l,z) « u(l,z) = 0, |z|<fi, 0<<tx2rr.
This made very little different to the computed velocity profiles in a 
small neighbourhood of the rim 0<p<l, z = -fl, but served to emphasize the 
stability of the numerical scheme.
3.9.1.2 Non-Uniform inlet and outlet velocity profiles 
In order to remove the singularity in the axial velocity 
component at the pipe rim we consider the inlet and outlet velocity 
profile
Uq , 0^p^€
v_(p,±fl) *=
U0[l-(p-e)2(l-e) 2 h  e<p<Sl, (3.9.11)
vp(p,±f ) — 0, 
both for 0<p<l, 0<4><2tt, together with
v2(l,z) = vp(l,z) = 0, |z|<fi, 0<(J><2tt.
dv„ 3v_
We see that v2(e+ ,±fi) = v2(e_,±£) and (e+ ,±£) = <€_,±fl), and hence
both inlet velocity and stress components are continuous. In the case of 
a semi-infinite pipe there results a fully-developed Poiseuille profile of 
the form u = ^ U0( e2+2e+3)(1-p2 ) which when e = 1, (i.e. uniform velocity 
profile), reproduces the previous Poiseuille profile. Figure 3.52 shows 
graphically the velocity profile given by (3.9.11). A number of values 
for e were taken and the velocity profiles obtained in a vicinity of the 
rim of the pipe by a similar method to section 3.9.1.1.
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Figure 3.52 Variation in the continuous 
non-uniform inlet velocity profile for various 
epsilon.
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Figure 3.53 Axial velocity profile near the rim 
of the pipe with a continuous non-uniform inlet 
velocity profile; I 2.0, «. = 0.95, N - 100.
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Figure 3.54 Axial velocity profile generated 
by a uniform stream within n hollow circular 
cylinder of length two radial units.
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For values of e<0.85 it proved impossible to detect any overshooting in 
the axial velocity profile. For 0.85<e<l overshooting is detected but 
quickly vanishes as we move away downstream from a small neighbourhood of 
the pipe rim. This is in sharp contrast to the uniform inlet problem 
(i.e. e=l) when overshoots were detected much further, (=0.15 radial 
units) into the pipe. Figure 3.53 shows the developing axial profile for 
e = 0.95 in a pipe with a semi-length of two radial units. It clearly 
indicates the distinctive maximum, characterizing the overshoot 
phenomenon, at p = 0.95, z = 1.98.
)
3.9.1.3 Uniform streaming past a hollow cylinder of finite length
The previous examples, cited in section 3.9.1.1 and 3.9.1.2, 
quickly lead us to consider whether the overshooting phenomenon is 
restricted solely to situations involving prescribed inlet and outlet 
conditions. In section 3.8.1 we considered the problem of an axisymmetric 
uniform stream, of stength UQ, flowing parallel to the axis of a hollow 
right-circular cylinder of finite semi-length fi. We gave a suitable 
representation of the axial velocity as uz, where
ffi
u  =  J _ fi(K i ( z ^ p , z ) [ a p z ] +  K ^ z ' ^ z H C p p n d z * ,  ( 3 . 9 . 1 2 )
and [<TpZ], [Opp] represent the shear and normal stress jumps over the 
surface S of the cylinder and the functions K^, K2 are defined by (3.8.3a) 
and (3.8.3b) respectively.
Having obtained numerical values for the the stress jumps, 
following the procedures laid out in section 3.8.1, we calculate the 
developing axial velocity profile as it enters the pipe. Figure 3.54 
illustrates this development, for a pipe semi-length of two radial units. 
It is evident that there is a complete absence of overshooting from this 
problem. Table 3.8 shows, using (3.9.12), computed values of the axial
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Axial velocity at the centre of hollow cylinder 
P vz(p,0) poiseuille _ {1_p2 )/4
0.0 0.2522 0.25
0.1 0.2496 0.2475
0.2 0.2421 0.24
0.3 0.2295 0.2275
0.4 0.2119 0.21
0.5 0.1893 0.1875
0.6 0.1616 0.16
0.7 0.1289 0.1275
0.8 0.0911 0.09
0.9 0.04816 0.475
0.95 0.02494 -
0.96 0.0202 -
0.97 0.0154 -
0.98 0.0107 -
0.99 0.0059 -
1.0 0.0 0.0
FEOX = M/2ir = 0.0632 FUCJX = 1/16
= 1/16 + 7X10-4 
— 1% error
Table 3.8 Comparison of the axial velocity profile at the 
centre of the hollow cylinder with a 
Poiseuille profile.
known
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profile at the centre of the cylinder and compares them to the values 
arising from the relevant fully developed Poiseuille flow.
There is no doubt that overshooting represents quite a curious 
behaviour of a steady-state low Reynolds number flow. The numerical 
results presented here both agree and amplify all previous attempts to 
exhibit this phenomenon in the limit of zero Reynolds number flows. 
However, to conclude therefore that overshooting is under certain 
conditions a real property of a Stokes flow would we feel be a little 
premature. It is also worth remarking that the Stokes-flow problems 
discussed in chapter two of this thesis are also devoid of overshooting.
3.9.2 Outline of a Potential—theoretical Approach
I
i p
* i
i
i
i
i
j v z  = f ( P ) ,  Vp = o
o 1° vz = Vp = ° |
Figure 3.55
A  different approach to the problem of an axisymmetric creeping 
flow through a semi-infinite pipe with an arbitrary prescribed inlet 
velocity profile has been proposed by O'Neill and Ranger (1982). Their 
method represents the velocity field in terms of a Stokes stream function, 
utilizing the available symmetry, and reduces the problem to the solution 
of systems of linear equations in certain relevant Fourier-Bessel 
expansions. in a cylindrical polar coordinate system (p,<J>,z) the 
semi-infinite pipe, depicted in figure 3.55, occupies z<0, 0<p<l, 0<4><2tt. 
The axial inlet velocity is f(p), where f(p) is to be specified, and the 
inlet radial component is zero.
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Using the potential-theoretic representations, developed in the 
first two chapters of this thesis, we can write a suitable form of the 
velocity field, satisfying the relevant boundary data, in terms of three 
regular harmonic functions which are themselves expressed as 
Fourier-Bessel series or Fourier integrals over the length of the pipe.
Since in these earlier chapters, we were able to obtain good . 
approximations to various physical parameters of interest we may be able 
to utilize this approach to provide a further check for the presence of 
overshooting .
Assuming the presence of a fully developed Poiseuille flow as 
z -co the relevent expression for the fluid velocity v, satisfying the 
no-fluid slippage condition on the lateral surface p - 1 and v.p « 0 on 
z = 0 is
OKT o a 00 O’ 00 O a
v(p,z) « - 3B(1 -p2 )z + z£( E A ^ C a np)e ) - E AnJ0(anp)e n g
n=l n=l
- £ x ^ ^ y - e 0(k)I0(pk)coskz dk)
“ n kX(£y ©0<k >Io<^k )coskz dk>2
~ n ^ K y - 0o^k >IO ^ ) sirikz dk>' (3.9.13)
where
6°(k> = n=l V
and J1(cn ) = 0, n = 1,2,... .
At the fluid inlet z=0, 0<p<l, 0^4><2n we have
" AnJo(<rnP) = G(P) = -2M(1~P2)
n=l
+ t S ^ 5 - ( k p I 1(k)X1(kp)-[2I1(k)+kI0(k)]l0(kp>}dk - f(p),
(3.9.14)
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As Ji(crn ) * -Jq ( cJn) = 0, we can apply the Fourier-Dini inversion 
theorem in the 'H+y' = 0 case (Sneddon 1966, page 144) to yield
I Jo(°m)^m = m = 1/2,3,... . (3.9.15)
On simplification (3.9.15) provides the system of linear equations
1 Jo<CTm>am " 4MJo(gm > - J1 Pf(P)J0( V ) d p  +2  -
^ m
+ 8omJ0<CTm> ” ftnCTnJ0<CTn > r  ^  n  '
„ n=l 0 A(k)(cr^+k ) (cr^ 4-k )
m = 1,2,.... (3.9.16)
To obtain the results of Benson and Trogdon (1985) we let 
f(p) = Uq = constant, reducing the system (3.9.16) to
1 J0<<VRm " " RnCTnJ0(%)r ■ ^
2 n n=l o A(k)(cr^+k ) ( a^+k )
= 4tW ° m ) , m = 1 , 2 , ,  (3.9.17)
4
with the associated axial velocity
v2(p,z) = -2U0(l-p*) + E (anz-l)AnJ0(anp)e(7nZ
n=l
- J^{[ kpl1(kp )+2lQ(kp))C(k)-kI0(kp )D(k))coskz dk, 
where C(k) = -4I1(k)©0(k)/TTkA(k) = l1(k)D(k)/l0(.k).
The formulation is now complete but in view of the similarity to 
the work of chapter two we proceed no further with this approach.
CO NCLUSIO NS
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In this thesis we have concentrated upon a number of sedimentation 
problems in which the fluid flow is sufficiently slow to permit the use of 
the quasi-steady Stokes approximation. In Chapter Two we presented a 
solution to the problem of a small axially sedimenting body in the 
vicinity of a circular pore located within a membrane of finite thickness. 
By combining solutions from the Stokes-driven zero-flux flow of section
2.2.1.1 with the pressure-driven non-zero volume flow of section 2.2.1.2 
we effect, upon using Brenner’s formula (2.2.64), a complete description 
of the drag experienced by the particle. Similarly in the case of a 
rotating particle formula (2.1.9), given in section 2.1.1, yields an 
approximation to the experienced couple.
The results presented add to the existing published material of Davis 
et al.(1981) for a singularity-driven flow through a porous membrane and 
Shaii and Packham (1986) for a pore of semi-infinite length. One of the 
advantages of adopting a potential-theoretic approach is that it allows us 
to formulate, in principle at least, problems for which the flow is 
asymmetric; the case of shear flow along one side of an infinitely thin 
membrane containing either a circular or elliptic hole has been solved by 
Shail and Packham (1987). However, we noted that the algebraic complexity 
of the finite-length pore model, when the flow is driven by an axially 
positioned point force, suggests that we have probably reached a limit of 
what *is practicable using potential-theoretic methods. As an asymmetric 
extension of the axisymmetric problem posed by Shail and Packham (1986) we 
could consider a shearing flow past the pore. In fact this problem may be 
reduced to the solution of three extremely complex sets of linear 
equations and to extend this problem to treat asymmetric 
singularity-driven flows would require a new approach.
It would appear that potential theoretic methods are best suited to 
pores of circular cross-section and other means must be sought for pores 
of other cross-section. Thus, utilizing the integral representations of 
solutions of the Stokes equations Chapter Three presented an alternative 
boundary-integral approach to the solution of such problems, reducing both 
the algebraic complexity and providing the ability to study pore 
geometries of irregular cross-section. We demonstrated through Parts I 
and II of Chapter Three that a boundary-integral method, coupled with the
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'method of subareas' discretization process can be applied to a variety of 
axisymmetric problems with extremely good results. It should also be 
viewed as a good alternative to both finite difference and finite elements 
methods (although a boundary-integral method is essentialy a finite 
element method applied to the boundary). The principal advantage of 
adopting the integral representation approach is the reduction in 
dimension of the problem i.e. a three dimensional partial differential 
equation is replaced by a two dimensional integral equation.
Besides further numerous possibilities within the Stokes flow regime, 
including free boundary problems, the boundary-integral method offers 
exciting new challenges in other areas of fluid flow. For example 
solutions of the Oseen flow equations possess integral representations 
analogous to those of the Stokes flow equations. Thus, studies similar to 
those of Chapter Three can be carried out for problems formulated within 
the scope of the Oseen approximation.
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A PP E N D IX  A
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The following integral results are used in chapters one 
and two with J0(An ) « 0 = JjLCdn), n = 1,2,
f  -p.n+1 W P > dp =
J V(t -p2)
tr
2ffst
tn+1 Jn+i (o-gt) , (Al)
f  P"+1 *n<*sP> =
Jo V(t2-pz )
7T
l2crgtj
Z tn+1 Xn+i (agt) , (A2)
t p(2n+l)
V(t2-p2 )(p2+h2)n+*
(2n)!!t2n+1 
(2n+l)!Ih(t2+h2 )n+1 ' h>° '
(A3)
1
| sinAnt sirihkt dt = (A2+k2)-1(kcoshk sinAn-Ansirihk cosAn) , (A4)
0
f1 kJ p I0(kp)J0(crmp)dp = ---------------' (A5)
0 <am +K >
r1  pJn(A p) - r°° coskh Kn(k) - — A_h
[  SP ~ 2 V r  Jl<Am) I "T\,2+k2 ) ~  dk = *» 6 ' <R6)
I t Jv <ant'> J„<ant)dt 
o
i [J^(an )]2 , m=n , u > -1 ,
, m?*n , (A7)
where Jv(a ) = 0, r = 1,2,
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i fc (“n*) J3 <%t)dt 
0 2 2
~sin( an+gm ) + slnfc^-^) 
. <°n+0m> (0n-CTm)
7T-1 n m
—  1 _ 3 _3
- 277 x crn 2 (7m 2 sincrn sincrm ,
r p Ji ( V )  do . 2<Tm , la . r kco3kh Ki<k > fflc J -: t ;/2 dP + “ Jo<CTm) J ;V2TTT!T *
0 (pz+h2) n 0 >
-cr_h
= e m , h >0 ,
f1 pJ0(NnP> _ 2AmJl(km> f® k slnkh K0(k)ai: = h>0,
0 (p2+h2)z 17,1 0 (Amz+lc2)
1 2
J p3J0(amp)dp = '
0 m
1 7 “2k2 k J ^ c r J U k )
p2I1(kp)J0(amp)dp = JoCffnJIjLdO + ,
f « T /« n U  f^T n\rtn - nt1!^ n ^Jq (°m )J P *i< «nP )'Jl^  °inP /-fr 2 + «
0 n *
r ^ T  r„ „ n  rrr nl.i- 2anamJ0< Pm)1^  an > ffm ro(an>Jo(°m)
J0P 0 n ^1( mp > P - — 7 ^ 7 ?  ( ^ S j  '
r1 t2(3h2+t2 ) 2 .
I - o ? * * r dt = (1+h > '
(A8)
( A9 )
(A10)
(All)
(A12)
(A13 )
( A14)
(A1S)
and
(3h +2)
2( l+h5^
3h
tan-1 ( A16 )
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A P P E N D I X  B
In this Appendix we list the various coefficients <
<V fV
E i j ( m , n )  and E£j(h,m), © ^ ( ^ m )  appearing in the linear
( 2.2.47 )—( 2.2.50). Define K(<rm ,crn ) and T(crm ) by
K<°m'CTn> = d x [ 6( W ilOT»l(fnoosV sin(rii)
TramCTn
sin<CTm+CTn>
“ V » (_55=5S--------------- ”
T<°m> = (-3V ° Sam+( 3-<j-)sinam )
■3 W m
Then the coefficients in (2.2.47) are
_ «0< S W V
{aman
_ «o< am>J0<ffn>
*ormCTn
_ 2J0<V J0<CTn>
{amCTn
£ CM |I CTm>J0<CTn>
ComCTn
21l(°n)
-2cr fi ~2anfi
{e n +an fl-l) + K(crm ,an )e n ,
-2a fi 
(2anfi-l + e n },
anIn(an )
. n o n  )E..-(m,n) + cx_E1A(m,n)}
6( a_coSCT -sincr-)
 t t°nIl< “n >+I0< an > }sinhan-anI0( an )coshan],
- fn n , _ 2o£J0«rm>*!«’'n>
E12(m'n) - S(a2+a2 )2A(an ) '
where
E13( m, n) = (cxncoshocnsinam-amsinhancosam )/( a^+a^ ),
E14( m,n) = ( ansinhcxnsinam-CTmcoshcxncosam )/( a£+oc£ )
'^ ^ m ) coshoSnsinam-2(Tmansinhancos,Tm> /< am+aS *
m,n),
systems
(Bl)
(B2)
(B3)
(B4)
(B5)
(B6)
(B7)
(B8)
(B9)
In equation (2.2.48) the coefficients are
Jn(cr_) — 2on £
M21(m,n) « - a ^ T “ {(l+anfi)e n -l}r(crm ),
Jn(cr_) —2crnfl
M22(m#n) = -g yn - (e n -l+anfi}T(am ),
Jn(a_) ~2anfi o
M23(n,,n) = • {(l+2CTn«)e n -l}r(am ) + j;f^ --E25(in,n),
Jn(a„) -2anfi 2 —2<xnfi
M24(m,n) - (e n -l+2<rnA)T{<rn ) + ^  E25(m,n)e n ,
2ana_Jn( a_ )I?( an) -
E21(m/n) « — n j m O  m l ; — n_ = a _ .1E12(m,n)/ 
21 J(o|+a2 )2A(on ) n m 12
E22(m,n) - ffioi^r5vrr{E23(m 'n ),:l(<xn )-E24<m 'n)I0(an)}'
where
E23(m,n) = — ~ t ~ - z--(ancoshan( sin^-cr^osa,,,)
% ( an Krm>
- amsinhan( cos<rm+crmsinam )}
(«2-^)3inhancos<rm + 2angmcoshanslnlTm 
<an+am>2
„   sinamsinhan (amsincrmcoshan+ancosamsinhan )
Ez4(m,n)------ gr-y------------------ -j— j
m n ° m ™ n
and
- ,m n s - sin<CTn+crm> . sin(an-CTm^ sintrmsintrn
E25<”>'"> - 2(an+am ) + -2U ^ c r ' T  V n  '
In (2.2.49) the remaining coefficients are
-2crn fi
M3JL(m,n) = H1JL(m,n) + {l+( l+2crnfi )e n }»<(CTm ,CTn ),
-2crn fi
M32(m,n) = M12(m/n) + (2anfi-l-e n }K(am ,CTn ),
—Zan 2
M33(m,n) = M13(m,n) + 2anfie K(crm ,an ),
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(BIO)
(Bll)
(B12)
(B13)
(B14)
( B15 )
(B16 )
( B17 )
(B18)
(B19)
( B20 )
( B21 )
and
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M34(m/n) = M14(m,n) + 2crnfiK(crm ,crn ). ( B22 )
Finally in (2.2.50) we have :
-2cr Z 
4ficr e n
M41(m,n) = M21(m,n)-------   E25(m,n), (B23)
4ficrn
M42(m,n) = M22(m,n) + 7^ °  E25(m,n), (B24)
-2cr„£
H43(m,n) = M23(m/n) - {l+( 2<rnfi-l)e n }E25(m,n), ( B25 )
and
« -2<xnfi
M44(m,n) = M24(m,n) + ^  {l+2crnfi-e )E25(m/n) ( B26 )
Defining e(h,fl) by
2MC ,
e(h,i!) = -   2sinh Aa
IT
+ ( 1+h2 ) 2 {a( 1+/32 ) 2 + 4fi) , (B27 )
where
j_ j.
a «= h(l+/32 )2 + /3( 1+h2 )2 , (3 = 2fi-h, 
then the functions defining the right hand sides of (2.2.60) and (2.2.62) 
are
Ell<h 'm > 1=5 CTm COS(7m - sincrmJ [m 1+h'
2 f1 t(t2+3h2 )c, r i,t  tju j 2e(h, fi)+ —  J ,t 2.h 2'2 sin<Jm t d t  +    -J o(° m )  '
V  0 (t +h ) °in*
(B28)
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E12(h/m) «
1
h  + - 
°m
2CT_Z r® k(2K.(k) + irl,(k)F(k))
- f -  *0<"m> I ,-2.k2 i --------- c°skh dk , (B29)
17 O '
E13(h,m) = f (M15(k;h,«) F(k) - M16(k;h,«) G(k))dk , (B30)
°m 11 O
~ 2 r°° 2 ~
E14(h,m) = — J {k O m M];L(k,in)
am 17 O
- 3M13(k) (crmcosam - sintrm ) F(k) + [<7m2 M12(k,m)
- 3M14(k)(o'mcos<TIn - sincrra)](2F(k)-kG(k))}sinkh dk ; (B31)
where
f\f O O
M1:L(k,m ) = (ksinhk sinam - amcoshk coscrm )/( crmz+kz )
- {(k2-am2 ) coshk sincrm - 2 0 ^  sinhk coscrm }/( crm2+k2 )2, (B32)
o o
MjLgCk^m) = (kcosh sincrm - crmsinhk cost^)/(amz+kz ) , (B33)
M13(k,m) *= k^Csink - 2M14(k)) , (B34)
^ ( k , m )  = k“2(kcoshk - sinhk) , (B35)
Mls(k;h,fi) = k ^sinflk cos(£-h)k(k I^Ck) + 2I0(k))
- 2flcoskh I0(k) , (B36)
Mi6(k;h,fi) = sinfik cos(fi-h)k I0(k) + 2ficoskh Ii(k) * (B37)
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and
ell<m 'n > - - J0<am>
l°tn
°n2
(am2+cS?T
2gm “n ro("n> Il<gn > 
(gm4+0,n2 )2 A<“n>
fx(n)
- 6 E12(n,m) f4(n) ,
~ 2(ct_coso-_ - sina_)
e12(m,n) - — m -5 - ” - S ^
V "  &(“ra>
t- M 13(on )I0(o<n ) +
+ M14(an ) I^ot,,)] f2(n)
e13(ni,n)
V & ( a n )
(Ii(an) E13(m,n) - I0(cxn ) E14(m,n) )f2(n),
e14(m,n) = amTrA(an )"(Il(an) E14<m 'n > “ *2<an> E13<m,n))f3(n)
Similarly, the functions defining the right hand sides of (2.2.61) 
(2.2.63) are
2h sincr,m 2h
crm Tr( 1+h ) Vm*
1
26
+ rr-T(CTm ) 6(h,fi) ,
1 (h2-t2 )coscrmtdt
" 0
E22(h,m) = h
~cr_h 2cr„m 2<rm -r / x f00 k K1(k)coskhdk-  —  Jo (
E23(h,m) = - m T (^m ) E 13(h,m) ,
( B38 )
(B39 )
( B40 )
( B41)
and
( B42 )
(B43 )
( B44 )
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w  2 r°° ~  w
E2 4(h,m) = -—  j k(M2 1 (k,m) G(k) - M2 2(k,m) F(k))coskh dk
V  0
oo
[2k I^k) (<rm2+k2 ) - I0 (k)] F(k)
+ ix<k) G(k) sinkh dk ,
where
M^Ck,!!!) = sincrm sinhk/<xmk
- (crm sincrm coshk + k coscrm sinhk)/(am2+k2 ) ,
M2 2(k,m) «* {k coshk( sincrm - o^cosa^) -
m
©2 1(m,n) =
- amsinhk(cosam + amsinCTm )}/(am(k2+0m2 ))
+ {(k-cr2 )sinhk costr + ?.k<r coshk sina_}/ 
/ < a 2 + k2 )2 ,
1 ~
-2{I(o_) + ---—  — (-a M?2 (m,n) I0(oc ) +
m °m (an>
+ £an + 2 Io(°th ^  M2 1(m,n)} f (n) ,
°m L  + 2ocn Io(CTn) Il(CTn>'
( CTm2+an2 ) I- A ( a n ) ( a m 2 +c<n 2 ) .
f2(n)
(V 2 ru #v
©2 2(n,m) = a ) '(M22^in^ n) rl^an) “ M2 1(m,n) rQ( ocn )) f4( n ) ,
©2 3(n,m) = St E2 1(n,m) f3 (n) .
Defining ©0 (k) and ©^(k) by
0o(k) - k[I0 (k) F(k) - I^k) G(k)] ,
©!(k) = [k I^k)) + 2I0 (k)] F(k) - k I0 (k) G(k) ,
( B45 )
( B46 )
( B47 )
(B48 )
( B49 )
( B50 )
( B51)
t
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the functions f^Cn) through f4(n) in (B38)-(B41) and (B48)-(B50) are
r1 cos2nrrx dx «
f-(n) « 2 ---------- ~ £
1 J0 (l+(h-2 fln) }
2 f00 ©0 (k) sinfik cos(fi-h)k dk
+ ‘  I  ~  («n2-  k 2 >
r1 (h— 2 fix) cos2mrx _ dx
f9(n) = -2--------------------|
J0 {1 + (h-2 flx)2} 2
2 r00 k ©~(k) sinfik sin(fi-h)k
+ 7 I ° VZ-CT ak '
and
r1 (l+2(h-2fix)2} sin2nrTX dx
^ ( n )  — 2 J ■
0 (l+(h-2fix)2}2
2a_ r00 ©-.(k) sinfik sin(fi-h)k
+ — - I--------  ^ 9— 5  dk ,
e 0 (“ n  )
r1 {l+2 (h-2 fix)2} cos2nirx dx 
f4 (n) = 2 J ----------------3-----
0 {l+(h-2 fix)2 }2
2 r°° k ©i(k) sinfik cos(fi-h)k
+ _ [ --- ,— 5----------    —  dk
* 0  ( « n 2 "k 2 )
(B52)
(B53 )
(B54)
( B55 )
APPENDIX C
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In this appendix we list a number of properties of Lame functions and 
polynomials used in Section 3.3; further properties may be found in 
Arscott (1964).
k2(sn2u sn2v — k'” ^;n2u cn2v)+ k ,'“2dn2u dn2v = 1 , (Cl)
isn0,-|0 snK<= l sn^ k + k') ~ l/k
Cn ° r ,1 j cnKr o , cn C K + A") = - (02)
dno =l, . daX r  k dn ( K ■vK'*) - 0
k2sn2u + dn2u = 1 , sn2u + cn2u - 1 , (C3)
Ttij^ nijL n\2
J En (a) En (a) En (0) En (0) (sn2<x - sn20)docd0
o  1 2 1  2
ml ***2
-- 0 , unless E_ and E„ are of the same nl n2
type and n^* n2, m2 , (C4)
r m 2 o o
j [Epn(a,/3)] (sn a - snz0)dad0
S
m
‘ i , if cnz is a factor of En ,
-i otherwise , (C5)
m m' m ’ m
En(z) Fn (z) - En (Z) F„(Z)
cr+T 2r+l
(-) (2n+l)k , a ,r=0, 1 , (C6 )
m m  /
where in (C4) - (C6 ) the symbols En and Fn denote arbitrary Lame
polynomials and functions of the second kind, respectively.
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APPENDIX D
In this appendix we list various formulae used in the simplification 
of the kernels appearing in Chapter Three (Part II). Defining 
A( p ' , z ' i p , z )  by
p',4>' ,z';p,z) = jp,2+p2 - 2pp'coS(J>’ + (z-z')2J
±
= ja - bcos4>'J ,
where a = p ,2+p2+ (z-z' )2 and b = 2pp', then
rZlT a<J>* - J -
  = 2V2 k b 2 K(k) , (Dl)
0 A
f27r COSt)}' ~ § -
 —  = 2V2 k b 2 (aK(k) - (a+b) E(k)) , (D2)
0 A
r2 n  d<}>’ 2V 2 k b 2
o (a-b)
i
- E(k) , (D3 )
3
-2tt cos4>' 2V2 k b 2
a(j>' = ----------  (aE(k) - (a-b)K(k)) , (D4)
J0 (a-b)
5
2n cos24>’ 2V 2 k b 2r u u b  £ . JS. JJ r o  o  1
J — 73—  - ■ ■ , . [(2a - b 2 )E(k) - 2a(a-b)K(k)J ,
q A (a-b)
(DS)
r 2 n  d4>’ V 2 k3 b 2J T 5  = - (4aE(k) - (a-b)K(k)) , (D6 )
J0 A 3 (a-b)
5
r 2 n  C O S 4 > *  V2 k3 b 2 r ,  ,J •— 5~  ad)’ = - ™ — — y- [(a2+3b2 )E( k ) - a(a-b)K(k)l , (D7)
0 A 3(a—b)
7
f2lT cos2<t>' V 2 k3 b 2 f , 9
1 - 5 -  [2a( 3 b - a  )E( k ) +
+ (a-b )( 2a2-3b2 )K( k )] , (D8 )
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r2Tr cos3 4»' V 2 k3 b 2 r 4 2 2 4
 a<t>* =  ------ 5- (-8a* + 15a b 2 - 3b )E(k)
q A5 3(a-b)2 L
+ a( a-b)(8a2-9b2 )K( k )] .
The modulus of the complete elliptic integrals K and E is k =
(D9)
J.
(2b/(a+b)}2 .
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APPENDIX E
In this appendix we list the various coefficients ¥pq(i,j) and ©p^ 
appearing in the systems (3.8.27) through (3.8.32). Defining 
KjL1(p',z'}p,z), K12(p',z'fp,z) and K1 3 (p',zf;p,z) by
- 1
2V 2 b 2 k f 1
K^p'.z'jp.z) = —  i—  (aj-b-^K: + (z-z1 )2 E , (El)
( a j[ " jl ) I J
__ 3
2V2 kb* 2( z—z ' ) f 
K1 2(pf ,zf ;p,z) = —  — :----- I -p(a1-b1)K •+
* * -
!  - b l P ' ) t .+  ( P  a i
(E2)
2V2 k b 1 * f r ? 2 m
K1 3(p’,z’;p,z) = [ai bi ax(z-z') JE +
+ (a1-b1 )(a1-(z-z' )2 )Kf , (E3)
where a^ = p ,2+p2+(z-z')2# b^ = 2p p ’ and the modulus of the complete
elliptic integrals E and K is k = {2b1/(a1+b1 )}2, then in (3.8.27) 
the coefficients are
Pj+a/2
,,ii<i'i) = J p ' Kn(p'-«;Pir«)ap' , (E4)
P j - a / 2
Zj+b/2
,p12<i^ >  = I , (E5)
Zj-b/2
Zj+b/2
^1 3(irj) = \ K t2(l,z' iplft)<3iz' , (E6 )
Zj-b/2
From
From
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pj+a/2
^1 4(i/ j) - J P ’ K^-p' ,-t>p±, W p '  ,
P j ~ a / 2
(E7)
Pj+a/2
^15( i / j ) = J  p* K 1 2(p’,-fi;piffi)dp' .
Pj-a/2
(E8 )
(3.8.28) the coefficients are
Pj+a/2
=  j  P ’ K1 3(p',«;pi,je)dp> ,
P j - a / 2
( E 9 )
Z j + b / 2
K 3 2(pi;fi;l/z* )dz’ ,
Zj-b/2
(E10)
Zj+b/2
Zj-b/2
(Ell)
Pj+a/2
*2 4 (i,j> - J P* K 1 2(pi,fi;p'/-fi)dp* ,
Pj-a/2
( E12 )
Pj+a/2
Vfesdtj) = | P* K1 3(p’,-fi;pi,fi)dp* .
Pj-a/2
( E13 )
[3.8.29 ) the coefficients are
Pj+a/2
P3l(i,j) - J P ‘ K ^ p M i p ^ - I J d p *  ,
Pj-a/2
(E14)r
Pj+a/2
= { p ’ K ^ p ’^-p^-fijdp’ ,
Pj-a/2
( E15 )
From
From
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Z j + b / 2
^33^ 3  ) J 'Pi' fl )dz1 ,
Z j - b / 2
(E16)
Z j + b / 2
Z j - b / 2
K^2( 1/ 2 ’ r P ± r  fi )dZ ' , (E17)
Pj+a/2
^35(^0 ) “ J P* Kj^(p1 ,—.fi;p.^ , —fi )dp*
Pj-a/2
( E18 )
(3.8.30) the coefficients are
Pj+a/2
Pj-a/2
(E19 )
Pj+a/2
^42(+*3 ) J P' ^^(P' / ®'Pj_' i)dp' ,
Pj-a/2
( E20 )
Z j + b / 2
^4 3( i» j ) ~ j ^12^Pi'~^'^,zl '
Z j - b / 2
( E21)
Z j + b / 2
^44( + / 3 ) “ J ^13 ^ z ' 'Pi'  ^ ' /
Z j - b / 2
(E22)
Pj+a/2
'^4 5 (1 *3 ) - j" P' ^ 1 3iP’* ®/Pj_/ i )dp*
Pj-a/2
( E23 )
(3.8.31) the coefficients are
pj+a/2
^53_(i/3 ) — J P' K^^( p ' / fi; 1/z^ )dp' ,
Pj-a/2
( E24 )
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Pj+a/2
¥5 2(i,j) ® { P ’ K1 2(p,,fi;:L,zi )dp, ' (E25)
P j - a / 2
Z j + b / 2
*5 3 (1 , j) = { K 11(a,z';l,zi)dz' , (E26)
Z j - b / 2
Z j + b / 2
* 5 4 ( 1 , j )  =  |  K 1 2 ( 1 / Z '  ;l,zt )dz’ , (E27)
Z j - b / 2
Pj+a/2
¥5 5(1 ,3 ) - { P* K 11(p'/-fi;l/zi )dp1 , (E28)
Pj-a/2
Pj+a/2
*56<i' 5 ) - J  p ’ K 12(p'/-fi;l/Z i )dp' . (E29)
Pj-a/2
Finally, from (3.8.32) the coefficients are
Pj+a/2
¥6 1(i,j) = { p* K1 2(l,zi;p*,fi)dp' , (E30)
Pj-a/2
Pj+a/2
¥6 2(i,j) = { P* K 13( p ,,i;l,zi )dp’ , (E 3 1 )
Pj-a/2
Z j + b / 2
* | K ^ C i . z ^ l f Z ’ )dz’ , ( E 3 2 )
Z j - b / 2
Z j + b / 2
¥6 4 (i,j) = | K 13(l,z';l/zi )dz' , (E33)
Zj-b/a
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Pj+a/2
y6 5(i,j) = | P' K12(l,zt}p'-&)<3ip' ,
Pj-a/2
Pj+a/2
’sW i'3> ® I p ’ k 13(p ' Z iJdp*
pj-a/2
Further, define K2 1(p',zf;p,z), K2 2(p’,z’;p,z), K2 3(p’,zf;p,z), 
K 2 4 ^ P ' f Z ' * ' P ' Z ) a n d  K 2 5 ^ P '  'z ' '*P'z ) b y
5
2V2 k3bn 2(z-z')2
K 2 i ( P ’ ^z , ; P / z ) *=   r ~
(al -bl)
[ 4  a l b l P  “  P , ( a 1 2 + 3 b JL2 ) ]
- (aj-J^Xbjp + a1 p ’ )K
2V2 k (z—z ' )b,
K?2 (p',z';p,z) = -— ----
( a ^ ) 2 [ ( al 2" b l 2 X 3bl 2“ 2alP 2 ) ~
4a1b12( z-z ’ )2]e + (a^bj^) [2p2( a ^ - b
+  b 1 2 ( z —z ' ) 2 ] k
2 V 2  k 3 ( z-z * ) 3b ,  2
K 23( p ’,z’;p,z) = ------  — t v  —
( a ^ ) 2
4a1E - (a1 -b1 )K
Zy/2 k3(z-z' )b, 2
k 74(p'/Z';p,z) = — — ---— — »r—
< a l“b l )
[2a1(a1z-b12 ) -
- (z-z' )2(a12+3b12 )]E + (a^-b^^b-,/
- a1(2a1-(z-zf )2 )]K
(E34)
( E35 )
E  -
(E36 )
(E37)
( E38 )
( E39 )
_7
V 2  k.3 b «  z  
K z 5 ( p , 'z ';p 'z )  ~  (a i - b x )2
[p(8a14-l5a12b12+3b14) -
- 4a1p(p2+2p,2 )(a12-3b12 ) - 2p'to(p’2+2p2 )(a12+3bJ• 2.«A2ws 2
+ 4 a ^ p ' ]E + (a1-b1 ) [-a.jP( Sa-,2- ^ 2 ) + 2p(p2+2p1 2)(2a1 2-3b12
+ 2a1b1p ,(2p2+p*2 ) - p ’b j ^ K
then the right-members of (3.8.27) - (3.8.32) are
®ii = " 3vz (Pi-*)/2 ~ |
- 4
“  K 2 1 ( p i# )vz  (1, z ' )
+ K22(l,z'}p±,1l)vp (1 ,zf) dz'
1
+ J p 1 
0
- K2 1(p,-fi;pM!)v (p',-{) dp* ,
_ f
0 2i = - 3vp (P± ^ ) / 2  ~ j
- £
K2 4(1,z'ipL,i)vz (1,z>)
+ K^ljZ'/p^JOVpU/Z’) dz'
+ rj
o
+ (p*,-5) dp* ,
254
)
(E40)
(E41)
(E42 )
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®3i " - 3vz(Pi-i)/2 - Jp-
0
K2 3 ( P ' (p*/-£) -
dp*
£
f
- J 
-£
“  K2i ( P i / - ^ ; l / Z ' ) v 2  ( 1/ 2 * )  +
+ K22(l,z-' tp±,-i)vp (l,z') dz’ , (E43)
e4i = “ 3vp (Pi»“ «)/2 - J P'
0
“ K2i(P'/i;Pi.-fi)vz (p* ,-fi) +
+ K 2 4 (p,,£;pi,-fi)vp (p’,-£) dp*
£r
j 
— £
K2 4 (l,z';Pi,-J)vr (l,z') +
+ K2 5(l,z,;pi,-4)vp (l,z') dz’ , (E44)
05i = ~ 3vz (1'Z±V2 ~ I P*
0
K21 1^'zi;P.* 'fi>vp <P''*> dp'
£
_ f 
J 
— £
- )vz (l,z* ) +
+ K 22(1,z';l/z±)v (1/2') dz1
1
+ J p' K2 3(P,/-fi;i/2 i )Vz (p',-fl) -
- K2 5(l/zi;p',-fl)v (p*,-£) dp’ , (E45 )
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and
06i - 3v (l,z±)/2 - f p' 
0
+ K^CpSJe/l/ZiJVp (p',£) dp'
£
_ f 
J
- f i
K24(l,z' ;l/z i )vz (1 ,2 ’) +
dz1
+ f p' K21<£>''-S;1'zi>vz (p\-J) +
dp* . (E46)
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